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COMMERCIAL PAPER: AN EXEMPTED
SECURITY UNDER SECTION 3(a) (3)




Corporations and other business entities have a need from
time to time to borrow substantial sums of money for short-term
use. Interim financing of this type can, of course, be sought in
conventional loans from banks and other lending institutions, but
an attractive remedy may exist in commercial paper, which usually
takes the form of short-term unsecured promissory notes., Com-
mercial paper is relatively inexpensive 2 and easy to use and, as a
money market instrument, has traditionally been viewed by inves-
tors as almost entirely without risk.' Furthermore, unlike other
* Professor of Law, Syracuse University. @ 1976 by 3. William Hicks.
I Some of the information on the commercial paper market set forth in
this Article is based on interviews conducted between October 1975 and June 1976
with representatives of major institutions participating in the market, including
several commercial paper dealers located in New York City, several direct issuers
of commercial paper, the Securities and Exchange Commission (Washington,
D.C.) and several major New York City law firms.
Since most of those interviewed could have reasonably expected that certain
candid comments would not be attributed to them, information received from
these interviews is cited to this footnote generally. [Hereinafter cited as Inter-
views]
2 Commercial paper has generally been less expensive to finance than bank
borrowings. See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (First R.R. & Banking Co. of Ga.),
issued May 29, 1975, [1975] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 6, frame 06497,
06501. See generally N. BAXTER, THE COMMERCIAL PAPER MARKET (2d ed.
1966); Comment, The Commercial Paper Market and the Securities Acts, 39
U. Cm. L. REV. 362 (1972) [hereinafter cited as Commercial Paper Market].
3 According to an SEC staff report, investors' confidence in commercial
paper has been almost unshakable:
The most noteworthy factor in the commercial paper market (at least
until the Transportation Co. bankruptcy) was the common belief held
by purchasers, to a degree not even found among those who invest in
the bluest of blue chip securities, that commercial paper was designed
to be entirely riskproof. Because safety of principal so far and away
transcended rate considerations, a very large number of purchasers of
commercial paper did not shop for rates at all. Most looked upon com-
mercial paper as the equal of U.S. Treasury notes or bank certificates
of deposit (CD's) in terms of safety.
STAFF REPORT OF THE SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMM'N TO THE SPECIAL
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investment devices, commercial paper escapes many of the rigors of
the federal securities laws. The Securities Act of 1933 (1933
Act)4 requires that all securities sold in interstate commerce' be
registered6 with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
unless the security or transaction is exempted. Commercial paper
constitutes a "security" 7 under the 1933 Act but is exempted by
section 3(a) (3) from this registration requirement" if it is a
note, draft, bill of exchange, or banker's acceptance which
arises out of a current transaction or the proceeds of which
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS: THE FINANCIAL COLLAPSE OF THE PENN
CENTRAL COMPANY 272 (1972) [hereinafter cited as SEC STAFF REPORT], sum-
marized in [1972-1973 Transfer Binder] CCH FED. SEC. L. REP. 78,931.
4 15 U.S.C. § 77a et seq. (1970).
5 Section 2(7) of the 1933 Act defines "interstate commerce" as "trade or
commerce in securities or any transportation or communication relating thereto
among the several States." Id. § 77b(7).
6 Id. § 77(e). For an overview of the registration process, see generally
3 H. BLOOMENTHAL, SECURITIES AND FEDERAL CORPORATE LAW § 7.02 (1975).
7 Section 2(1) of the 1933 Act defines a "security" as follows:
The term "security" means any note, stock, treasury stock, bond,
debenture, evidence of indebtedness, certificate of interest or participa-
tion in any profit-sharing agreement, collateral-trust certificate, preor-
ganization certificate or subscription, transferable share, investment con-
tract, voting-trust certificate, certificate of deposit for a security, frac-
tional undivided interest in oil, gas, or other mineral rights, or, in gen-
eral, any interest or instrument commonly known as a "security", or any
certificate of interest or participation in, temporary or interim certificate
for, receipt for, guarantee of, or warrant or right to subscribe to or pur-
chase, any of the foregoing.
15 U.S.C. § 77b(1) (1970).
Although the Supreme Court has indicated that the definition of a "security"
under the 1933 Act is, for most purposes, interchangeable with the definition con-
tained in the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 15 U.S.C. §§ 78a et seq. (1970)
(1934 Act), Tcherepnin v. Knight, 389 U.S. 332, 335-36 (1967), a significant dif-
ference exists in the case of commercial paper. Under the 1933 Act, commercial
paper can qualify as an exempt security, under section 3(a)(3). 15 U.S.C.
§ 77c(a)(3) (1970). But short-term notes, i.e., commercial paper, are excluded
from the definition of a "security" in section 3 (a)(10) of the 1934 Act. 15 U.S.C.
§ 78c(a)(10) (1970). But see Sanders v. John Nuveen & Co., Inc., 463 F.2d
1075 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 409 U.S. 1009 (1972) (promissory notes with a
maturity not exceeding nine months that are offered to the public as "investment
contracts" and not as commercial paper fall within the definition of a "security"
for purposes of the 1934 Act); accord, Zeller v. Bogue Elec. Mfg. Corp., 476 F.2d
795 (2d Cir. 1973); United States v. Rachal, 473 F.2d 1338 (5th Cir. 1973). The
Investment Advisors Act of 1940 also applies to commercial paper. 15 U.S.C.
§ 80b-2(a)(18) (1970).
8 The exemption provided by section 3(a)(3) applies only to the registra-
tion requirements of section 5 of the 1933 Act, 15 U.S.C. § 77e (1970). The
civil liability and antifraud provisions of the 1933 Act, sections 12 and 17, 15
U.S.C. §§ 771, q (1970) respectively, remain applicable if the issuer utilizes the
requisite jurisdictional means. See note 5 & accompanying text supra.
The antifraud provision of the 1934 Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78j (1970), and rule
lob-5 promulgated thereunder, 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5 (1976), are also available to
the SEC or private litigants if they can establish a violation in connection with the
purchase or sale of commercial paper that is deemed an "investment contract."
Unlike section 2(l) of the 1933 Act, 15 U.S.C. § 77b(l) (1970), which defines
commercial paper as a security, section 3(a)(10) of the 1934 Act states that the
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have been or are to be used for current transactions, and
which has a maturity at the ,time of issuance of not exceeding
nine months, exclusive of days of grace, or any renewal there-
of the maturity of which is likewise limited . .. .
An examination of the commercial paper exemption under
section 3(a) (3) is appropriate at this time for several reasons. The
commercial paper market has expanded in volume and importance
during the past forty-three years.' 0 Investor confidence in com-
mercial paper has lessened," a change attributable at least in part
to the financial disaster of Penn Central Transportation Company,
which had eighty-two million dollars of commercial paper out-
standing when it filed its bankruptcy reorganization petition in
term "security" means
any note . . . [or] investment contract . . . but shall not include cur-
rency or any note, draft, bill of exchange, or banker's acceptance, which
has a maturity at the time of issuance of not exceeding nine months,
exclusive of days of grace, or any renewal thereof the maturity of which
is likewise limited.
15 U.S.C. § 78c(a)(10) (1970).
In order to recover under the antifraud provisions of the 1934 Act, the plain-
tiff must first establish that the short-term notes were not of the type intended
by Congress to be excluded from the coverage of the 1934 Act but were instead
investment securities or investment contracts and therefore within the purview
of the statute. For cases in which short-term notes have been deemed to be "se-
curities" under the 1934 Act, see Zeller v. Bogue Elec. Mfg. Corp., 476 F.2d
795 (2d Cir. 1973); United States v. Rachal, 473 F.2d 1338 (5th Cir. 1973); San-
ders v. John Nuveen & Co., Inc., 463 F.2d 1075 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 409 U.S.
1009 (1972).
Although an important topic, the question of civil liability in the sale of com-
mercial paper will not be discussed in this Article. See generally Commercial Pa-
per Market, supra note 2, at 396-400.
9 15 U.S.C. § 77c(a)(3) (1970).
10 It is estimated that in 1933 the commercial paper market averaged only
$139 million in commercial paper outstanding. N. BAXTER, supra note 2, at 17.
The market grew slowly, reaching $4.5 billion by 1960. On December 31, 1965,
the amount had grown to $9 billion outstanding, with the rapid growth still to
come: December 31, 1967, $16 billion outstanding; December 31, 1969, $31.6 bil-
lion outstanding; and June 30, 1970, $39.9 billion outstanding. SEC STAFF RE-
PORT, supra note 3, at 273. It is estimated that in 1976 the commercial paper
market will average $50 billion outstanding. Interviews, note 1 supra. This re-
cent growth of the commercial paper market has been explained as
directly related to the monetary squeeze in which U.S. industry found
itself at the end of the 1960's. In December 1968, the Federal Reserve
Bank imposed a ceiling on CD interest rates. The banks, expectedly,
strenuously objected to regulation Q, as it is known, which had the effect
of diverting funds from the banking system and into commercial paper
and other money market instruments, but the banks themselves were con-
tributing to the increase in commercial paper outstanding. Bank holding
companies began to issue commercial paper, and the banks put hundreds
of disappointed loan customers in the direction of commercial paper as
a cure to corporate liquidity problems.
SEC STAFF REPORT, supra note 3, at 273. The SEC staff has shown concern that
the "rapid growth of the market for commercial paper has involved its increased
use as a substitute for long-term financing." Id.
11 See, e.g., Hussey, Loss of Confidence, BARRONS, July 15, 1974, at 5;
Loomis, The Lesson of the Credit Crisis, FORTUNE, May 1971, at 141.
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1970.12 In light of these changes, what was considered an appro-
priate security for exemption in 1933 may now be inappropriate.
Criticism of current commercial paper regulation has prompted
Congress"3 and the SEC 4 to reevaluate the 3(a)(3) exemption
and its administrative interpretations. Moreover, the SEC has
recently stated that it is committed to coordinating and integrating
a continuous disclosure system with the various exemptive provi-
sions provided by the federal securities laws.15 Section 3 (a) (3)
12 See generally SEC STAFF REPORT, supra note 3, at 271. In the Penn
Central disaster, investor confidence was maintained by quick action on the part
of the Federal Reserve Board.
In the 30-day period following the Transportation Co. bankruptcy, the
runoff in commercial paper is estimated to have reached $3 billion.Only quick action by the Federal Reserve, which had been alerted to the
approaching bankruptcy a day or two before, appears to have saved theday. On June 19, 1970, in anticipation of trouble, the Federal Reservehad agreed to let commercial banks borrow freely at its discount window.And on June 23, it voted to change its regulation Q, which limits whatbanks can pay for deposits, thus allowing them to buy money freely. Andthe banks borrowed heavily from the Federal Reserve in the weeks thatfollowed-$1.7 billion in just 1 week in mid-July. More than $2 billionin bank money went to aid corporations in paying off maturing commer-
cial paper. This rescue operation not only took some companies out oftrouble, it also restored lender confidence in the commercial paper mar-ket. What could have blown into a major liquidity crisis vanished al-
most before it began.
Id. at 272.
13 On December 8, 1971, in the wake of the financial collapse of the PennCentral Company, Congressman Harley 0. Staggers introduced H.R. 12128, a bill
"to extend the protection provided by the Federal securities laws to persons invest-ing in securities of carriers regulated by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion .... ." 117 CONG. REC. 45613 (1971). Although the proposed legislation
was aimed at the rescission of section 3(a)(6) of the 1933 Act, 15 U.S.C. § 77c(a)(6) (1970), which exempted securities issued by persons regulated by the ICC,its sponsor was concerned with other aspects of the federal securities laws, includ-ing section 3(a)(3). The SEC testified before the Special Subcommittee on In-
vestigations for the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce and later
submitted to the subcommittee its detailed report on the collapse of the PennCentral. See SEC STAFF REPORT, note 3 supra. The Commission's efforts tohave section 3(a)(3) amended were unsuccessful, although Congress did eventually
narrow the exemption under section 3(a)(6) in section 308 of the Railroad Re-
vitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-210, 90 Stat. 31.14 The Commission examined section 3(a)(3), 15 U.S.C. § 77c(a)(3)(1970), in connection with its staff report on the financial collapse of the PennCentral. SEC STAFF REPORT, supra note 3, at wni-ix. The Chairman of theCommission suggested that Congress amend section 3(a)(3) "in order to provide
more definite standards." Id. at vin.15 In November 1967, the SEC authorized a small group from the Com-
mission's staff to "examine the operation of the disclosure provisions of the Secu-
rities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Commission rules
and regulations thereunder." SEC Securities Act Release No. 4885 (Nov. 29,1967), [1967-1969 Transfer Binder] CCH FED. SEC. L. REP. 83,011. The studygroup, headed by Commissioner Francis M. Wheat, reported its recommenda-
tions in March 1969. SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMM'N, DISCLOSURE TO
INVESTORS-A REAPPRAISAL OF ADMINISTRATIVE POLICIES UNDER THE '33 AND
'34 ACTS: THE WHEAT REPORT (1969) [hereinafter cited as WHEAT REPORT].One of the major recommendations of the Wheat Report called for a shift
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appears to be an exception to this commitment since it permits
commercial paper to be sold without the disclosure protection of
the 1933 Act to investors who may know little or nothing about the
issuer' and who lack effective controls over the use of the pro-
ceeds17 or any of the borrower's other business decisions.'" Finally,
section 3 (a) (3) has been largely ignored in legal journals,' 9 a fact
that can be explained by the shortage of useful legislative history
2 0
in emphasis by the Commission from disclosure in the new issue market to
continuing disclosures which benefit the trading markets in securities. Id. at 11.
With appropriate new rules and regulations, the SEC could, it was hoped, "en-
hance the degree of coordination between the disclosures required by the '33 and
'34 Acts .... ." Id. at 8. After an abortive attempt to adopt a series of rules rec-
ommended by the Wheat Report, the Commission in January 1972 adopted rule
144, the first of four "140 series" rules. Rule 144, 17 C.F.R. § 230.144 (1976).
The Commission envisioned rule 144 as an important part of its efforts to achieve
what the SEC considered the objectives of the federal securities statutes, "a con-
tinuous disclosure system designed to protect investors and to assure the mainte-
nance of fair and honest securities markets ....... SEC Securities Act Release
No. 5223 (Jan. 11, 1972), [1971-1972 Transfer Binder] CCH FED. SEC. L. REP.
[ 78,487, at 81,051. In adopting each of the other three rules in the 140 series,
the Commission has repeated its conception of the Congressional purposes behind
the federal securities laws and has described each new rule as a further effort in
the Commission's goal "to coordinate and integrate the disclosure system with the
exemptive provisions provided by the laws." See the Commission's promulgation
of rule 145, SEC Securities Act Release No. 5316 (Oct. 6, 1972), [1972-1973
Transfer Binder] CCH FED. SEC. L. REP. 79,015; rule 147, SEC Securities Act
Release No. 5450 (Jan. 7, 1974), [1973-1974 Transfer Binder] CCH FED. SEC. L.
REP. % 79,617, at 83,649; and rule 146, SEC Securities Act Release No. 5487 (Apr.
23, 1974), 1 CCH FED. SEC. L. REP. 2710. See generally 3 H. BLOOMEmTHAL,
supra note 6, at 4-1 to -190.
16 Investors lack information about the issuer
[b]ecause of the short-term nature of commercial paper and the way
in which investments in commercial paper are made-there is a con-
tinuous turnover and a customer usually must choose from whatever
commercial paper the dealer has available at the time which will meet
the customer's maturity requirements-the usual purchaser does very lit-
tle investigation or analysis of the investment merits of commercial
paper. He is not in a position to acquire information directly and must
rely on what he can get from the dealer selling the paper, rating services
and the public media.
SEC STAFF REPORT, supra note 3, at 276.
17 For a discussion of the limitations on the use of commercial paper
proceeds under section 3(a)(3), see text accompanying notes 107-225 infra.
18 For example, it is almost impossible for purchasers of commercial paper
to secure restrictive covenants limiting the issuer's freedom to raise additional
debt. SEC STAFF REPORT, supra note 3, at 272.19 See Commercial Paper Market, supra note 2, at 380-96, for an excellent
analysis of the impact of federal securities laws on the commercial paper market
and the significance of section 3(a)(3). That student comment is the only in-
depth study that addresses commercial paper under the securities acts. See gen-
erally 3 H. BLOOMENTHAL, supra note 6, at § 2.03[1]-[2]; 1 L. Loss, SECURlTES
REGULATION 566-68 (2d ed. 1961); 4 id. 2590-91 (Supp. 1969). See also
Schweitzer, Commercial Paper and the Securities Act of 1933: A Role for
Registration, 63 GEO. L.J. 1245 (1975).
20 See generally H.R. REP. No. 85, 73d Cong., 1st Sess. 15 (1933). The
legislative history of section 3 (a) (3) is discussed at text accompanying notes 226-
41 infra.
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and judicial interpretation2' of the exemption and, until recently,
the scarcity of administrative guidelines22 for its use. Since De-
cember 1, 1970, the SEC has made available to the public2 the
correspondence between SEC staff members and persons seeking
official opinions regarding the effect of federal securities law on
contemplated transactions. The staff may either render legal inter-
pretations of statutory provisions or administrative regulations
without reference to particular facts 24 or, alternatively, state that no
enforcement action will be recommended to the Commission if the
transaction is consummated in the manner contemplated.25 Sec-
21 Section 3(a)(3), 15 U.S.C. § 77c(a)(3) (1970), has received limited
judicial attention in the following cases: SEC v. Continental Commodities Corp.,[1974-1975 Transfer Binder] CCH FEn. SEC. L. REp. 94,724 (5th Cir. 1974);
United States v. Rachal, 473 F.2d 1338 (5th Cir. 1973); Sanders v. John Nuveen
& Co., 463 F.2d 1075 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 409 U.S. 1009 (1972); Franklin
Savs. Bank v. Levy, 406 F. Supp. 40 (S.D.N.Y. 1975); SEC v. M.A. Lundy
Assocs., 362 F. Supp. 226 (D.R.I. 1973); United States v. Hill, 298 F. Supp. 1221(D. Conn. 1969); SEC v. Perera Co., Inc., 47 F.R.D. 535 (S.D.N.Y. 1969); An-
derson v. Francis I. duPont & Co., 291 F. Supp. 705 (D. Minn. 1968).
22 The SEC to date has issued the following releases on section 3(a) (3):
SEC Securities Act Release No. 401 (June 18, 1935), 1 CCH FED. SEC. L. REP.
T 2041 (1975); SEC Securities Act Release No. 4412 (Sept. 20, 1961), 1 CCH
FED. SEC. L. REp. 2045 (1975); SEC Securities Act Release No. 5453 (Feb. 1,
1974), [1973-1974 Transfer Binder] CCH FED. Sac. L. REP. 79,634.
23 Prior to December 1970, SEC interpretative letters, no-action letters and
the inquiries upon which they were based were not generally available to the pub-lic. On September 20, 1968, the Commission requested comments on whether its
policy of nondisclosure should be changed. SEC Securities Act Release No. 4924(Sept. 20, 1968), [1967-1968 Transfer Binder] CCH FED. SEC. L. REP. 77,606,
at 83,295. The overwhelming majority of responses favored some form of public
disclosure of the matters treated in no-action and interpretative letters, and the
Commission responded with a formal proposal, SEC Securities Act Release No.5073 (July 14, 1970), [1969-1970 Transfer Binder] CCH FED. SEC. L. REP.77,838, which was adopted in SEC Securities Act Release No. 5098 (Oct. 29,
1970), [1970-1971 Transfer Binder] CCH FED. Sac. L. RaP. 77,921.
24 Interpretative letters provide a useful method for the Commission staff
members to assist persons in complying with a new administrative ruling and in
certain cases such letters replace no-action letters as the forum for staff expres-
sion. For example, when the Commission adopted its nonexclusive rule 147, 17
C.F.R. § 230.147 (1975), as a clarification of the intrastate exemption under sec-
tion 3(a)(11) of the 1933 Act, it announced that the staff would issue no-action
letters in regard to transactions in reliance on section 3(a)(11) outside the rule
"only on an infrequent basis and in the most compelling circumstances." SEC
Securities Act Release No. 5450, supra note 15, at 83,654. The Commission
assured the public, however, that the staff would issue interpretative letters to
assist persons complying with the rule.
25 Staff responses to requests for no-action treatment regularly include the
caveat that they only express a position on enforcement action and do "not
purport to express any legal conclusion on the questions presented." SEC no-
action letter (Pacesetter Fin. Corp.), issued Jan. 23, 1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEC.
MICROFILM, roll 2, frame 01618, at 01619.
A no-action letter may, in fact, be an interpretation of the statute; most
often, however, it is something entirely different. It may be a . . . deci-
sion in a particular case, after considering the priorities and problems
232
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tion 3(a) (3) has been the subject of many "no-action" letter
requests and staff responses during the past six years.26
This Article will examine section 3(a) (3) under both tradi-
tional interpretations and the "informal policy" 27 articulated by the
SEC staff in interpretative and no-action letters. Part I reviews the
current SEC interpretation of the exemption requirements, includ-
ing some issues that have not yet been resolved. Part II assesses
this treatment of the exemption in terms of the overall purpose of
the 1933 Act. Suggestions will be offered in Part II for the reform
of the SEC interpretation of section 3 (a) (3) to better comport with
congressional goals.
I. REVIEW OF SEC AND STAFF INTERPRETATION
OF SECTION 3(a)(3)
Section 3 (a) (3) exempts certain commercial paper and bank-
before the agency, the manpower available [and] the effects on the pub-
lic .... whether it is necessary to crank up a proceeding if someone
should proceed in the manner suggested.
Release No. 4924, supra note 23, at 83,294 n.3, citing Panel Discussion, Public
Information Act and Interpretative and Advisory Rulings, 20 ADMEN. L. REv. 1,
24 (1967).
A no-action position by the staff is binding on the Commission but does not
serve as a bar to a private litigant who wishes to challenge the legality of a trans-
action consummated in reliance upon the administrative position. See SEC Secu-
rities Act Release No. 4552 (Nov. 6, 1962), 1 CCH FED. SEC. L. REP. 2770
(1975), where the SEC warned the public that
persons receiving advice from the staff of the Commission that no action
will be recommended if they proceed without registration in reliance
upon the [section 4(2), 15 U.S.C. § 77d(2) (1970)] exemption should
do so only with full realization that the test so applied may not be proof
against claims by purchasers of the security that registration should have
been effected.
Id. at 2922.
26 According to the microfilm record of no-action letters, the following
number of requests for staff response relating to section 3(a)(3) have been an-
swered since 1971:






1976 26 (as of July 1976)
27 There is some dispute over the proper weight to be given to no-action
letters. According to Professor Kenneth Culp Davis, "some of the most im-
portant law of the SEC is embodied in this big batch of no-action letters. This
is law. The interpretations are law." The SEC's response is that "while the
Commission does not agree that this much significance should be attached to
views expressed by the staff, it may nevertheless be true that practitioners might
find these letters helpful . . . " Release No. 4924, supra note 23, at 83,294. For
a critical analysis of the Commission's informal method of modifying substantive
law through the publication of no-action responses, see Lowenfels, SEC No-Action
Letters: Conflicts with Existing Statutes, Cases, and Commission Releases, 59 VA.
L. REv. 303 (1973).
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er's acceptances 28 from the registration and prospectus require-
ments of the 1933 Act. Persons claiming the exemption must
establish that they have met all of the conditions stated in the
exemptive provision itself and, in addition, those imposed by the
SEC staff.29  Determining the full extent of these staff-imposed
conditions is somewhat difficult, but it appears that the availability
of the commercial paper exemption depends upon the nature of the
(a) security, (b) issuer, (c) purchaser, (d) manner of sale, and
(e) use of proceeds. Each of these factors will be examined
separately.
A. The Security
Commercial paper in the form of promissory notes is sold in
denominations ranging from $5,000 to $1,000,000,30 depending
upon the size of the offering and the type of purchaser.3 The
notes are either discount notes without interest or nondiscount
notes with interest,12 and are payable on a fixed date."8  Maturities
can vary from 3 to 270 days but the bulk of commercial paper
28 Section 3(a)(3) refers specifically to a "note, draft, bill of exchange, or
banker's acceptance." For a discussion of the Commission's interpretation of
these terms in the exemption, see notes 38-42 & accompanying text infra.
29 Persons claiming an exemption under section 3(a)(3) are not required
to inform the SEC of their decision to invoke the exemption. The burden of
proving compliance with all of the requirements of the exemption arises only if
the issuer is challenged by the Commission or by disgruntled investors for selling
unregistered securities.
80 Most commercial paper sold by dealers has a minimum denomination
of $100,000. Interviews, note 1 supra. Issuers who sell their notes directly are
more likely to sell their short-term notes in denominations of $50,000, but may
sell them in denominations as small as $5,000. Id. The largest denominations,
those in excess of $5 million, are usually sold directly by the issuer. McGilli-
cuddy, The Commercial Paper Market?, J. COM. BANK LENDING, April 1972, at 2,
3. For a discussion of the methods of selling commercial paper, see text accom-
panying notes 90-106 infra.
81 Specifying the size of commercial paper notes may be a function of the
commercial paper dealer if the issuer does not place its securities directly.
Some dealers prefer to market notes of small denomination. These gen-
erally handle paper of moderate-size issuers who may prefer to spread
out the maturity dates of their notes, and appeal to relatively small in-
vestors who want to diversify their paper portfolios. Other dealers try
to avoid handling small notes because the marketing effort is much the
same as for large notes, and the commission is calculated on the dollar
value of the transaction.
N. BAXTER, supra note 2, at 29.
32 Section 3(a)(3) is available for either type of note. See, e.g., SEC no-
action letter (DAC Corp.), issued June 17, 1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICRO-
FILM, roll 7, frame 09302.
33 At maturity the notes are normally redeemable at the issuer's bank. The
investor's bank is likely 'to effect collection for him through the paying bank and
eventually credit his account with the proceeds. McGillicuddy, supra note 30, at
3.
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falls due within 90 days. 4 The debt instrument usually does
not indicate the source of repayment funds 5 or provide for a
security interest,3 6 which leaves the investor as a general creditor
unsure of how the debt will be repaid.
Section 3 (a) (3) identifies the type of commercial paper eligi-
ble for an exemption as "any note, draft, bill of exchange, or
banker's acceptance."3  The exemptive provision states that such
34 Id. at 4; Interviews, note 1 supra. According to one source, money
market experts estimate that commercial paper typically matures 15 to 30 days
after issuance. Foldessy, Sour Notes? Money-Market Critics Say Commercial
Paper is Less than Risk-Free, Wall St. J., May 16, 1974, at 1, col. 6.
85 Such funds can be generated by the issuer in the normal course of busi-
ness, obtained through long-term financing, or produced by another offering of
short-term commercial paper. For a discussion of the problem of successive short-
term securities offerings under section 3(a)(3) serving as long-term financing,
see text accompanying notes 283-87 infra.
36 It is possible, of course, to sell secured promissory notes on a short-term
basis. For example, a collateral trust note is a note secured by receivables that
are assigned to a trustee. Nothing in the staff's interpretations of section 3(a) (3)
restricts the exemption to unsecured obligations. Exempt commercial paper may
be backed by letters of credit issued by commercial banks, e.g., SEC no-action let-
ter (Commonwealth Nat'l Realty Trust), issued May 9, 1974, [1974] CCH
FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 6, frame 07830, or be guaranteed by an affiliate, e.g.,
SEC no-action letter (NCR Corp.), issued June 10, 1975, [1975] CCH FED. SEC.
MICROFILM, roll 7, frame 08544.
37 Each of these terms had a generally accepted meaning prior to 1933; the
terms appear to have been taken directly from the language in section 13 of the
Federal Reserve Act, 12 U.S.C. § 343 (1970), and the Federal Reserve Board's
Regulation A, 12 C.F.R. § 201 (1976), which allowed a Federal Reserve Bank to
discount for any of its member banks "any note, draft, or bill of exchange." See,
e.g., Regulation A, Regulations of the Federal Reserve Board, Series of 1920, in 6
FED. REs. BULL. 1179 (1920). For a description of Regulation A, see note 46
infra.
Regulation A, as of 1920, contained definitions of each of those terms that
later appeared in section 3(a)(3). The definitional parts of Regulation A were
eventually removed by amendment. According to Regulation A, Series of 1920,
supra, a note was defined in the terms of a promissory note, that is, "an uncondi-
tional promise in writing, signed by the maker, to pay, in the United States, at a
fixed or determinable future time, a sum certain in dollars to order or to bearer."
Id. at 1180. A draft or bill of exchange was defined as
an unconditional order in writing, addressed by one person to another,
signed by the person giving it, requiring the person to whom it is ad-
dressed to pay in the United States at a fixed or determinable future time
a sum certain in dollars to the order of a specified person ....
Id. A banker's acceptance within the meaning of Regulation A was defined as
a draft or bill of exchange, whether payable in the United States or
abroad and whether payable in dollars or some other money, of which
the acceptor is a bank or trust company, or a firm, person, company,
or corporation engaged generally in the business of granting bankers' ac-
ceptance credits.
Id.
Open market paper today consists primarily of short-term promissory notes
and bankers' acceptances. All of the section 3(a) (3) no-action requests to the
Commission relate to the use of short-term notes, the money market instrument
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a security must possess a maturity at the time of issuance of not
more than nine months, exclusive of days of grace. The maturity
of any renewal also must be limited to nine months. In Securities
Act Release No. 4412,38 the Commission interpreted the nine
month standard of section 3(a)(3) to exclude any obligation
"payable on demand"3" or "having provisions for automatic 'roll
over.' 140 In the process of reaching that interpretation, the SEC
used the legislative history of the exemption to support a three-part
test to further identify the type of security which may properly fall
within the terms of section 3(a) (3). According to the SEC,
Congress intended section 3 (a) (3) to apply
only to prime quality negotiable commercial paper of a type
not ordinarily purchased by the general public, that is, paper
issued to facilitate well recognized types of current operational
business requirements and of a type eligible for discounting
by Federal Reserve banks. 41
As a result, the exemption is restricted by interpretation to negotia-
ble commercial paper that is (1) prime quality, (2) not ordinarily
purchased by the general public, and (3) eligible for discounting42
usually associated with the phrase "commercial paper." Bankers' acceptances are
credit instruments designed to finance shipment or storage of merchandise by both
domestic and foreign manufacturers. In effect, they are drafts that have been ac-
cepted (guaranteed) by a bank or trust company for payment on a specific date
in the future, usually from one to six months. The acceptance results in the sub-
stitution of the credit of the bank for that of the drawer. Such short-term, guar-
anteed notes may be marketed several times before maturity by the few securities
dealers who maintain secondary markets for them. See generally J. BOCEN, FI-
NANCIAL HANDBOOK (1968).
88 Release No. 4412, note 22 supra.
39 The Commission's position on demand notes, as expressed in its 1961
Release No. 4412, supra note 22, was consistent at that time with an informal
ruling by the Federal Reserve Board that a demand note or bill was not eligible
for rediscount because it was not by its terms payable within the 90 days pre-
scribed by section 13 of the Federal Reserve Act. 3 FED. REs. BULL. 378 (1917),
cited in 1 L. Loss, supra note 19, at 568 n.32. In 1966, the Federal Reserve
Board reconsidered its 1917 ruling and decided that since "demand paper is due
and payable on the date of its issue, it satisfies the maturity requirements of the"
Federal Reserve Act. 31 Fed. Reg. 5443 (1966); 12 C.F.R. § 201.107d (1976).
There is no indication that the Commission has reversed its position on demand
notes.
40 Release No. 4412, supra note 22, at 2570. Commercial paper that is
reissued upon maturity is said to be "rolled over." Although exempt commercial
paper may not contain a provision for automatic "roll-over," certain issuers regu-
larly reissue their notes to the same or different investors. See McGillicuddy, su-
pra note 30, at 12; see also notes 283-87 infra.
41 Release No. 4412, supra note 22, at 2569-70.
42 Discounting is the method by which a noninterest-bearing note is valued
prior to maturity. See generally J. BOGEN, supra note 37, at 27-12. One of
the functions of the Federal Reserve Banks is to extend temporary credit to
member banks, thereby assisting the member banks in coping with sudden
withdrawals of deposits or seasonal requirements that cannot be replenished
from the banks' own resources. A member bank of the Federal Reserve System
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by Federal Reserve Banks. In addition, section 3 (a) (3) expressly
limits the exemption to commercial paper arising out of or the
proceeds of which are used for "current transactions. ' '+
Neither the Commission nor the staff has defined exactly what
they consider "prime quality" commercial paper.44  In practice,
however, this absence of administrative guidelines is immaterial
since it appears that the SEC has incorporated the prime quality
may borrow from a Federal Reserve Bank in one of two ways. It can rediscount
short-term commercial, industrial, agricultural or other business paper that it has
previously discounted for its customers. Under this method, the borrowings are
referred to as discounts. Alternatively, it can issue its own promissory notes, se-
cured by paper eligible for discounting, government securities or other acceptable
collateral. Borrowing of this type is referred to as advances. Id. at 2-15.
43 Some confusion exists concerning the origin and, number of requirements
for section 3(a) (3). If one adds the three-part test advanced by the Commission
in Release No. 4412, note 22 supra, to the explicit "current transactions" require-
ment in section 3(a) (3), the availability of the exemption appears to depend upon
satisfaction of four separate tests. Certain interpretations of Release No. 4412 sug-
gest a four-part test for section 3(a)(3) that appears to flow completely from an
administrative construction of the exemption. See, e.g., Commercial Paper Mar-
ket, supra note 2, at 383; Sanders v. John Nuveen & Co., Inc., 463 F.2d 1075,
1079 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 409 U.S. 1009 (1972). According to such an inter-
pretation, an issuer must demonstrate compliance with not only the three require-
ments identified in the text as administratively imposed criteria, but also with the
requirement that the paper be "issued to facilitate well recognized types of current
operational business requirements." Release No. 4412, supra, note 22, at 2570. If
this so-called fourth requirement is to be viewed as separate from the "current
transactions" requirement stated explicitly in section 3(a) (3), it adds nothing to
the Commission's interpretation of the exemption that is not already part of the
other three elements. The requirement as to eligibility for discounting by Federal
Reserve Banks, requirement (3) in the text, includes by implication all of the re-
quirements of Federal Reserve Board Regulation A, note 46 infra. Regulation A
contains a requirement that the commercial paper arise out of current operating
expenses of commercial, agricultural or industrial business or that the proceeds
from the paper be used for such expenses. The Commission notes this fact in
Release No. 4412, note 22 supra.
44 The SEC has never suggested that the "prime quality" criterion is related
to the highest rating available to an issuer or its commercial paper by a rating
service. See SEC no-action letter (Albertson's, Inc.), issued July 19, 1976, [19761
CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 8, frame 10152, where the staff granted the
no-action request of an issuer whose commercial paper had received a rating of A-2
from Standard & Poor's. See also note 54 infra. When the staff has a reason to
use the phrase "prime quality" in describing the type of security that will qualify
under section 3(a) (3), it merely repeats the definition used in Release No. 4412,
note 22 supra, without meaning to suggest the "prime" rating used by rating agen-
cies. See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Neil Stephens Assocs., Inc.), issued Dec. 10,
1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEc. MICROFILM, roll 1, frame 00190, where an issuer
planned to sell "non-negotiable certificates of indebtedness" with a maturity date
not exceeding 250 days and in $1,000 denominations with a $5,000 minimum pur-
chase requirement. The staff denied the request for an exemption under section
3(a)(3). Referring to Release No. 4412, note 22 supra, and its requirement of
prime quality negotiable commercial paper, the staff explained that "prime quality"
meant "paper issued to facilitate well recognized types of current operational
business requirements." SEC no-action letter (Neil Stephens Assocs., Inc.), supra
at 00190. For a discussion of the prime quality criterion as it relates to issuers,
see text accompanying notes 55-66 infra.
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criterion into requirement (3).45 Thus, a note or other security is
considered prime quality if it is eligible under Federal Reserve
Board Regulation A4 for discount with Federal Reserve Banks.
Since the Federal Reserve Board has established eligibility require-
ments which are detailed in Regulation A, it is relatively easy to
determine whether a particular security will satisfy criteria (1) and
(3) under Release No. 4412.
Even if commercial paper fails to satisfy the eligibility re-
quirements under Regulation A, it may still qualify under section
3(a) (3) if it is "of a type" so eligible for discounting.47  This
argument was advanced by Texaco International Finance Corpora-
tion (TIFCO), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Texaco, Inc.,48 in
connection with its plan to sell notes, guaranteed by Texaco,
outside the United States to only foreign investors. Although the
Commission has traditionally taken the position that the registra-
tion requirements of the 1933 Act are primarily intended to protect
American investors and has not required domestic corporations to
register securities for sale abroad, it does insist on registration if the
securities involved in a foreign offering may be expected to flow
into the hands of American investors.4 9 TIFCO foresaw that
domestic corporations might cause their foreign subsidiaries to
45 This conclusion is based on staff interpretations of section 3 (a) (3) which
appear to rely heavily upon representations by issuers' counsel that the proposed
commercial paper satisfies the eligibility requirements for discounting imposed by
the Federal Reserve Board. See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Southeast Bancorp.,
Inc.), issued Apr. 15, 1971, [1971] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 1, frame
00833. See also Brief for Plaintiff, SEC v. Perera Co., 47 F.R.D. 535 (S.D.N.Y.
1969), on file at the UCLA Law Review [hereinafter cited as SEC Brief],
discussed in note 98 infra, where the Commission asserted that "the notes eligible
for discount with the Federal Reserve represented the type of 'quality commercial
paper' which the proponents of the exemption referred 'to in explaining why regis-
tration of such paper would not be necessary." Id. at 41.
46 12 C.F.R. § 201 (1976). Regulation A provides in relevant part that a
Federal Reserve Bank may discount for a member bank a negotiable note, draft,
or bill of exchange bearing the endorsement of a member bank, id. § 201.4; that
has a maturity not exceeding ninety days (except agricultural paper which may
carry a maturity of up to nine months), id. § 201.4(a); that has been issued or
drawn, or the proceeds of which are to be used in producing, purchasing, carrying,
or marketing goods or in meeting current operating expenses of a commercial, agri-
cultural or industrial business, id.; and that is to be used neither for permanent
or fixed investment such as land, buildings or machinery, id. § 201.4(a)(2),
nor for speculative transactions or transactions in securities (except direct obliga-
tions of the United States government), id. § 201.4(a).
47 A Federal Reserve Bank, if it chooses, may make advances on commercial
paper regardless of whether the notes conform to the eligibility requirements set
forth in the regulations regarding automatic discountability of such notes. 12
C.F.R. 201.2(c) (1971). This fact was the basis for a successful no-action re-
quest in SEC no-action letter (Citizens Mortgage Inv. Trust), issued July 25,
1972, [1972] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 8, frame 13237, at 13241.
48 SEC no-action letter (Texaco Int'l Fin. Corp.), issued July 1, 1971,
[1971] CCH FED. SEc. MICROFILM, roll 5, frame 10240.
49 The Commission's position on the registration of foreign offerings by
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purchase the paper for them from the foreign underwriters and
dealers. Instead of risking a violation of the registration provisions
of the 1933 Act, TIFCO decided to qualify its notes under section
3(a) (3). Because of the issuer's prohibition on sales to United
States residents or nationals, the paper was not eligible for dis-
counting by a Federal Reserve Bank, but the staff concurred in
counsel's opinion that section 3(a) (3) applied if TIFCO's paper
was "of a type" eligible for discounting.5 0
The Commission's requirement that section 3(a) (3) securi-
ties be of a type "not ordinarily purchased by the general public"
has dual significance. It directly limits eligible commercial paper
to a certain type of paper and indirectly restricts both the
manner in which an issuer may offer its exempt securities and the
type of purchaser to whom the paper may actually be sold. As a
direct limitation on the type of paper eligible for the exemption,
the requirement is interpreted as a restriction on the denomination
of an issuer's notes. The staff evidently feels that notes of large
denomination are not ordinarily purchased by the general public,
and therefore qualify for the exemption. Conversely, small de-
nominations are seen as inconsistent with the limited scope of sec-
tion 3 (a) (3).1
domestic issues is set forth in SEC Securities Act Release No. 4708 (July 9,
1964), 1 CCH FED. SEC. L. REP. 1361-63 (1975). Essentially, the Commis-
sion's interpretation of the 1933 Act dispenses with the need for registering the
securities of domestic issuers which are distributed abroad "under circumstances
reasonably designed to preclude distribution or redistribution of the securities
within, or to nationals of, the United States." Id. at 2124.
50 SEC no-action letter (Texaco Int'l Fin. Corp.), supra note 48, at 10240.
51 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Michigan Ave. Financial Gp., Inc.),
issued Feb. 3, 1975, [1975] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 3, frame 02569
(exemption denied for notes to be sold in denominations of not less than $5,000);
SEC no-action letter (Texas Am. Bancshares Inc.), issued Aug. 1, 1974, [1974]
CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 9, frame 12239 (exemption denied to commercial
paper to be sold in denominations of $10,000); SEC no-action letter (Cent.
Serv. Corp.), issued June 15, 1973, [1973 Transfer Binder] CCH FED. SEC. L. REP.
79,460 (exemption denied for notes sold in denominations of $10,000, due, in
part, to "the relatively low minimum offering price," id. at 83,290). See also
SEC no-action letter (First Union Real Estate Equity & Mortgage Invs.), issued
May 2, 1972, [1972-1973 Transfer Binder] CCH FED. SEC. L. REP. 78,837, where
the staff denied a section 3(a) (3) exemption to the issuer "in view of the mini-
mum denomination in which the commercial paper was to be issued [$75,000]."
Id. at 81,833. But see SEC no-action letter (Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
Smith, Inc.), issued Aug. 1, 1972, [1972] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 9,
frame 14817, where the brokerage firm, acting as a dealer, requested staff ap-
proval for the sale of commercial paper in minimum denominations of $25,000.
Merrill, Lynch believed that it could better serve issuers by selling their paper
in denominations lower than the customary $100,000, and added that it would
continue to sell "only to institutions and wealthy individuals who in its judgment
are in a position to assume the risks inherent in this type of investment." Id. at
14818-19. The staff's response was that "[t]he availability of the exemption
would not be in question if commercial paper were issued in denominations of
$25,000." Id. at 14817.
A A
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The exemption on its face is limited to "any note.., which
arises out of a current transaction or the proceeds of which have
been or are to be used for current transactions." A literal reading
of this limitation on the exemption suggests that the "current
transaction" requirement can be satisfied in one of two ways. If,
for example, an issuer decides to sell unregistered short-term notes
because of transactions currently demanding financial relief, one
might argue that whether the proceeds are later applied to current
transactions is irrelevant since the commercial paper arises out of a
current transaction. The issuer under this interpretation would be
free to utilize the proceeds from its notes in any manner desired so
long as the transaction that prompted it to sell its notes qualified as
current within the meaning of section 3(a) (3). Such a literal
interpretation of the exemption finds no support in the legislative
history, the Commission's releases, or in the staff's no-action letters.
Instead, the administrative construction requires as a condition of
exemption that the proceeds from unregistered notes "have been or
are to be used in current transactions. '52
B. The Issuer
Although almost any highly regarded business entity that
wishes to sell its commercial paper can find an interested purchas-
er, less respected businesses may not be as successful. In view of
the substantial investment that is necessarily involved in the pur-
chase of commercial paper5" and the impracticability of an inde-
pendent evaluation of the issuer, prospective investors, including
dealers, tend to rely most heavily upon the rating assigned to an
issuer's commercial paper by one of the agencies that perform the
rating function.5 4  An issuer that does not secure such a rating for
52 See, e.g., Release No. 401, supra note 22, at 2569, where the Commission
identifies the use of proceeds as a separate requirement of the exemption. The
SEC interpretation of the restriction on the use of proceeds is discussed in detail
at notes 107-225 & accompanying text infra.
53 For a discussion of the denominations of most commercial paper, see
text accompanying note 30 supra.
54 Most commercial credit rating is done by one of two agencies. The
National Credit Office (NCO) of Dun & Bradstreet is the oldest rating agency
in existence today and it now relies on Moody's Investors Service, Inc. to handleits rating function. Moody's grades commercial paper Prime 1, Prime 2 and
Prime 3. Standard & Poor's is the other rating service available to a prospective
issuer of commercial paper. It assigns A-l, A-2 and A-3 grades to eligible paper
instruments. A third agency, Fitch Investors Services, entered the paper-ratingfield in 1971, using designations of F-l, F-2 and F-3. In theory, all three rating
services have lower ratings but an issuer of commercial paper would not accept
them. As of July 15, 1974, Moody's had rated 606 commercial paper issuers,
Standard & Poor's had rated 356 and Fitch had rated 63. Hussey, supra note 11,
at 5.
For a service fee, a rating agency will investigate a prospective issuer of com-
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its short-term notes or receives an unsatisfactory rating will have
difficulty selling its commercial paper.
Section 3(a)(3) does not by its terms limit the exemption
to an issuer that has attained certain minimal financial achieve-
ments or has received an acceptable evaluation from a rating
agency. As a result, the exemption has been safely invoked
by a wide range of issuers, only some of which have received
the highest rating for their commercial paper, including sales
and personal finance companies, 55 industrial companies,56 util-
mercial paper and prepare a confidential release for those actual and potential in-
vestors who subscribe to the agency's reports. The release includes information
about the company's principal banks, amount of credit available, financial data,
management profile, line of business and subsidiaries. N. BAX'ER, supra note 2,
at 36.
A representative of one rating agency has indicated that it is difficult to list
all the standards used in evaluating the quality of commercial paper notes, due
to the diverse industries on which a large agency reports. He did, however, offer
the following factors as some of the major ingredients in a rating decision:
(a) Compare each issuer's various ratios against industry averages;(b) Judge progress at least over the previous ten years;(c) Evaluate the company and its markets and the market's potential;(d) Make an appraisal of principal officers and their business experi-
ence;(e) Analyze the company's potential in future years;(f) Review bank support and periodically contact a sampling of the
company's line banks, as deemed necessary.
Letter from Louis C. Ward, manager, commercial paper division of NCO, to Ste-
ven Clarke of Goldman, Sachs & Co., Jan. 29, 1966, cited in SEC STAFF REPORT,
supra note 3, at 297.
55 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Inland Steel Fin. Co.), issued Feb. 22,
1973, [1973] CCH FED. SEc. MICROFILM, roll 3, frame 04075. Finance com-
panies, which were minor factors in the commercial paper market in the 1920's,
are now the largest component on the basis of volume. See 62 FED. RES. BuLL.
A25 (Mar. 1976). The greatest growth in commercial paper as a source of funds
for finance companies occurred after 1966 when many companies sought relief
from the tight money period in the commercial paper market as a way to hedge
against the possibility of a curtailment in bank credit lines. Survey of Finance
Companies, 1975, id. at 197, 200. As of June 30, 1975, 67 finance companies,
each reporting receivables of at least $100 million, accounted for 97 percent of
the finance company paper outstanding. The bulk of these short-term notes-91
percent in mid-1975-was sold directly by the issuer, to the lender, usually at a
savings over bank credit. Id. For an historical view of the growth of finance
company paper, see N. BAXTER, supra note 2, at 15-25.
56 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Northrop Corp.), issued April 16, 1971,[1971] CCH FED. Sac. MICROFILM, roll 1, frame 00838. In most cases, the com-
mercial paper needs of a finance company are entirely different from those of an
industrial company.
By the nature of their business of borrowing and lending money, finance
companies usually have paper outstanding at all times and roll-over their
notes at maturity. In this sense, commercial paper is a "permanent"
source of finance. Industrial issuers, on the other hand, generally use
the commercial-paper market to meet seasonal-borrowing needs. A
canner, for example, purchases fruits and vegetables during a few months
of the year, at harvest time. His sales, however, occur rather uniformly
throughout the year. This pattern of receipts and expenditures means
that, unless the firm maintains very high working capital, it will be a
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ities,57 affiliates and subsidiaries of commercial banks5 s and
Real Estate Investment Trusts (REIT's) .5
One should not conclude, however, that the quality of the
issuer is irrelevant in deciding the availability of a section 3 (a) (3)
exemption. The Commission has limited the exemptive provision
to "prime quality" paper,6" a limitation that indirectly affects the
issuer. Certainly, a business entity that is unseasoned or teetering
on the brink of insolvency may find it difficult to support an
assertion that its notes are of prime quality. This was the problem
that faced Real-Tex Enterprises, Inc.61 when it requested a no-
action letter from the SEC staff for Real-Tex's proposed offering of
notes. The staff refused to issue a no-action letter under section
3 (a) (3). This refusal was based in part on the fact that "the Com-
pany [was] recently formed and consequently [did] not have an es-
tablished history of operations. ' 2 The same prime quality obstacle
confronted the defendant in Sanders v. John Nuveen & Co., Inc.6"
when it claimed an exemption under section 3(a) (3) for notes it
had issued when its assets were 12.5 million dollars and its liabili-
net borrower in those months when and just after payments are made,
and may be a net investor at other times of the year. Commercial paper
is used as an ideal supplement to bank loans for these seasonal needs.
In fact, the existence of such seasonal demands for funds is a common
denominator among virtually all industrial issuers. Only those industrial
firms whose seasonal borrowing needs are predictable enough for them
to sacrifice the added flexibility of bank loans, and are large enough to
make the savings over bank loans worthwhile, find it practical to resort
to the open market.
N. BA XTER, supra note 2, at 32-33.
57 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Michigan Consol. Gas Co.), issued Oct.
16, 1973, [1973] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 11, frame 19094.
58 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Mercantile Bankshares Corp.), issued
Jan. 8, 1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 2, frame 01579. For a dis-
cussion of the factors that led banks and bank holding companies into the com-
mercial paper market, see McGillicuddy, supra note 30, at 6-7; see also note 16
supra.
59 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Commonwealth Nat'l Realty Trust), note
36 supra. See generally Gumpert & Starr, Too Much Too Soon: How REIT's
Gave Backers Big Gains and Losses, Wall St. J., Mar. 14, 1975, at 1, col. 6;
Meyer, Falling Out: Real Estate Trusts Feud with Advisors over Their Obliga-
tions, id., Mar. 13, 1975, at 1, col. 6.
10 See note 41 & accompanying text supra.
61 SEC no-action letter (Real-Tex Enterprises, Inc.), issued Apr. 13, 1972,
[1972] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 5, frame 07332.
62 Id. at 07333-34. See also United States v. Hill, 298 F. Supp. 122 (D.
Conn. 1969), where the court, in rejecting an issuer's claim to the commercial
paper exemption, stated:
The 3(a) (3) exemption was not intended, and does not extend, to cover
financing by an insolvent company in its speculative attempt to launch
an enterprise. This is precisely the kind of financing for which Con-
gress considered it necessary that a company complete the registration
requirements of [the] act.
Id. at 1227.
68 463 F.2d 1075 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 409 U.S. 1009 (1972).
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ties were more than 36 million dollars. In rejecting the claimed
exemption, the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals stated that "be-
cause of the company's insolvency, it seems highly unlikely that the
paper purchased by the plaintiff and members of his class is...
prime quality. '6 4
Since the nature of the issuer may be the determinative factor
under section 3 (a) (3), an ineligible prospective issuer of commer-
cial paper might try to enhance its status by adding to the transac-
tion an eligible co-maker, guarantor or accommodation endorser
and thereby qualify for the exemption. Although the staff has not
yet given an opinion on whether this type of addition would result
in prime quality commercial paper, the staff has indicated that
where an issuer who fits the section 3(a) (3) requirements wishes
to upgrade the value of its notes by adding an issuer of equal status
as co-maker or accomodation endorser, the commercial paper
jointly issued is eligible for the exemption. 5 Arguably, therefore,
despite the fact that two separate issuers may be involved, section
3 (a) (3) should exempt -the notes if an eligible issuer is primarily
liable or is required to assume the primary obligation. The prime
quality criterion under section 3(a) (3), as it relates to the issuer,
could be interpreted simply as a means of guaranteeing investors a
direct route to the party whose financial position would, by itself,
satisfy the Commission's standards. 6
64 Id. at 1079.
65 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Mutual Life Ins. Co. and Mony Mort-
gage Investors), issued March 11, 1975, [1975] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll
4, frame 04066, where a REIT planned to sell its commercial paper with its invest-
ment adviser serving as a co-maker or accommodation endorser. The trust de-
cided that commercial paper as to which both it and its investment adviser were
liable "would be salable at material interest savings when compared to commercial
paper on which only the Trust is liable, even though the Trust's current commer-
cial paper [was] rated Prime-l by Moody's." Id. at 04070. See also SEC no-
action letter (Equitable Life Mortgage & Realty Investors), issued March 3,
1975, [1975] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 4, frame 04059, where a trust
intended to issue $100 million of commercial paper with its investment ad-
viser, the Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States (Equitable),
as co-maker or accommodation endorser. As planned, both entities were to
jointly issue the securities. The trust was to sign the notes as maker and Equit-
able would sign as co-maker, or become obligated on the notes by signing them
as endorser, waiving any requirement of presentment or notice of dishonor. Re-
gardless of which form the arrangement took, the trust and Equitable were to
agree that the trust would pay the obligations on the commercial paper and if
Equitable were required for whatever reason to assume the primary obligation,
Equitable was to look to the trust for reimbursement. The SEC staff agreed with
the counsel for the trust that section 3(a) (3) exempted either type of commercial
paper. Id.
66 If the ineligible issuer arranged for an eligible issuer to become obligated
on notes by signing them as endorser, a direct route to the eligible issuer would
require the endorser to waive any requirement of presentment or notice of dis-
honor.
Multinational corporations present an interpretative problem under section 3
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The SEC also has not yet taken a position on the more
controversial problem of the eligibility of commercial paper where
a financially weak issuer attempts to compensate for its deficiencies
by backing its commercial paper with a line of credit extended by a
bank.O In effect this arrangement substitutes the bank's credit
rating for that of the issuer.68 If the bank meets the prime quality
criterion under section 3 (a) (3), the issuer is offering investors
protection similar to that present in transactions involving a
co-maker or guarantor. But unlike the obligation of a co-maker or
guarantor, which is absolute, the bank's duty to extend credit to an
(a) (3) where the issuer of commercial paper is a foreign subsidiary of an Ameri-
can parent corporation that guarantees the notes and some of the commercial pa-
per is to be sold in this country. The staff does not view the presence of a foreign
issuer in a commercial paper transaction as a disqualification under section 3(a)
(3), at least where an American company is involved as a guarantor. See, e.g.,
SEC no-action letter (NCR Corp.), note 36 supra. See also SEC no-action letter
(Mitsui & Co. (Canada), Ltd., Mitsui & Co. (U.S.A.), Ihc.), issued Aug. 6, 1974,
[1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 9, frame 12245, where the staff agreed
that section 3(a)(3) applied to the commercial paper of a foreign subsidiary of a
foreign parent corporation where the paper was guaranteed by an American sub-
sidiary of the same parent corporation.
67 The Comptroller of the Currency, the Federal Reserve Board and the
FDIC have all expressed concern over use of bank lines of credit. Such arrange-
ments have been criticized as involving the assumption of contingent liabilities
by banks without adequate control or disclosure on their balance sheets of
the existence or proportion of these obligations. Furthermore, it is argued that
widespread use of the finanicng technique could threaten the ability of the Federal
Reserve Board to manage the nation's supply of money.
It has become almost commonplace for someone-usually a commercial-
paper dealer-to form a "dummy" corporation whose single purpose is
to buy and hold equipment for lease to a big corporate client. The
dummy corporation sells bank-backed commercial paper to finance the
purchase of the equipment-which may range from office furniture to
nuclear fuel cores-and then leases it to the corporate client.
The dummy corporation's sole source of income is often its lease
rentals. "The great danger inherent in such a scheme" warns Robert C.,
Holland a Federal Reserve Board governor "is that in a period of tight
monetary policy one such dummy issuer of commercial paper wouldn't
be able to meet its maturities. A chain reaction might ensue, leading
to the inability of a sizeable number of the paper issuers to .'roll-over'
or refinance the IOUs coming due by the sale of new ones.
That could trigger calls for banks to make good their credit com-
mitments at a time when banks too would be over-extended. 'At that
point, [the] Federal Reserve System could be impelled to supply reserve
funds itself to the banking system to counter the threat of a partial col-
lapse of the commercial paper market.
Something like that happened in 1970 when the Penn Central
Transportation Co. ran out of cash and defaulted on its commercial pa-
per. To offset the sudden rupture of confidence in the market and meet
corporate needs for cash the Fed had to pump billions of dollars into
the banking system over a period of weeks. This increased the nation's
money supply a good deal more than policy makers otherwise thought
desirable.
Foldessy, supra note 34, at 1, col. 6. See also Hussey, supra note 11, at 14.
68 The practice of issuing bank-backed commercial paper is attractive to "a
small regional or foreign enterprise not known well enough to be accepted by pa-
per buyers or . . .a privately-owned enterprise that prefers to keep its finances
confidential." Hussey, supra note 11, at 14.
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issuer may be conditional. A line of credit is usually extended by
a bank on the condition that no material adverse change in the
financial condition of the potential borrower occur between the
date of issuance and the date of actual borrowing. If the issuer's
creditworthiness disappears between the time its commercial paper
is sold and the time it matures, bank support could vanish. 9
C. Purchasers
Most purchasers of commercial paper are institutions7 which
range from highly sophisticated investment-oriented entities to
unsophisticated institutions such as small town banks, small manu-
facturing companies, and many college trust funds.71  A small
percentage of commercial paper, in terms of dollar amount, is
purchased by individuals. 72  All purchasers, institutions and indi-
viduals, have the common objective of investing funds for a short
period of time with the smallest possible risk and the maximum
69 See McGillicuddy, supra note 30, at 11-12. See also M. MAYER, THE
BANxRs (1974). Mayer suggests that many commercial paper issuers maintain
a close relationship with banks in order to make their short-term notes acceptable
to investors:
Commercial paper dealers and buyers require each seller to maintain at
his bank or banks a "line of credit" sufficient to pay off the commercial
paper when it comes due. This is usually a commitment to lend, not
entirely unlike the commitment made to a builder, except that the builder
is expected to use his and the issuer of commercial paper is not-if he
comes to the day of reckoning on the paper without the money to pay
it off, he "rolls over" his indebtedness: that is, he sells new paper.
Id. at 263.
70 SEC STAFF REPORT, supra note 3, at 275; N. BAXTER, supra note 2, at
39-41.
71 SEC STAFF REPORT, supra note 3, at 276. As of 1966, it was estimated
that nonfinance companies supplied most of the funds to the commercial paper
market but commercial banks, which were the chief investors before World War
II, remained an important factor. N. BAXTER, supra note 2, at 39. It appears
that the major investors in commercial paper in 1976 are corporations, trust de-
partments of banks, insurance companies, mutual funds and state and municipal
governments. Interviews, note 1 supra. As the SEC Staff Report suggests, not
all institutional purchasers of commercial papers are located in the financial cen-
ters of the country.
Small country banks are significant investors in paper, especially those
located in areas where loan demand (perhaps largely from farmers) is
of a seasonal nature. When demand for direct loans slackens, these in-
stitutions buy paper to build up their loan portfolios. Their purchases
of open-market paper generally consist of notes of small denominations
($10,000 to $50,000), and their preference leans toward the dealer mar-
ket. Here, with one contact, they can purchase several notes, each
within their legal lending limit, representing firms from a wide variety
of industries.
N. BAXTER, supra note 2, at 39.
72 SEC STAFF REPORT, supra note 3, at 275. Individuals who purchase com-
mercial paper frequently acquire their investment through a local bank that
purchases the paper in its own name without disclosing the identity of the prin-
cipals. Interviews, note 1 supra.
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return. 78  Because there is no secondary market for commercial
paper, purchasers must expect to retain their investments until
maturity.74
Under the Commission's interpretation of section 3(a) (3),
the sale of commercial paper to certain types of purchasers may
make the paper ineligible for the exemption. The SEC restricts
the exemption to negotiable commercial paper of a type "not
ordinarily purchased by the general public. '71 What appears to be a
requirement aimed solely at the nature of the instrument to be sold
may turn out in practice to govern the type of purchaser as well. In
a no-action inquiry for Michigan Avenue Financial Group, Inc.,7
counsel for the issuer challenged this restrictive view of section
3 (a) (3). Michigan Avenue had issued what it described as finan-
cial notes in denominations of not less than $5,000, bearing interest
at varying rates and expiring 270 days after issuance. The notes
had been advertised in newspapers of general circulation as well as
on the physical premises of the issuer and had been purchased by
the general public.7 7 Proceeds from the notes had been disbursed to
a banking subsidiary where they were commingled with the bank's
general funds. Counsel for Michigan Avenue contended that the
notes satisfied all of the criteria for a section 3 (a) (3) exemption,
73 SEC STAFF REPORT, supra note 3, at 275.
74 On occasion, an issuer that sells its commercial paper directly to investors
may enter into a "gentlemen's agreement" to repurchase their notes from investors
who are faced with a "valid emergency." Such a buyback arrangement would be
offered "not to encourage rate speculation, but rather to provide commercial paper
with additional liquidity in the event of unforeseen needs." N. BAXTER, supra note
2, at 110.
A similar situation exists in the case of commercial paper that is sold by
dealers:
Until recently, none of the dealers had a standing policy of repur-
chasing commercial paper prior to its maturity. Currently, a few dealers
will under certain conditions repurchase the commercial paper of issuers
which they handle. But a repurchase facility usually is not a condition
of the original sale and is completely discretionary with the dealer. In-frequently, dealers will repurchase to preserve a good customer's relation-
ship, although not as a condition of the original sale.
SEC STAFF REPORT, supra note 3, at 275-76. For a discussion of the desirability
of a secondary market for commercial paper, see generally N. BAXTER, supra note
2, at 109-18. According to Baxter, who interviewed representatives from banks
and corporate investors, direct placers and commercial paper dealers are generally
opposed to the development of such a market. Id. at 112. Furthermore, his evi-
dence indicates little demand for a secondary market. Id. at 115.
75 Release No. 4412, supra note 22, at 2569-70. See text accompanying
note 50 supra.
76 SEC no-action letter (Michigan Ave. Financial Gp., Inc.), note 51
supra.
77 The issuer's advertisements came to the attention of the SEC's Chicago
Regional Office which requested that Michigan Avenue cease selling or advertising
the financial notes. The issuer complied with that request and was in the proc-
ess of liquidating the notes as they matured when it wrote to the SEC requesting
a statement that no administrative action would be taken. Id. at 02571.
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including the requirement that they be "of a type not ordinarily
purchased by the general public'." Counsel pointed out that
even though, in this particular case, the general public was
purchasing the commercial paper, historically this type of
commercial paper is not ordinarily purchased by the general
public. There is no prohibition against any commercial paper
being purchased by the general public and not be [sic] subject
to registration. The requirement merely goes to the nature
of the instrument and not to who in fact purchased the partic-
ular instrument.78
The staff denied the no-action request, based on the facts as
presented in the letter of inquiry, "particularly the relatively low
minimum offering price, the advertising of and sale to the general
public, and certain possible uses of the proceeds from the offering
of the notes. '79  The staff added that "neither the absence of
general advertising nor a change in the denomination of the notes
alone or together would change this position."' 0
Limiting section 3 (a) (3) to particular types of purchasers, as
the staff appears to have done,8 ' raises at least three questions for
an issuer contemplating the sale of unregistered short-term
notes: (1) May it sell its commercial paper to any non-institu-
tional investors; (2) does it have a duty to assess the sophistication
of each prospective purchaser; and (3) if such a duty exists, will its
assessment of sophistication be judged by the same standards
associated with the non-public offering exemption under section
4(2) of the 1933 Act.8 2
78 Id. at 02572.
79 Id. at 02569 (emphasis added).
80 Id. at 02570.
81 SEC no-action letter (Rowe Corp.), issued Oct. 21, 1974, [1974] CCH
FED. SeC. MICROFILM, roll 11, frame 14950, where the staff denied a section 3 (a)
(3) exemption to an issuer that planned an offering to its employees and subsid-
iaries of 90-day $100 notes, with interest not to exceed 9 percent per year. Ac-
cording to the staff, the proposed offering to employees would have involved "a
part of the general public" which the staff viewed as inconsistent with the legisla-
tive history of section 3(a)(3). Id. at 14951. See also SEC no-action letter
(Delaware Valley Realty & Mortgage Investors), issued Apr. 23, 1971, [1971]
CCH FED. Sec. MICROFILM, roll 3, frame 06371, where the staff denied section
3(a)(3) to a REIT that planned to offer its short-term notes to 4,000 sharehold-
ers of the two parent corporations. Counsel recognized the position taken by the
Commission in Release No. 4412, note 22 supra, as to offerings to the general
public. "In our view, however, the offer and sale to existing stockholders of the
Trust's parents differs materially from an offer and sale to the general public."
SEC no-action letter (Delaware Valley Realty & Mortgage Investors), supra at
06374. The staff was unable to concur in counsel's judgment because of "the
unsophisticated character of the offerees." Id. at 06372.
82 Section 4(2) of the 1933 Act provides an exemption from the registra-
tion requirements of section 5, 15 U.S.C. § 77e (1970), for "transactions by an
issuer not involving any public offering." 15 U.S.C. § 77d(2) (1970). This
* phrase is not defined in the 1933 Act. As a result, the task of interpreting the
exemption has been left to the courts and the Commission. In SEC v. Ralston
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Although the staff prohibits issuers from selling unregistered
commercial paper to the general public, it has not limited section
3 (a) (3) to institutional purchasers. The section 3 (a) (3) exemp-
tion has been allowed where commercial paper was sold to a
limited number of individual experienced investors.8" For exam-
ple, Union Trust Bancorp 4 planned to sell unregistered commer-
cial paper in minimum denominations of $25,000 to certain weal-
thy, sophisticated individuals along with the usual institutional
investors. These additional purchasers were to include bank cus-
tomers of Union Trust as well as other individuals known to be
interested in such investments. Counsel for the issuer assured the
staff that
[i]n all cases, the commercial paper purchasers will possess
such knowledge and experience in financial and business mat-
ters that they are capable of evaluating the merits of invest-
ing in commercial paper .... 85
The staff agreed that section 3(a) (3) was available under those
circumstances.""
The staff response to the inquiry by Union Trust Bancorp
suggests that the issuer must determine whether an individual is
sufficiently sophisticated, which in the context of section 3 (a) (3)
appears to include both wealth and experience as an investor in the
securities market.87  In this respect, the sophisticated purchaser of
exempt commercial paper bears a resemblance to the sophisticated
investor in a private placement who possesses the requisite knowl-
edge and experience to evaluate the merits and risks of the pro-
Purina Co., 346 U.S. 119 (1953), the Supreme Court established the criteria to
be considered in determining the availability of section 4(2). Basically, the issu-
er's concern must focus on whether the offerees need the protection of the 1933
Act, evidenced by whether they have "access" to the same kind of information
that would appear in a registration statement and whether they are able to fend
for themselves. Id. at 127. Recently the Commission adopted rule 146 to estab-
lish more objective standards for interpreting and applying the exemption under
section 4(2). 17 C.F.R. § 230.146 (1976).
83 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (DAC Corp.), note 32 supra.
84 SEC no-action letter (Union Trust Bancorp), issued Mar. 25, 1975,
[1975] CCH FED. SEC. MICROF.M, roll 4, frame 04077.
85 Id. at 04080. Counsel's characterization of prospective purchasers is
apparently based on the test of sophistication embodied in rule 146(d) under the
1933 Act. 17 C.F.R. § 230.146(d) (1976). See note 15 supra.86 SEC no-action letter (Union Trust Bancorp), note 84 supra.
87 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (DAC Corp.), supra note 32, at 09302,
where the investors included "a few individuals who normally purchase commer-
cial paper," id.; SEC no-action letter (Blyth Eastman Dillon & Co., Inc.), issued
Apr. 21, 1975, [1975] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 5, frame 05222, where the
staff allowed the issuer to utilize section 3(a)(3) for sales of commercial paper
to medium and small-sized institutions, and individuals "of substantial means" all
of whom are "sophisticated investors accustomed to substantial securities transac-
tions." Id.
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posed investment and is capable of bearing the economic risk of
the investment. In practice, however, the limitations imposed on
offerees and purchasers by administrative interpretations of section
4(2) are far more demanding than those suggested by the staff in
connection with section 3 (a) (3).s8
Staff interpretations of the exemption do not suggest, how-
ever, that issuers or those acting for them are under an affirmative
duty to investigate the business and financial experience of institu-
tional purchasers8 9 Yet sales to small unsophisticated corpora-
tions, pension funds, or investment trusts without assurances of
financial expertise would seem to be inconsistent with the Commis-
sion's view of section 3(a) (3) concerning individual purchasers
and might cause an issuer to lose its exemption.
D. Manner of Sale
Commercial paper may be sold directly to the investor by the
issuer (direct paper) or indirectly through a commercial paper
dealer (dealer paper). Either type of paper may qualify under
section 3 (a) (3).90
Direct paper provides several advantages to the issuer. An
issuer which places its short-term notes directly can establish a more
personal relationship with investors and is in a position to tailor the
terms of a transaction to their exact needs.91 The issuer also
avoids paying a dealer's commission on such sales. 2 Notwith-
standing these advantages, most issuers" sell their commercial
88 In the opinion of the SEC, the term "sophistication" as applied to offerees
and purchasers in a nonpublic offering under section 4(2), 15 U.S.C. § 77d(2)
(1970), is not to be equated with wealth or business experience.
It is the Commission's view that "sophistication" is not a substitute for
access to the same type of information that registration would provide,
and that a person's financial resources or sophistication are not, without
more, sufficient to establish the availability of the exemption.
SEC Securities Act Release No. 5487, supra note 15, at 2907-3.
89 But see SEC no-action letter (Blyth Eastman Dillon & Co., Inc.), note
87 supra.
90 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Larwin Mortgage Investors), issued
Apr. 10, 1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 5, frame 06636 (direct
paper); SEC no-action letter (Gulf Mortgage & Realty Invs.), issued Aug. 1,
1972, [1972-1973 Transfer Binder] CCH FED. SEC. L. REP. 79,008 (dealer
paper).
91 SEC STAFF REPORT, supra note 3, at 275. The direct issuer will some-
times repurchase the paper prior to maturity if the purchaser so requests, adjusting
the interest rate paid to the holding period actually elapsed. Id.; Hussey, supra
note 11, at 5. See note 74 supra.
92 The dealer fee is usually one-eighth to one-quarter of one percent. SEC
STAFF REPORT, supra note 3, at 276.
93 According to one source, as of 1974 only about 30 finance companies
and 50 or 60 other companies were selling paper directly. Hussey, supra note 11,
at 5. Dealer paper in 1974 was divided among approximately 650 issuers. Id.
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paper through one of the major dealers,94 since few persons have
the dealer's knowledge of the market or the sales force of his
organization. 5 The dealer may either purchase the paper from
the issuer as principal or merely serve as a sales vehicle.96
The Commission's requirement that the commercial paper be
of a type not ordinarily purchased by the general public has been
interpreted by the staff as a restriction on the manner of sale. 7
9 The nine major commercial paper dealers are Goldman, Sachs; A. G.
Becker & Co.; Lehman Commercial Paper, Inc.; Salomon Brothers; First Boston
Corp.; Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc.; Eastman Dillon, Union Se-
curities; Loeb Rhodes; and Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis. Id.
The relationship between a business entity and a dealer is usually an out-
growth of one of the aspects of an investment banking relationship that a dealer
has with an issuer. Once an issuer decides it wants to issue commercial paper
through a dealer,
the dealer will want to determine whether the issuer is credit-worthy, i.e.,
able to repay the additional debt. The dealer will usually have a credit
department or a credit analyst who is charged with the responsibility for
making this determination. With some dealers the recommendation of
the credit department or analyst can be overridden by a partner or by
the head of the commercial paper department. With others, the recom-
mendation is final.
The dealer, having decided that the issuer is creditworthy, will
usually then confer with the issuer to determine how much paper to issue
based upon how much the issuer wishes to borrow and how much the
dealer estimates can be marketed.
Next, the dealer and the issuer enter into an oral agreement
whereby the dealer is to be the exclusive dealer to market a specific
amount of commercial paper for a specific time. Normally, the dealer
will buy from the issuer as principal and reoffer it to the public at a
markup of from one-eighth to one-quarter of 1 percent. The dealer
agrees to assist in the technical tasks involved. The issuer agrees to pro-
vide certain information at certain intervals and access to information
of the nature provided to banks for line credit.
SEC STAFF REPORT, supra note 3, at 274-75 (footnotes omitted).
95 Sellers of direct paper tend to be the larger and more established busi-
nesses that possess the ability to reach purchasers for their securities. One com-
mentator suggests that a company must have a continuous need for several hun-
dred million dollars in order to place paper directly. He further explains that
[in order to achieve this volume, an efficient sales organization is
called for. The company must not only be in the market continuously
but they must also sell paper even when they don't need it in order to
satisfy some of the bigger and better customers. As a consequence, most
of the direct issuers are active on both sides of the market; that is, from
time to time they are investing funds at the same time that they are sell-
ing paper.
McGillicuddy, supra note 30, at 3; see also N. BAxTER, supra note 2, at 37.
Finance companies, bankholding companies, and a few large industrial com-
panies constitute the bulk of direct paper issuers. Hussey, supra note 11, at 5. Al-
though direct placers represent a minority of the commercial paper issuers,
as a group they account for about two-thirds of dollar volume outstanding. Id.
This is explained by the fact that finance companies and certain bankholding com-
panies have continuous borrowing needs as opposed to the seasonal needs of other
companies that can be satisfied with less frequent entries into the commercial pa-
per market. N. BAXTER, supra note 2, at 37.
96 SEC STAFF REPORT, supra note 3, at 274-75.
97 Most commercial paper is sold to investors through personal contacts by
representatives of the issuer or the dealer and not by general advertising. In the
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General advertising is prohibited as inconsistent with the purposes
of section 3(a) (3)." More limited advertising may also be disal-
case of direct paper, the majority of which is issued by finance companies, sales
are made without the assistance of large sales forces. Since most direct paper is-
suers are constantly in the market with their short-term obligations, they are well
known by prospective investors. Quotations on commercial paper rates are regu-
larly communicated by representatives of the issuers to the money market centers
in the different parts of the country for dissemination to prospective purchasers.
The financial pages of many newspapers also carry the current money rates on
commercial paper available directly from issuers or from dealers. Customers con-
tact either the issuer or a local bank which executes the transaction for them. If
the investor is the bank's trust department, the purchase may be made under a
Master Note Agreement. By such an arrangement, the bank trust department is
able -to pool funds from many separate accounts and invest them in a single master
note. Typically the trust department is required to maintain a minimum amount
in the issuer's commercial paper, such as $10 million, with the expectation that
during the life of the agreement the exact amount of the investment will fluctuate
depending upon the availability of funds.
Commercial paper dealers, on the other hand, rely upon a sales staff to iden-
tify investors. A dealer's sales department might even be divided into geographic
areas of responsibility. Upon notice from the firm's trading department that an
issuer's commercial paper is available for sale, sales personnel begin telephoning
the various institutions that have previously been identified as potential purchas-
ers. Interviews, note 1 supra.
On occasion, an issuer or dealer may be tempted to generate wider accepta-
bility for its paper by advertising. While such a sales plan may appear proper
under a literal interpretation of section 3(a)(3), it is inconsistent with the Com-
mission and staff interpretations. See note 98 & accompanying text infra.
In a request for a no-action letter for Centran Bancshares, where general
advertising was used, counsel informed the staff:
We do not believe the method of sale of commercial paper should affect
availability of the exemption under Section 3(a)(3) inasmuch as that
section deals with the nature of the security being sold rather than the
type of transaction in which it is sold.
SEC no-action letter (Centran Bancshares Corp.), issued June 5, 1973, [1973]
CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 7, frame 12308. The staff denied the exemption
for the issuer, stating in response to counsel's argument:
We cannot agree with either the reasoning employed or the conclusion
reached. As the legislative history of the section makes clear, it was
intended to apply to high quality paper "of a kind not generally sold to
the public."
Id. at 12309. For a discussion of the staff's interpretation of this requirement as
a limitation on the type of purchaser, see text accompanying notes 70-89 supra.
98 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Michigan Ave. Financial Gp., Inc.),
supra note 51, at 02569. See also SEC no-action letter (American Auto.
Ins. Brokers, Inc.), issued May 24, 1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICRO-
FILM, roll 6, frame 07836. In a no-action request, American Automobile de-
scribed a plan to sell short-term notes in $25,000 denominations through advertis-
ing in Chicago daily newspapers. The staff rejected that request "particularly in
view of the proposed advertising which would necessarily involve an offering to
the general public." Id.
The staff's position on general advertising was also made clear by its efforts
to obtain a permanent injunction against Perera Company. The defendant Perera
was a New York corporation which had been continuously engaged in the foreign
exchange business for over 40 years and was the oldest and largest foreign ex-
change dealer in the United States. SEC Brief, supra note 45, at 2. Perera sold
its promissory notes in denominations of $1,000 or less to members of the general
public without complying with the registration requirements of the 1933 Act. The
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lowed. In one situation, a prospective commercial paper issuer,
American Automobile Insurance Brokers, Inc., planned to adver-
tise its notes in insurance trade publications primarily circulated
among insurance companies and their brokers and agents.)9 The
staff denied the requested no-action treatment because the advertis-
ing as planned might have involved an offering to the general
public. 00
The safest approach for an issuer with little experience in the
commercial paper market might be to structure the offering as
though it were a private placement under section 4(2) of the 1933
SEC's complaint charged that Perera solicited the purchase of its securities with
a four-page printed pamphlet entitled "How to Earn More on Your Money," cop-
ies of which were available on the counters of its various business offices. The
Commission contended that Perera's activities were unsupervised by any regula-tory body including banking authorities. Id. at 5. In response, Perera claimed
an exemption under section 3(a)(3). It maintained that, without exception, all
of its notes satisfied the requirements for that exemption. "Perera has never de-
faulted on any note issued by it and we do not understand the Commission to
urge the contrary." Defendant's Brief for Summary Judgment at 3, SEC v. Perera
Co., 47 F.R.D. 535 (S.D.N.Y. 1969), on file at the UCLA Law Review.
Perera denied the Commission's claim that it was unsupervised by a regulatory
body, stating that it was a member of the New York Commodity Exchange and
the New York Produce Exchange and was licensed by the Banking Department
of the state of New York as a transmitter of money. Id. at 4.
The litigation between the parties resulted in a settlement approved by the
district court. BNA SEc. REG. & L. REP. No. 65, at A-5 (Aug. 26, 1970).
Under the compromise, which did not include any admission by either party
as to the validity of the allegations or the defenses, Perera agreed to avoid
using any pamphlets, brochures, or other written forms of solicitation or ad-
vertisement, except for an order form which could be sent to present or former
holders of the short-term notes, with the notation that the notes were not being
offered or sold pursuant to a registration statement. Id. A copy of Perera's
most recent financial statement was required to accompany the order form.
The compromise allowed Perera to continue using its brochure listing its many
services, provided that any references in the brochure to Perera's promissory
notes would be limited to the statement: "Under certain circumstances Perera
sells its promissory notes with a maximum maturity of 270 days." Id. Perera
agreed that it would not offer or sell any short-term notes in denominations of
less than $2,500 and that the proceeds from such sales would be used primarily
for the purpose of financing the purchase of foreign exchange inventory and the
repayment of short-term notes on their maturity. Id. For a discussion of the
Commission's interpretation of section 3(a)(3), as articulated during the Perera
litigation, see note 253 infra.
The Commission does not consider the Perera settlement as a precedent with
regard to section 3(a)(3). See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Real-Tex Enterprises,
Inc.), note 61 supra. The staff in Real-Tex emphasized that[elach request for exemption or claim of exempt status based upon
Section 3(a)(3) must stand on its own merits and the Division [Cor-poration Finance] considers the totality of the circumstances in each par-
ticular situation in determining the availability of the exemption.
Id. at frame 07333.
99 SEC no-action letter (American Auto. Ins. Brokers, Inc.), issued June
19, 1974, [1974] CCH Fan. SEc. MICROFILM, roll 7, frame 09324.
100 Id.
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Act.1 1 Springs Mills, Inc., successfully used this approach in
1972.102 Springs planned to issue promissory notes from time to
time in minimum amounts of $200,000 with the aggregate amount
of all notes outstanding at any one time not anticipated to exceed
$5 million. Under a proposed short-term borrowing agreement
between Springs and a local bank, the bank was to assemble a list
of eligible investors not to exceed 100 in number, for whom the
bank would act as agent in purchasing Springs' short-term notes. It
was contemplated that the bank would limit the investment oppor-
tunity to fewer than 25 persons.' In responding to a request for
no action, the staff approved the proposed sale of commercial
paper under section 3 (a) (3).104
It should be noted that even if an issuer structures the sale of
commercial paper as a nonpublic offering, purchasers of the short-
term notes are not guaranteed the disclosure protections of section
4(2).105 Section 3(a)(3) does not require issuers to provide any
specific disclosures to investors as a condition for exemption, al-
though an issuer that claims the exemption must comply with the
disclosure requirements of the antifraud provisions of the securities
laws. 06
E. Use of Proceeds
Interim financing through the sale of commercial paper can
satisfy many needs of the issuer or one or more of its subsidi-
aries, 107 but not every desired use of proceeds from the sale of
101 See note 82 supra.
102 SEC no-action letter (Springs Mills, Inc.), issued Dec. 6, 1972, [1973]
CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 1, frame 00207.
108 Id. at 00212.
104 Id. at 00207.
105 See note 82 supra. For a description of the type of disclosure that
issuers must make available to offerees and purchasers under section 4(2), 15
U.S.C. § 77d(2) (1970), see SEC v. Continental Tobacco Co. of S.C., Inc.,
463 F.2d 137 (5th Cir. 1972); Hill York Corp. v. American Int'l Fran-
chises, Inc., 448 F.2d 680 (5th Cir. 1971). The Commission, in rule 146, has
interpreted section 4(2) to require the issuer to make available to certain of-
ferees and actually furnish to others the same kind of information that registration
would disclose. Rule 146(e), 17 C.F.R. § 230.146(e) (1976). Furthermore, rule
146 requires an issuer to be available during the course of the transaction and
prior to the sale to answer questions from prospective investors. Rule 146(e) (2),
17 C.F.R. § 230.146(e)(2) (1976).
106 See note 8 supra.
107 The issuer is not required by section 3(a) (3) to use the proceeds from
its unregistered commercial paper for its own purposes. Such funds can be ad-
vanced to a subsidiary. See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Merrill Lynch & Co.,
Inc.), issued Aug. 19, 1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 9, frame
12265 (proceeds to be advanced to a subsidiary to finance an inventory of gov-
ernment securities); SEC no-action letter (Wells Fargo & Co.), issued Dec. 28,
1973, t1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 1, frame 00215 (proceeds to be
advanced to Wells Fargo Mortgage Co. for pre-construction loans).
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commercial paper will allow the issuer to qualify its notes under
section 3(a)(3). The exemption is limited to "[a]ny note ...
which arises out of a current transaction or the proceeds of which
have been or are to be used for current transactions . "..."108
Since this limitation has been interpreted as a requirement that the
issuer use the proceeds for current transactions, regardless of
whether the note arose out of current transactions,109 the use of
proceeds has become an important factor in determining eligibility
for the exemption.
The Commission has expressed its opinion on what constitute
current transactions in two separate releases. The question was
first addressed in Securities Act Release No. 401, where the Com-
mission discussed the availability of section 3(a) (3) for notes of
the type normally issued by finance companies."10 The Commis-
sion warned that a decision on what is a current transaction must
be made in light of the particular facts and business practices
surrounding individual cases. It concluded that generally the ex-
emption would apply to such notes if they satisfied all conditions
required by section 3 (a) (3), including the requirement that
[t]he proceeds of the notes for which exemption is claimed are
used for current transactions, which may properly include
either (a) the making of loans upon or the purchasing of
such notes, instalment contracts, or other evidences of in-
debtedness in the usual course of business, or (b) the pay-
ment of outstanding notes exempt under section 3(a) (3).111
In Release No. 4412 the SEC expanded the definition of current
transactions by referring to the assets financed by eligible commer-
cial paper as "easily convertible into cash and. . . comparable to
liquid inventories of an industrial or mercantile company."'" 2 The
Commission cautioned that the current transactions standard
would not be satisfied where the proceeds were to be used for the
following specific transactions: the purchase or construction of a
plant; the purchase of durable machinery or equipment; the fund-
ing of commercial real estate development or financing; the pur-
chase of real estate mortgages or other securities; the financing of
mobile homes or home improvements; or the purchase or establish-
ment of a business enterprise. 118
108 15 U.S.C. § 77c(a)(3) (1970).
109 See text accompanying note 52 supra.
110 Release No. 401, supra note 22, at 2569.
111 Id.
112 Release No. 4412, supra note 22, at 2571.
113 Id. at 2570. The liquidity aspect of the definition was emphasized in
an answer to a no-action inquiry by Ban Corp. The SEC staff stated that
the purpose of the current transactions requirement is to limit the exemption to
"issuers of short-term obligations who will invest the proceeds in current assets,
such as working capital to finance inventory and account [sic] receivable which
254 [Vol. 24: 227
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Despite the Commission's efforts to define current transac-
tions as it applies in section 3 (a) (3), the requirement continues to
raise two major issues for those wishing to claim the
exemption: which transactions are specifically deemed to be cur-
rent; what proof must the issuer offer that it intends to use and in
fact uses all the net proceeds from the sale of unregistered commer-
cial paper in current transactions.
1. Current Transactions
Most of the no-action letter inquiries that relate to section
3(a) (3) focus on the term "current transactions." Over the years
the SEC staff has been presented with descriptions of certain
recurring transactions which issuers intend to fund with the pro-
ceeds of commercial paper. Although at times the staff has taken
inconsistent stances on the eligibility of certain transactions114 and
recently has refused to express an opinion on the availability of
section 3(a) (3) for certain business plans,"' on a majority of the
recurring uses the staff has developed a firm position which, for the
most part, represents a liberal construction of the current transac-
tions requirement. 116
a. Specific Transactions.
(1) Commercial Financing. Proceeds of commercial paper
sold under section 3 (a) (3) may be used for commercial accounts
receivable loans or inventory financing loans . 7  These loans are
generally made pursuant to revolving credit agreements'" extended
are inherently self-liquidating." SEC no-action letter (Ban Corp.), issued Sept. 13,
1972, [1972] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 10, frame 16063.
114 See, e.g., text accompanying notes 123-24, 126-35 infra.
115 See text accompanying notes 124, 203, 205-14 infra.
116 The Commission has acknowledged that it has given a broad meaning to
the current transactions test. See SEC STAFF REPORT, supra note 3, at vm (state-
ment by William J. Casey, then Chairman of the SEC). In reaching its permis-
sive attitude towards section 3 (a) (3), the staff has been heavily influenced by the
Federal Reserve Board's expansive interpretation of section 13 of the Federal Re-
serve Act as reflected in the Board of Governor's Regulation A, 12 C.F.R. § 201
(1976). See text accompanying notes 263-68 infra.
117 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (CBT Corp.), issued June 6, 1974,
11974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 7, frame 09269.
118 Under a revolving credit agreement, the balance owed fluctuates
depending on the finance charge, the amount of credit extended and the payments
made. Such an open-end credit arrangement is the basis for the revolving charge
accounts used by many merchants who permit their customers to purchase mer-
chandise on credit. This form of financing is distinguishable from a closed-end
credit agreement-for example, the purchase of an automobile-where the
amount owed is fixed in advance and is repaid in installments. See, e.g., SEC
no-action letter (Detroitbank Corp.), issued June 4, 1974, [1974] CCH FED.
SEC. MICROFILM, roll 7, frame 09247. Loans made pursuant to revolving
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to manufacturing firms, dealers or merchants, and are secured by
the borrower's accounts receivable, equipment or inventory.11 9
With the loan proceeds the borrower is in a position to maintain
its business while awaiting payment on its accounts receivable 20
or, in the case of inventory financing loans, to purchase inventories
for its business 21 or carry present inventories until they are
sold.' Upon receipt of payment from its customers, the borrower
is then in a position to liquidate the accounts receivable loan or
inventory financing loan.
In deciding whether commercial financing is current under
section 3(a) (3) the staff has not, until recently, looked behind
accounts receivable 28 to examine the nature of the goods or serv-
ices responsible for the sales. In the case of inventory financing
loans, on occasion the staff has examined the nature of the invento-
ry to be acquired or carried.' 24 It appears that the staff will now
credit agreements are generally called "revolving credits" and are made against an
available line of credit having a fixed maturity-two to three years-after the date
of issuance. At maturity the outstanding balance of principal plus interest on the
loan is satisfied either by direct payment by the borrower of the revolving credit
or by converting the outstanding balance of the loan into a term loan. Id. at
09252-53.
119 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (First Nat'l State Bancorp.), issued Feb.
26, 1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 3, frame 03382, at 03391; SEC
no-action letter (Chase Manhattan Corp.), issued Aug. 26, 1974, [1974] CCH
FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 9, frame 12285.
120 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Florida Power & Light Co.), issued July
12, 1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 8, frame 10867, where the
issuer, a utility, intended to use part of the proceeds to carry accounts receivable
during the lag time between meter reading and collections.
121 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Tektronix, Inc.), issued Nov. 7, 1974,
[1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 12, frame 16157, where the proceeds
were to be used partially to purchase component parts, raw materials and supplies
for the issuer's business.
122 Counsel for issuers intending to use proceeds from exempt short-term
notes for commercial financing frequently refer to Regulation A of the Federal
Reserve Board as authority for eligibility of such notes under the Federal Reserve
Act and for exempt status under section 3(a) (3) of the 1933 Act. See notes 46,
116 supra. Section 201.4 of the Regulation makes a note eligible for discount if it
has been issued or drawn or the proceeds of which are to be used "in producing,
purchasing, carrying, or marketing goods in the process of production, manufac-
ture, or distribution ...... 12 C.F.R. § 201.4(a)(1) (1976).
123 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Interstate Corp.), issued May 22,
1972, [1972] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 6, frame 09552, discussed in note
124 inf ra.
124 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Interstate Corp.), supra note 123,
at 09553, where the staff disallowed the use of commercial paper proceeds for the
carrying of a retail inventory of trucks and trailers. However, the staff allowed
Interstate to use proceeds from commercial paper to finance accounts re-
ceivable arising from the sale of trucks and trailers by its subsidiaries. The staff
allowed another subsidiary, operating as a finance company, to carry pur-
chasers' installment obligations which had a maximum maturity of 36 months and
were secured by the truck or trailer underlying the transaction. The staff also
allowed the issuer to use such proceeds to carry a parts inventory. See also SEC
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scrutinize both types of commercial loans. If the loans suggest a
permanent investment, either because of the character of the assets
involved or the duration of the financing arrangement, the exemp-
tion will not apply.1 25
(2) Consumer Credit Loans. The SEC staff allows the
section 3 (a) (3) exemption for commercial paper where the pro-
ceeds are used for consumer credit loans of a type eligible for
discount by a Federal Reserve bank.1 26  Such loans may be se-,
no-action letter (B.C. Ziegler & Co.), issued Aug. 16, 1971, 11971] CCH FED.
SEC. MICROFILM, roll 6, frame 12609, where the exemption was denied to an is-
suer planning to use proceeds for the purchase of X-ray machines and other dura-
ble equipment for leasing to hospitals.
Where an issuer intends to use proceeds from commercial paper to finance
the purchase of assets that have an appearance of permanence, the issuer might
try to structure the financing arrangements to provide the quantum of liquidity
that the staff requires under section 3(a)(3). It was apparently this realization
that motivated Citizens & Southern Holding Co. (Holding Co.) to seek staff
approval for the use of proceeds from commercial paper to finance the purchase
of inventory by mobile home dealers. SEC no-action letter (Citizens & S.
Holding Co.), issued Jan. 24, 1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 2,
frame 01601. Although the staff refused to take a position on the contemplated
action, Holding Co. claimed that under its method of doing business, the purchase
of mobile homes by dealers was an integral element in the distribution of mobile
homes and did not involve a permanent investment in those assets. Id. at 01603.
Under the proposed inventory financing, Citizens & Southern Servicing Co., an
affiliate of Holding Co., planned to utilize the standard security agreement and
collateral note for retail inventory which Holding Co. and its subsidiaries regu-
larly used in connection with financing many types of retail inventory including
automobiles, appliances and motorcycles. Id. For the position taken by the'
Federal Reserve Board on the eligibility for discount of commercial paper trace-
able to mobile home sales, see note 135 inIra.
125 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Northwest Acceptance Corp.), issued
Jan. 29, 1976, [1976] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 3, frame 03069, where the
issuer was engaged in the business of financing sales of income-producing capital
equipment primarily for use in the construction, forest products and trucking in-
dustries. On October 31, 1975, 81 percent of the issuer's finance receivables were
represented by retail installment contracts acquired from dealers and by equipment
loans made to persons who were purchasing equipment or refinancing equipment
debts. Id. at 03072. The issuer sought a section 3(a)(3) exemption for its short-
term notes. The proceeds were to be used for additional retail contract loans and
equipment loans that would mature between three and one-half and five years.
The staff denied the request "in view of the relatively large proportion of the fi-
nance receivables and the relatively long duration of the loan [sic] to be covered
and substantial doubt whether or not current transactions are proposed to be fi-
nanced." Id. at 03070. Upon reconsideration, the staff allowed the exemption for
such retail contract loans and equipment loans but gave no explanation for the
reversal of its earlier decision. SEC no-action letter (Northwest Acceptance
Corp.), issued Apr. 28, 1976, [1976] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 5, frame
06246. In an earlier no-action request from a corporation seeking to utilize sec-
tion 3(a)(3) to raise funds for equipment financing loans, the staff refused to
express an opinion since such use of proceeds was "currently under study." SEC
no-action letter (Mercantile Nat'l Corp.), issued Jan. 12, 1976, [1976] CCH FED.
SEC. MICROFILM, roll 2, frame 01313, 01314.
126 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (First Bank Sys., Inc.), issued Sept. 9,
1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 10, frame 13437. Regulation Z
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cured127 or unsecured, 2 " payable on demand,1 9 issued with stated
maturities' 8" or issued under open-end agreements.' 8' The pur-
poses for which these loans are made are those generally associated
with consumer lending, including discharge and consolidation of
obligations of the borrower to finance companies, appliance stores,
automobile dealers, and creditors under conditional sales con-
tracts.' 2  Proceeds from such loans may also be used to finance
purchases made by holders of credit cards.' 8 At one time the
staff was concerned with the character of the assets to be purchased
by the consumers through the use of such loans. The staff denied
no-action treatment where, for example, the loans were made to
assist consumer purchase of mobile homes or home improve-
ments.'"4 It now appears that the staff has reversed itself and
of the Federal Reserve Board defines consumer credit as "credit offered or ex-
tended to a natural person, in which the money, property, or service which is the
subject of the transaction is primarily for personal, family, household, or agricul-
tural purposes." 12 C.F.R. § 22 6.2(p) (1976). Loans for consumer credit meet-
ing this definition qualify for discount by a Federal Reserve bank. Id. § 201.104.
127 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Fidelity Am. Bankshares, Inc.), issued
June 17, 1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 7, frame 09309 (issuer de-
scribed the bulk of its consumer loans as being secured by automobiles, house-
hold goods and other personal property, id. at 09313); SEC no-action letter
(DAC Corp.), note 32 supra (issuer made consumer finance loans secured by
liens on improved real estate with maturities not exceeding 61 months).
128 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Security Pac. Corp.), issued June 3,
1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 7, frame 09238.
129 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (CBT Corp.), note 117 supra.
130 Id. Some of the issuer's loans had stated maturities of one year or
less. Id. at 09280.
131 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Rhodes, Inc.), issued June 17, 1974,
[1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 7, frame 09318 (issuer intended to use
part of the proceeds from unregistered commercial paper to carry accounts
receivable from consumer credit sales of home furnishings under open-end
agreements); SEC no-action letter (First Bank Sys., Inc.), supra note 126, at
13439-40. The term "open-end credit" is defined by the Federal Reserve Board
as
consumer credit extended on an account pursuant to a plan under which
(1) the creditor may permit the customer to make purchases or obtain
loans, from time to time, directly from the creditor or indirectly by use
of a credit card, check, or other device, as the plan may provide; (2)
the customer has the privilege of paying the balance in full or in instal-
ments; and (3) a finance charge may be computed by the creditor from
time to time on an outstanding unpaid balance. . . . The term does not
include negotiated advances under an open end real estate mortgage or
a letter of credit.
12 C.F.R. § 226.2(x) (1976).
132 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (DAC Corp.), note 32 supra.
133 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Security Pac. Corp.), note 128 supra.
134 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Detroitbank Corp.), note 118 supra,
where the staff informed counsel for the issuer that it did not agree with their
opinion that loans for home improvements and mobile homes, included under the
general heading of consumer credit loans, met the current transactions test of sec-
tion 3(a)(3). Id. at 09248. The staff referred to Release No. 4412, note 22
supra, as authority for its position. SEC no-action letter (Detroitbank Corp.),
supra note 118, at 09248.
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intends to permit issuers of unregistered commercial paper to use
the proceeds for any type of consumer loan. 185
(3) Mortgage Warehousing Loans. These loans are made to
mortgage bankers and others who need funds to carry temporarily
an inventory of long-term mortgage loans pending the packaging
of such loans in a sufficient number and amount for sale to
permanent mortgage investors.'l 6 The loans are ordinarily se-
cured by pledges of the mortgage notes being "warehoused" by the
mortgage bankers.
The SEC staff views the temporary warehousing of real estate
mortgage loans as a current transaction under section 3(a)(3). l",
135 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (First Md. Bancorp.), issued July 18,
1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 8, frame 10882 (staff con-
curred in counsel's opinion that the issuer's contemplated use of proceeds sat-
isfied the current transactions requirement; the issuer included within its plans
loans on mobile homes with maturities ranging up to ten years, id. at
10887); SEC no-action letter (Horizon Bancorp.), issued Aug. 22, 1975, [1975)
CCH FED. SEC. MIcRoFILM, roll 9, frame 11698 (issuer's consumer loans with
maturities not exceeding five years would have allowed borrowers to finance
home improvements, id.) discussed at note 203 infra. But see SEC no-action
letter (BancOklahoma Corp.), issued Jan. 29, 1976, [1976] CCH FED. SEC.
MICROFILM, roll 3, frame 03060, where the staff granted no-action status to
an issuer planning to claim a section 3(a) (3) exemption. The staff refused, how-
ever, to permit part of the proceeds to be used for consumer loans which would
have maturities ranging from one to four years in most instances, but would range
up to seven years with respect to boat loans and ten years with respect to mobile
home loans. Although the reason for the staff's position on the consumer loans
is not clear, it appears that the intended duration of the loans was deemed unac-
ceptable under section 3(a) (3).
The staff's reversal of its earlier interpretation of current transactions for
consumer loans can be traced to the Federal Reserve Board's decision in 1972 to
construe "actual commercial transactions" in section 13 of the Federal Reserve
Act, 12 U.S.C. § 343 (1970), to include consumer loans. 58 FED. RES. BuLL. 279(1972). According to the Board, "borrowing for the purpose of purchasing goods
is borrowing for a commercial purpose, whether the borrower intends to use the
goods himself or to resell them." Id. More specifically, the Board's interpretation
was intended to include "notes given for the purchase of mobile homes that are
acquired by a finance company from a dealer-seller of such homes." Id.
136 The mortgage company (mortgage banker) functions as a middleman
rather than an investor. It originates loans to those persons who construct or ac-
quire properties. The mortgage company then sells the loans (while usually re-
taining the servicing of the mortgages) to banks and insurance companies in the
secondary mortgage market or to the Federal National Mortgage Association
(Fannie Mae). A mortgage company is often formed
by a real estate firm, an insurance agency, or a commercial bank, and
depends heavily at first on short-term credit to finance the purchase of
mortgages for resale on speculation or, more normally, on the strength
of a prior commitment from a secondary purchaser. In time, the more
prosperous companies are able to originate some mortgages for their own
account. The major revenue sources for a mortgage company are its
earnings from placement fees and servicing charges, from allied real es-
tate and fire insurance brokerages, and from real estate investment trusts
formed by the company itself.
G. LEFCOE, LAND DEVELOPMENT LAw 573 (2d ed. 1974).
137 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Mercantile Bankshares Corp.), note 58
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As a result, issuers of unregistered short-term notes are free to use
the proceeds to finance this type of interim loan.38 The staff does
not require as a condition for exemption that the issuer have
commitments for the purchase of the long-term mortgage loans by
permanent lenders prior to making its loans to mortgage bank-
ers. 89 The issuer must, however, limit the borrower's warehous-
ing period to one year if the issuer's loans are to qualify as
current. 140 In the staff's opinion, if a mortgage banker does not
turn over its inventory of mortgage loans at least once a year, a
mortgage warehousing loan takes on the character of a perma-
nent investment and is, therefore, no longer a current transaction
for purposes of section 3 (a) (3).11
supra; SEC no-action letter (Marine Corp.), issued Jan. 21, 1974, [1974] CCH
FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 2, frame 01605. The inventories of mortgage loans are
distinguishable from the durable assets accumulated under inventory loans, note
124 supra, because an established market for mortgage loans is prepared to accept
them at an appropriate discount.
18 The staff's position is consistent with that of the Federal Reserve Board.
In 1970 the Board interpreted section 13 of the Federal Reserve Act, 12 U.S.C.
§ 343 (1970), to make mortgage company notes eligible for discount. 12 C.F.R.
§ 201.109 (1976). In that interpretation the Board noted that Congress in 1913
sought to exclude investment securities from discount eligibility because speculation
was a major congressional concern. The Board decided that "speculation is not a
material element in mortgage banking operations." Id. § 201.109(d). The Board
was also aware that Regulation A denies eligibility to certain notes if the proceeds
are used "for permanent or fixed investments of any kind, such as land, buildings
or machinery, or for any other fixed capital purpose." It concluded, however,
that
the proceeds of a mortgage company's commercial paper are not used
by it for any permanent or fixed capital purpose, but only to carry
temporarily an inventory of mortgage loans pending their "packaging"
for sale to permanent investors that are usually recurrent customers.
Id. § 201.109(e). Therefore, "notes having not more than 90 days to run
which are issued to finance the temporary holding of mortgage loans are eligible
for discount by Reserve Banks." Id. § 201.109(f). The SEC staff does not
impose such a 90-day limit on the mortgage warehousing loans made with pro-
ceeds from section 3(a) (3) securities. See note 140 infra.
189 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Trust Co. of Ga.), issued Mar. 3, 1975,
(19751 OCH FED. SEc. MICROFILM, roll 3, frame 02576, at 02577.
140 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Mercantile Bankshares Corp.), note 58
supra, where the staff's approval of a mortgage banker's plan to carry loans with
maturities of 25 to 30 years was limited to an inventory where the loans were
turned over at least once a year. Id. at 01584; SEC no-action letter (National
Detroit Corp.), issued Dec. 27, 1974, [1975] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 1,
frame 00188, 00193.
141 The staff apparently analogizes the mortgage banker's inventory of mort-
gage loans which will be turned over at least once a year to the "liquid inventories
of an industrial or mercantile company" referred to in Release No. 4412, supra
note 22, at 2571. See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (First Nat'l State Bancorp.),
note 119 supra, where no-action treatment was extended to an issuer who
planned to fund mortgage warehouse loans with proceeds from the sale of its
commercial paper. Counsel for the issuer relied upon an interpretation of Regu-
lation A by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 12 C.F.R.
§ 201.109(d)-(f) (1976), which characterized mortgage warehousing loans as
closely related to industry and commerce and described the temporary holding
260
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An interpretative problem arises where the issuer making a
mortgage warehousing loan is affiliated with the eventual permanent
lender. Suppose, for example, that Company A relies upon section
3(a) (3) for the sale of its short-term notes. It plans to advance
the proceeds to Company B, a wholly-owned subsidiary in the
of real estate mortgage loans as a non-permanent investment by the mortgage
banking company. SEC no-action letter (First Nat'l State Bancorp.), supra note
119, at 03389 (letter of corporate counsel).
Although a mortgage warehouse loan appears to be as much a permanent
investment as an inventory financing loan that is used by the borrower to purchase
trucks, durable machinery or other heavy equipment, note 124 supra, it achieves
its status as a current transaction because an established market in mortgages per-
mits the lender to turn over its loans on a regular basis. The fact that some or
all of a mortgage banker's loans could become worthless or unmarketable during
the twelve-month period prior to packaging for resale is not considered relevant
by the SEC staff in characterizing the issuer's mortgage warehousing loan as a
current transaction. Equally irrelevant is the fact that the mortgage banker,
faced with unmarketable mortgage loans, might default on its obligation to the
issuer, thereby forcing the issuer to transform its short-term loan into a per-
manent investment by foreclosing on the underlying property. See generally text
accompanying note 282 infra. If, however, the issuer acquires interests in real
property as a result of foreclosure proceedings in satisfaction of mortgage ware-
housing loans and then seeks to maintain and carry the property with proceeds
from the sale of unregistered commercial paper, the staff is likely to view the
assets to be funded as permanent in character, i.e., "not easily convertible into
cash," Release No. 4412, supra note 22, at 2571, and deny the exemption under
section 3(a)(3). See SEC no-action letter (First Wis. Corp.), issued June 25,
1976, [1976] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 7, frame 08731, where the issuer
planned to distribute the proceeds from the sale of its commercial paper to two
of its wholly owned subsidiaries, a mortgage company and a bank. Both of the
subsidiaries owned interests in certain real properties acquired through foreclosure
proceedings in satisfaction of short-term construction loans or other interim loans.
Proceeds from the proposed offering of commercial paper were to be used to
retire existing indebtedness incurred in acquiring, completing and carrying the
real property, and to provide operating funds needed by the mortgage company
in connection with the interim operation and management of the properties prior
to sale within four years. Counsel for the issuer recognized that the assets to be
funded with the proceeds were by their nature long-term, but argued that "the
interests of the companies are purely in the nature of interim short-term invest-
ments." Id. at 08738. Analogizing the issuer's intended use of proceeds to
"gap" or "standing" loans, counsel noted
that if the Mortgage Company's inventory of Eligible Assets was owned
by one or more independent real estate developers, and was in the
process of being marketed in the same manner, then a loan made by a
lender to the developer to finance the cost of carrying the inventory
prior to its sale would properly be regarded as financing a "current trans-
action." Such interim loans, variously referred to as "gap" or "standing"
loans, have been the subject of favorable "no-action" letters to lenders
which indicated that the exemption of Sec. 3(a)(3) applied to short-
term paper issued by the lenders for the purpose of providing funds to
make such loans. In this case, the Mortgage Company is engaging in
the same activities as would such a developer in marketing its inventory
of Eligible Assets.
Id. at 08739. The staff denied the requested exemption under section 3(a)(3)
"particularly in view of the intended use of proceeds to carry real estate owner-
ship interests acquired through foreclosure or otherwise in connection with lending
activities. . . ." Id. at 08732.
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mortgage banking business, so that B can make thirty-year loans
on certain improved real estate. B intends to warehouse these
loans for a period of less than twelve months until it can package
them for sale to permanent investors, among which is Company C,
another wholly-owned subsidiary of the issuer, A. The staff has
approved the use of section 3 (a) (3) under these circumstances 42
even though purchasers of A's commercial paper are in reality
providing part of the permanent financing needed by A, through
its subsidiary C, to invest in long-term real estate mortgages.
(4) Factoring. The alternative to financing accounts receiv-
able through accounts receivable loans is the outright sale of such
accounts by the businesses. Commercial finance companies which
purchase accounts receivable are known as factors. While com-
mercial finance companies that choose to lend funds on the pledge
of accounts receivable do so "with recourse" against the borrower
for any delinquent account,'14 factors have no recourse against the
seller if collection is impossible. Factors examine the credit ac-
ceptability of each account and, if satisfied, assume complete finan-
cial responsibility for collection. The cost of factoring consists of a
straight interest charge for the cash advance by the factor to the
business and a commission to cover the cost of investigating cred-
its, collection of fees and reserves for losses. 1 4
Issuers of commercial paper acting as factors may rely on
section 3(a) (3) if the proceeds are used to purchase accounts
receivable. SEC staff approval is limited, however, to the acquisi-
tion of accounts receivable which are due and payable within ninety
days.1 "1 The use of the proceeds to purchase such accounts is by
nature of short duration and thus qualifies as a current transac-
tion.146
142 See SEC no-action letter (National Detroit Corp.), supra note 140,
at 00191.
148 In most cases, the trade debtors are not informed that their account has
been assigned to a finance company. Under "nonnotification" financing the trade
creditor seeks to acquire needed funds without giving customers the impression of
financial weakness. J. BOoEN, supra note 37, at 2-35. For a discussion of the
availability of section 3(a)(3) in cases where the issuer intends to use proceeds
for commercial loans secured by accounts receivable, see text accompanying note
117 supra.
144 The interest charge is generally two or three percentage points above the
prime rate at commercial banks and the commission is frequently one to two per-
cent of the amount of the receivables. J. BoGEN, supra note 37, at 2-35.
145 A substantial number of accounts receivable are due within 90 days.
See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Chase Manhattan Corp.), note 119 supra, where
the accounts receivable were usually payable between 30 and 90 days from the
time they came into existence; SEC no-action letter (First Nat'l State Bancorp.),
note 119 supra, where the accounts were normally to be payable between 10 and
90 days from the time they came into existence. Id. at 03393.
146 Notes are eligible for discount under Regulation A, note 46 supra,
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(5) Preconstruction Loans. Land developers may be re-
quired to make site improvements before they can secure construc-
tion financing or commence work on a specific project. 147  Precon-
struction loans, secured by a mortgage on the real property,
provide developers with the funds necessary to make such improve-
ments. Proceeds from subsequent construction financing or sale
of the property are normally used to repay these loans. 48
Preconstruction loans fall within the current transactions re-
quirement of section 3 (a) (3) if they provide for maturity within
thirty-six months.'49 The fact that a developer lacks a commitment
for permanent funding at the time of the interim preconstruc-
tion loan will not necessarily prevent the issuer from claiming the
section 3 (a) (3) exemption. The SEC staff has permitted such an
issuer to use proceeds from its commercial paper where it assured
the staff that it would not make preconstruction loans unless it
expected the developers to obtain construction financing within the
period of the preconstruction loan. The issuer must also assure the
staff that it will remove a preconstruction loan from the category of
loans considered eligible for commercial paper funding if at any
time the issuer determines that the developer cannot obtain con-
struction financing. 150
(6) Construction Loans. These loans are used to finance the
construction of income-producing properties such as shopping cen-
where the proceeds are used to purchase accounts receivable. 12 C.F.R. § 201.4
(a) (1) (1976).
147 See generally Blumberg, Short-Term Funds Through Interim Financing,
NAV'L REAL ESTATE INv. (Feb. 1965), cited in G. LEFcoB, supra note 136, at
601-04.
148 Id.
149 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Southwest Bancshares, Inc.), issued
Aug. 27, 1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 9, frame 12311; SEC
no-action letter (Security Pac. Corp.), note 128 supra. Apparently the staff views
preconstruction financing to be so intimately connected to traditional construction
financing, both by reason of the purposes of such financing and their time in
relation to each other, that preconstruction loans should be treated the same as
construction loans. See text accompanying notes 151-65 infra. If the loan to a
land developer is not related to a specific plan of construction, the staff treats it
as a development loan that does not qualify as a current transaction. See text ac-
companying notes 166-68 infra.
150 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (U.S. Bancorp Realty & Mortgage Trust),
issued Apr. 25, 1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 5, frame 06650;
SEC no-action letter (Equitable Life Mortgage & Realty Investors), issued Dec.
28, 1973, [1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 1, frame 00207, where the is-
suer assured the staff that
ii]f at any time the Trust were to determine that construction financing
for the Improvement would not be obtained within twelve months,
[the period of its preconstruction loans], the Preconstruction Loan would
be removed promptly from the category of loans considered as eligible
for commercial paper funding until the twelve-month requirement could
be met.
Id. at 00210. For a discussion of the consequences under section 3(a)(3) where
the issuer provides the developer with both preconstruction and construction fi-
nancing, see text accompanying notes 158-64 intra.
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ters, motels, hotels, office buildings, condominiums and industrial
structures. Construction periods vary from several months for
small projects to more than two years for apartment, industrial and
commercial buildings. The period for an especially large project
might be as long as five years.151 In the usual case a construction
loan is secured by a first lien on real estate and has a stated
maturity generally coinciding with the intended date of construc-
tion completion. Once the construction is completed, the develop-
er's long-term lender is expected to provide the major financing,
proceeds of which are used to pay the construction loan in
full.152 At the time it seeks a construction loan the developer will,
in some cases, have a binding agreement, called a takeout commit-
ment, by a financially responsible lender to advance the full
amount of the construction mortgage upon completion of construc-
tion. 158 Where a takeout commitment is not obtained prior to the
extension of credit under the construction loan,'5 4 the lender will
either assume the risk that permanent financing will not materialize
at maturity'55 or it might itself provide a commitment to the
151 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Mercantile Bankshares Corp.), supra
note 58, at 01583 (letter of corporate counsel).
152 Id.
155 In some cases the takeout commitment is sought solely for the purpose
of providing a basis for the commencement of construction. A builder may need
a commitment for the permanent financing in order to secure a construction loan.
Many times, however, a maximum mortgage cannot be secured until thebuilding is substantially leased. Rather than accept less favorable per-
manent first mortgage terms on the project in its formative stage, the
builder may well decide to defer his permanent financing. He can still
obtain his construction financing by having the interim financing agency
issue a first mortgage takeout commitment to the construction lender,
conditioned upon completion of the building in accordance with ap-proved plans and specifications. In this way, the builder can realize a
substantial saving through the use of a take-out commitment rather than
accepting a less favorable first mortgage on the project in its formative
stage. In many such cases, the take-out is never utilized because the
builder realized adequate rentals and obtained favorable long-term insti-
tutional financing before the take-out expired.
Blumberg, supra note 147, at 602-03.
154 There are several business reasons for not requiring a takeout commit-
ment: (1) In some situations, the borrower's credit potential is so good that a
takeout commitment is an unnecessary requirement for the interim lender; (2) it
is often easier and less expensive to obtain a firm takeout commitment after a
project is well under way or completed because the long-term lender has the op-
portunity to 'learn more about the project before he makes a commitment; (3)
takeout commitments frequently contain so many conditions precedent to the long-
term lender's takeout that the protection afforded the construction lender is illu-
sory since it must bear the risk of difficulties during the construction. SEC no-
action letter (First Bank Sys., Inc.), issued Sept. 9, '1974, [1974] CCH FED.
SEC. MICROFILM, roll 10, frame 13437, 13441 (letter of corporate counsel). See
also SEC no-action letter (Lomas & Nettleton Financial Corp.), issued July 8,
1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 8, frame 10852, 10857 (letter of
corporate counsel).
155 Construction loans without takeout are, for the most part, limited to a
three-year period and require personal liability. They are normally structured to
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borrower to furnish the permanent mortgage at a later date. 156
Conceivably the same lender could be the source of a developer's
preconstruction, construction and long-term mortgage financing. 157
Although construction loans are deemed to meet the current
transactions requirement of section 3(a) (3),158 interpretative
problems have arisen where the construction loan is made without
a prior commitment from a non-affiliated permanent lender or
where the loan is combined with either preconstruction or long-
term financing. At one time the staff refused to recognize as
current transactions those construction loans that were made with-
out firm takeout commitments from someone other than the issuer
or its affiliates.' 59 Later the staff modified that position and
encourage the developer to pay off the loan at the earliest possible date. Lenders
can accomplish this by including additional points on the loan. See Anderson,
Do You Use Special Financing for Special Situations?, 1973 PROF. BuiLDER 112,
cited in G. LEFCOE, supra note 136, at 586.
156 Such agreements are called standby commitments. Where a takeout
agreement is not obtained prior to the making of the initial construction loan, the
lender might provide the standby commitment solely for the purpose of providing
a basis for the commencement of construction. The lender will therefore make
the terms of
the long-term loan (rates of interest, discounts and commissions payable,
payout schedule and equity participation) provided by the standby com-
mitment substantially more onerous than those which would be expected
to be available to the borrower at the time the commitment is to be per-
formed with the intention that the borrower seek other sources for its
long-term financing.
SEC no-action letter (First Nat'l State Bancorp.), supra note 119, at 03387(letter of corporate counsel).
157 The following business reasons often prompt a lender to include both
the construction loan and the long-term financing in the same agreement: (1) re-
duction of the number of documents because documentation of the long-term is
the same as the construction loan with a simple assignment of the existing mort-
gage note upon the purchase by the long-term lender; (2) avoidance of risks that
might otherwise be involved in obtaining execution of any new mortgage loan doc-
ument when construction has been completed; (3) savings in some jurisdictions
on mortgage recording fees and taxes; and (4) the necessity in some cases of
structuring the loan as long-term in order to obtain the guarantee and insurance
benefits provided by various governmental agencies. Id. at 03386; SEC no-action
letter (Security Pac. Corp.), supra note 128, at 09244 (letter of corporate
counsel).
158 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Wisconsin Gas Co.), issued Dec. 17,
1973, [1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 1, frame 00196; SEC no-action
letter (Old Stone Corp.), issued Dec. 17, 1974, [1975] CCH FE. SEC. MICROFILM,
roll 1, frame 00182. The staff has allowed construction loans with maturities as
long as 60 months. See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Wells Fargo Mortgage In-
vestors), issued Mar. 6, 1974, [1974] CCH FED. Sac. MICROFILM, roll 4, frame
05051.
Notes given in connection with loans for the construction of residential and
farm buildings are eligible for discount under the Federal Reserve Board's Regula-
tion A. 12 C.F.R. § 201.4(c) (1976). Notes given in connection with loans for
the purpose of construction of industrial or commercial buildings apparently are
not eligible for discount under Regulation A. Id.
159 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (United Va. Bankshares, Inc.), issued
Apr. 9, 1973, [1973] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 5, frame 08716; SEC no-
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decided that section 3(a) (3) was available even though the con-
struction loan was made without a commitment for permanent
financing if such commitment was obtained prior to completion of
construction and the issuer or an affiliate did not act as the long-
term lender.160 Although far from clear, it now appears that the
staff has almost completely reversed its original attitude toward
construction loans. Such loans may now be made without takeout
commitments. 16' The staff will permit an issuer to make construc-
tion loans if the permanent financing is obtained within a reasona-
ble period following the completion of construction. 1 2  Further-
more, the staff has abandoned its earlier requirement of a non-
affiliated permanent lender, which was presumably designed to
assure investors of an independent source of funds to redeem the
commercial paper, and will now permit the issuer or its subsidiary
to provide a developer with both construction and long-term
loans.168
Where the issuer or its subsidiary provides a developer with
financing for more than one stage of the construction process and
the loans are funded in whole or in part from the sale of unregis-
tered commercial paper, there may be a problem under the current
transactions requirement of the exemption. The staff has conclud-
ed, however, that certain combinations of loans funded from ex-
empt commercial paper can qualify as current. Proceeds from
section 3(a) (3) securities may be used to fund both preconstruc-
tion and construction financing for the same borrower.164  Since
action letter (Equitable Life Mortgage & Realty Investors), issued Feb. 8, 1973,
[1973] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 3, frame 04033; SEC no-action letter
(Citizens & S. Realty Investors), issued Feb. 13, 1973, [1973] CCH FED. SEC.
MICROFILM, roll 3, frame 04044.
160 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (First Wis. Mortgage Trust), issued
June 26, 1973, [1973] CCH FED. SaC. MICROFILM, roll 7, frame 12377; SEC
no-action letter (First Union Real Estate Equity & Mortgage Invs.), issued May
21, 1973, [1973] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 6, frame 10532; SEC no-action
letter (Great Am. Mortgage Investors), issued June 26, 1973, [1973] CCH FED.
SEC. MICROFLM, roll 7, frame 12381. It appears that the staff's decision to
treat construction loans without takeout commitments as current transactions was
based largely on the business reasons set forth in note 154 supra.
161 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Capital Mortgage Invs.), issued Feb. 22,
1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 3, frame 03370; SEC no-action letter
(Lomas & Nettleton Financial Corp.), note 154 supra; SEC no-action letter (First
Bank Sys., Inc.), note 154 supra.
162 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Rhodes, Inc.), note 131 supra.
163 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (U.S. Bancorp. Realty & Mortgage
Trust), note 150 supra.
164 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Equitable Life Mortgage & Realty In-
vestors), note 150 supra, where the issuer indicated its intention to provide a
developer with both preconstruction and construction financing and, as a matter
of convenience, to provide such financing under one loan document denominated
as a construction loan. Id. at 00210; SEC no-action letter (Capital Mortgage
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long-term construction financing is not a current transaction for
purposes of section 3(a)(3), proceeds from exempt commercial
paper may not be used for such loans. However, the staff will
permit the issuer or its subsidiary to finance a developer with both
a construction loan from the proceeds of its exempt commercial
paper and a subsequent permanent loan from other funds.'"5(7) Land Acquisition and Development Loans. These are
loans secured by mortgages or deeds of trust that enable a borrow-
er to purchase, refinance or improve vacant land which the borrow-
er intends to develop at some point in the future. For example, a
developer might enter into a three-year loan agreement with a
lender that would provide funds necessary for the acquisition of a
tract of land and the installation of utilities, drainage facilities,
sewage systems, sidewalks and roadways so that the property even-
tually would be ready for use as a building site, should a builder
become available. Such loans are usually repaid from the proceeds
of construction loans or from the proceeds of the sale of the
developed site.106
Traditionally, the staff refused to treat land acquisition and
development loans as current transactions.0 7 However, in 1973
the staff abandoned its opposition to such loans and since then
has issued favorable opinions where the proceeds from the is-
Invs.), supra note 161, at 03375; SEC no-action letter (Security Pac. Corp.), note
128 supra.
105 Id.
16 In most cases the borrower will not have a takeout commitment prior
to the making of a development loan but will obtain it prior to the completion
of the development. SEC no-action letter (Lomas & Nettleton Fin. Corp.),
supra note 154, at 10857-58 (letter of corporate counsel).
167 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Chase Manhattan Mortgage & Realty
Trust), issued Feb. 19, 1971, [1971] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 1, frame
00800; SEC no-action letter (American Fletcher Mortgage Investors), issued
Mar. 2, 1971, [1971] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 1, frame 00822; SEC no-
action letter (Continental Ill. Realty), issued Sept. 22, 1971, [1971] CCH FED.
SEC. MICROFILM, roll 7, frame 14720. During the first half of 1972 the staff
appeared to have reversed its position on land acquisition and development loans
by granting no-action status to several issuers which planned to make such loans.
See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Equitable Life Mortgage & Realty Investors),
issued Mar. 1, 1972, [1972] CCH FED. SEc. MICROFILM, roll 4, frame 05729;
SEC no-action letter (Chase Manhattan Corp.), issued Aug. 17, 1972, [1972]
CCH FED. SEc. MICROFILM, roll 9, frame 14830, 14831. The staff, however,
quickly reverted to its earlier interpretation, see, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Gulf
Mortgage & Realty Invs.), issued Aug. 17, 1972, [1972] CCH FED. SEC. MICRO-
FILM, roll 9, frame 14845, and sent corrective letters rescinding no-action status
for development loans to those who had been led to believe that the staff was
viewing such use of proceeds as current transactions. See, e.g., SEC no-action
letter (Chase Manhattan Mortgage & Realty Trust), issued Oct. 30, 1972, [1972]
CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 11, frame 17500. See also SEC no-action letter(Equitable Life Mortgage & Realty Investors), issued Oct. 30, 1972, [1972] CCH
FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 11, frame 17501; SEC no-action letter (U.S. Bancorp.),
issued Oct. 30, 1972, [1972] CCH Fan. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 11, frame 17507.
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suance and sale of unregistered commercial paper are used to
fund site acquisition and development in connection with specific
projects for which there are definite plans. 168  The financing in
such cases is indistinguishable from preconstruction loans.169 The
staff appears to require the borrower under land acquisition and
development loans to secure a takeout commitment prior to the
completion of the development. i70
168 The turning point occurred in SEC no-action letter (First Penn. Mort-
gage Trust), issued Sept. 20, 1973, [1973] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 10,
frame 17539, where counsel for the issuer requested that the staff reconsider its
position on development loans. After such reconsideration, the staff decided not
to recommend action to the Commission if the trust sold its notes in reliance upon
section 3(a)(3) and used the proceeds for the acquisition and development of
sites, provided that any acquisition and development was related to a specific plan
of construction. According to the staff, a current transaction does not include an
investment in and improvement of the land for some future, and as of
the time of acquisition and/or improvement, undetermined use of the
land. In short, development of land so that it will be available, someday,
for use as a building site, should a builder become available, will not be
consistent with a no-action position by this Division. Such a position will
only be available where the acquisition and/or improvement of land is
related to, and part of, a larger scheme involving a specific construction
project ....
Id. For later cases, see, e.g., SEC no-action letter (First Bank Sys., Inc.), note
154 supra; SEC no-action letter (Connecticut Financial Servs. Corp.), issued
July 1, 1975, [1975] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 8, frame 10139.
169 Since a land acquisition and development loan that qualifies as current
under section 3 (a) (3) is indistinguishable from a preconstruction loan, one would
expect the staff's attitude toward the availability of a takeout commitment to be
the same for both types of loans. To date, however, the no-action letters for land
acquisition and development loans have not contained the same limitations included
in the case of loans denominated as "preconstruction." See note 150 supra.
170 SEC no-action letter (First Bank Sys., Inc.), note 154 supra. See SEC
no-action letter (First Penn. Mortgage Trust), note 168 supra, where counsel for
the issuer advanced several arguments for treating land acquisition and develop-
ment loans as current transactions for purposes of section 3(a) (3): (1) Such
loans are often only part of a larger construction project and thus not "solely"
land or development loans. Id. at 17542. (2) The staff's disapproval of these
loans is inappropriate "in light of existing industry practices." Id. Construction
financing of the type which also includes financing of site acquisition and devel-
opment
is the usual and customary type of construction financing provided by
real estate investment trusts and has been for many years. As of De-
cember 31, 1972 there were $5.46 billion of first mortgage construction
loans outstanding in portfolios of real estate investment trusts issuing
commercial paper according to statistics provided by NAREIT [National
Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts . . . .] We have been
advised by the [issuer] that it can be reasonably assumed that a large
percentage of this construction financing also includes financing of site
acquisition and development and is already being financed with com-
mercial paper issued in reliance upon the Section 3(a)(3) exemption
and the numerous no-action letters of the Commission which refer to
,.construction loans."
Id. (3) Construction loans of all types are in actual practice temporary invest-
ments because most lenders and the borrowers are using the funds for current op-
erational business requirements. Id. The Federal Reserve Board recognized
this fact in an amendment to Regulation A that makes notes eligible for
discount if the proceeds are used in "meeting current operating expenses." 12
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(8) Standing Mortgage Loans. These secured loans are
entered into with respect to completed or "standing" structures.
They enable the borrower to purchase, refinance or refurbish the
property on a temporary basis-usually no more than five years-
during the period required to obtain or complete long-term financ-
ing. Such loans, which are sometimes referred to as "one-payout
loans," '' "carry-out loans"' 72 or "bridge loans,' 3 are normally
repaid from the proceeds of long-term loans or from the sale of the
property. 1 4
Standing mortgage loans are generally deemed to satisfy the
current transactions requirement for the use of proceeds under
section 3(a)(3) .175 The staff's opinion on the necessity of a
permanent financing commitment for such loans has changed over
the past four years, following the same pattern found in the staff's
treatment of construction loans.'17  Standing mortgage loans are
now considered current transactions regardless of the existence of a
takeout commitment prior to the making of the loan.1 77
(9) Short-Term Remaining Portions of Long-Term Loans.
Lenders occasionally have the opportunity to make investments in
existing notes and other evidences of indebtedness, both secured
and unsecured, with periods of as much as five years remaining to
C.F.R. § 201.4(a)(3) (1976). It was in response to the arguments made by
counsel in the First Pennsylvania Mortgage Trust no-action request that the
staff announced its favorable opinion toward site acquisition and development
loans.
171 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Capital Mortgage Invs.), supra note
161, at 03371.
172 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Wells Fargo Mortgage Investors), note
158 supra, where the issuer's standing mortgage loan, denominated a "carry-out
loan," was designed to permit a real estate developer to "carry" a completed
project until he could sell the project or obtain favorable long-term financing.
Id. at 05054.
17S See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Detroitbank Corp.), note 118 supra,
where the issuer planned to make temporary loans to owners of com-
pleted structures in order to "bridge" the gap of time needed for obtaining long-
term financing. Id. at 09254.
1T4 Standing mortgage loans normally provide for interest payments but
not for amortization of principal which is paid in full at maturity.
175 See note 177 infra.
178 For example, in 1973 the staff expressed the same negative opinion on
standing mortgage loans that were made without a firm takeout as it did on con-
struction loans without prior commitments. See, e.g., SEC no-action letter
(United Va. Bankshares, Inc.), note 159 supra. In 1974 this opinion changed,
and the staff stated that a binding takeout agreement is no longer required prior
to the making of standing mortgage loans. See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Na-
tional Central Commer. Corp.), issued Nov. 1, 1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEC.
MICROFILM, roll 12, frame 16145.
177 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Equitable Life Mortgage & Realty In-
vestors), supra note 150, at 00212-13; SEC no-action letter (Southwest Banc-
shares, Inc.), note 149 supra. See generally text accompanying notes 158-63
supra.
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maturity.' The SEC staff has allowed proceeds from unregis-
tered commercial paper to be used for purchasing such notes if theperiod remaining to maturity is nine months or less.1 9 In effect,
the staff ignores the earlier portions of what would ordinarily be
characterized as permanent investments and concentrates instead
on the short-term portions of such loans.
(10) Ordinary Operating Expenses. Businesses may at times
need short-term financing to meet certain current operational ex-
penses.'8 0 The SEC staff recognizes such use of proceeds from
unregistered commercial paper as consistent with the current trans-
-actions mandate in section 3(a)(3).11 The phrase "ordinary
operating expenses" has not been defined by the Commission for
purposes of section 3(a) (3) but the staff interprets it to include
such items as wages,' 8' salaries,8 3 profit-sharing contributions,'
travel expenses, 18 5 tax obligations,'86 advertising' and rent.' 8(11) Temporary Investments. Immediate use of proceedsfrom the sale of commercial paper may not always be possible. As
a result, an issuer may wish to invest such funds on a temporary
178 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (First Nat'l State Bancorp.), supra note
119, at 03390.
179 Id. at 03382; SEC no-action letter (Capital Mortgage Invs.), supra note161, at 03371. But see SEC no-action letter (Security Pac. Corp.), note 128
supra, where the staff allowed an issuer to finance the final 12 months ofdevelopment mortgage loans of a type that did not fall within any of the
categories approved as current transactions. The staff apparently concurredin the opinion of the issuer's counsel, who argued that once a developer had pro-
ceeded under a development loan to a point where construction was expected with-in 12 months, such a loan became indistinguishable from a preconstruction loan
and therefore the final 12 months could qualify as a current transaction. Id. at09244.
180 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (First Nat'l State Bancorp.), note 119
supra, where the issuer planned to use a portion of the proceeds from unregis-tered commercial paper to meet its own operating expenses. Id. at 03393 (letter
of corporate counsel).
181 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Mercantile Bankshares Corp.), supra
note 58, at 01580; SEC no-action letter (First Md. Bancorp.), supra note 135, at10883; SEC no-action letter (Omaha Nat'l Corp.), issued Sept. 30, 1974, [1974]CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 10, frame 13449. See also Regulation A of theFederal Reserve Board, which considers notes to be eligible for discount wherethe proceeds are to be used "in meeting current operating expenses of a commercial,
agricultural, or industrial business." 12 C.F.R. § 201.4(a) (3) (1976).182 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (DAC Corp.), note 32 supra.
183 See, e.g., id.; SEC no-action letter (Tektronix, Inc.), note 121 supra.
184 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Tektronix, Inc.), note 121 supra.185 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (First Nat'l State Bancorp.), supra note
119, at 3383; SEC no-action letter (DAC Corp.), note 32 supra.180 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Florida Power & Light Co.), note 120
supra (proceeds to be used for federal, state, county, municipal and other taxpayments); SEC no-action letter (Tektronix, Inc.), note 121 supra.187 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Rhodes, Inc.), note 131 supra.
188 See, e.g., id.; SEC no-action letter (DAC Corp.), note 32 supra.
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basis in government securities or other prime quality debt securi-
ties. 189  The SEC staff treats these investments as a permissible
use of proceeds under section 3 (a) (3) provided they are tempo-
rary and are confined to government securities, 190 short-term certif-
icates of deposit or short-term commercial paper.191 Prime quality
corporate debt securities are not eligible forms of interim invest-
ment. 192
189 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Omaha Nat'l Corp.), note 181 supra,
where AgCo Corporation (AgCo), a wholly-owned subsidiary of a bank holding
company, planned to sell its commercial paper in reliance upon section 3(a)(3).
Counsel for the issuer explained the need for short-term investments of funds gen-
erated by the sale of the paper:
Even assuming the most prudent cash management, AgCo will possess
an excess of funds on some occasions. . . . To the extent that AgCo is
in possession of funds derived from the sale of its insured commercial
paper, AgCo will remain obligated to pay daily interest on such funds.
As a matter of prudent cash management AgCo must keep such funds
invested in order to realize a return to offset the interest accruing on
outstanding commercial paper. Any investment of excess funds will be
incidental to the finance business of AgCo, and proceeds from the sale
of insured commercial paper issued by AgCo would be invested in securi-
ties only on a temporary basis.
Id. at 13456.
190 Id; see also SEC no-action letter (Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc.), issued
July 16, 1973, [1973] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 8, frame 14070, where the
issuer, which owned all of the outstanding common stock of Merrill Lynch, Pierce,
Fenner & Smith, Inc., intended to sell unregistered notes and advance the proceeds
to its broker-dealer subsidiary to finance the purchases of securities by its custo-
mers. The staff refused to consider the proposed use of proceeds as a current
transaction. More than a year later, the issuer suggested a different plan in which
no part of the proceeds would be used for permanent or fixed investments, or to
purchase any securities other than direct obligations of the United States and its
agencies. This time the staff allowed the exemption. SEC no-action letter (Mer-
rill Lynch & Co., Inc.), issued Aug. 19, 1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEc. MICROFILM,
roll 9, frame 12265.
191 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Texas Am. Bancshares, Inc.), issued Oct.
10, 1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 11, frame 14940, where the staff
allowed the issuer whose "open liquidity [was] excessive for its immediate needs,"
to use proceeds to purchase short-term certificates of deposit and commercial pa-
per in the open market, the maturities of which were similar to the commercial
paper that the issuer planned to sell, id. at 14941; SEC no-action letter (Fort
Worth Nat'l Corp.), issued Dec. 4, 1972, [1973] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll
1, frame 00194, where the issuer was permitted to purchase commercial paper with
maturities not exceeding 270 days where its own liquidity was excessive for its
immediate needs; SEC no-action letter (Security Pac. Corp.), note 128 supra,
where the issuer planned to invest part of the proceeds in certificates of deposit
limited to 270 days.
When the issuer uses proceeds from commercial paper to purchase short-term
certificates of indebtedness from a wholly-owned bank subsidiary, the staff has not
required the issuer, as a condition for a no-action position, to demonstrate that
its subsidiary intends to use such funds for current transactions. See, e.g., SEC
no-action letter, (Commercial Nat'l Corp.), issued Dec. 4, 1975, [1976] CCH
FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 1, frame 00082, where the issuer planned to purchase
certificates of deposit from its subsidiary bank in amounts not to exceed the
smaller of $30 million or the total United States Government bond portfolio of the
subsidiary bank.
192 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Omaha Nat'l Corp.), note 181 supra,
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(12) Discharge of Certain Existing Indebtedness. An issuer
of commercial paper has a contractual obligation to redeem its
short-term notes at maturity. If the issuer lacks the funds to repay
the investors, it "rolls over" the indebtedness by selling new short-
term notes and using the proceeds to discharge the obligations of
earlier securities.
The Commission interprets the current transaction require-
ment as prohibiting the use of proceeds for the discharge of
existing indebtedness "unless such indebtedness is itself exempt
under section 3 (a) (3)."193 The Commission and staff apparently
feel that restricting the type of indebtedness that an issuer can dis-
charge with proceeds from commercial paper limits the use ofproceeds to current transactions.194 Since the existing indebted-
ness to be discharged must itself be exempt under section 3 (a) (3),it must have been created within the preceding nine months. Thedischarge of that obligation is, therefore, a current transaction.
Under this analysis, nothing prevents an issuer from continually
rolling over its "short-term" indebtedness under section
3(a) (3).191
where counsel argued that short-term investments in prime quality corporate
obligations were appropriate for its client since the commercial paper was fullyguaranteed by the Aetna Casualty & Surety Co. under a bond of indemnity pro-tected by reserves maintained in accordance with state banking requirements. Id.
at 13456. Counsel further argued:
The Commercial paper issued by AgCo consists of unilateral instru-
ments containing an express and absolute promise to pay the holder adefinite sum of money on a certain date. Holders of the commercialpaper in no way participate with AgCo in, or have any interest in profits
or losses which AgCo may incur through, the temporary investment of
excess funds. Accordingly, whether temporary investments include onlygovernment securities, or include a mixture of government and prime-quality corporate securities, is irrelevant from the holder's standpoint,
and goes only to the ability of AgCo to pay the commercial paper at
maturity.
Id. at 13457. The staff disagreed with counsel's position and limited temporaryinvestments to government securities. Id. at 13449-50.198 Release No. 4412, supra note 22, at 2570.
194 The staff has strictly construed the Commission's limitation on the type
of indebtedness to be discharged even where the existing indebtedness was repre-
sented by securities exempted by another provision under the Act. In SEC no-
action letter (Republic of Texas Corp.), issued Aug. 14, 1974, [1974] CCH FED.SEC. MICROFILM, roll 9, frame 12259, the issuer planned to use some of the pro-
ceeds from its commercial paper- for loans to an affiliated corporation. The affili-
ate intended to use the proceeds from the loan to redeem its outstanding short-term notes which were similar to those to be sold by the issuer under section 3(a)(3) but which had been issued in reliance upon the exemption provided by
section 3(a)(2) of the 1933 Act, 15 U.S.C. § 77c(a)(2) (1970). The staff re-fused to allow the issuer to use the proceeds for such loans, citing that portion
of Release No. 4412 which requires that the indebtedness to be discharged be itself
exempt under section 3(a)(3). Id. at 12260.
195 For a discussion of commercial paper that is rolled over under section3(a)(3), see text accompanying notes 283-86 infra.
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b. Non-Current Transactions. A transaction is likely to
fail the current transactions requirement of section 3(a)(3) in
one of three ways. An issuer might plan to use proceeds
from the sale of unregistered commercial paper in a transac-
tion that is structured to comport with one of the transactions
already identified by the staff as current, only to be denied a
favorable response from the staff because the issuer's plan fails to
satisfy all of the administratively imposed requirements within a
particular current transaction category. 196 Even where the staff's
requirements within a particular category are satisfied, an issuer
might be denied no-action treatment because of a staff decision to
reverse its earlier position or to withhold any judgment pending
further study.'1 7  Finally, an issuer might find section 3(a) (3)
unavailable simply because the contemplated use of proceeds,
when considered by the staff for the first time, is found to be
inconsistent with the basic requirement that proceeds be used for
interim financing, not permanent investment. The staff has identi-
fied the following two categories of transactions as falling outside
the current transactions standard of section 3 (a) (3):
(1) Second Mortgage Loans for the Purchase or Improve-
ment of Real Property. Certain lenders extend credit to persons
who are willing to execute a second mortgage on their real property
as collateral for the loan. Proceeds from such loans may be used
by the borrower as part of the consideration to purchase the land,
for capital improvements or for purposes totally unrelated to the
real property. Under the terms of a second mortgage loan, the
borrower may have as long as ten years to repay the indebtedness
pursuant to a monthly amortization schedule.
196 For examples of issuers' attempts to structure a transaction to satisfy
the statutory conditions of section 3(a)(3) where the staff denied a no-action re-
sponse because of non-compliance with administratively-imposed requirements, see
SEC no-action letter (MGIC Mortgage Corp.), issued Mar. 8, 1974, [19741
CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 4, frame 05059; SEC no-action letter (Westing-
house Credit Corp.), issued Dec. 18, 1973, [1974] CCH FED. SEc. MICROFILM, roll
1, frame 00200.
197 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Cabot, Cabot & Forbes Land Trust),
issued Jan. 4, 1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 2, frame 01560,
where the trust planned to use proceeds from the sale of unregistered commercial
paper to make standing mortgage loans and construction loans that might have
involved an option for the trust to purchase land to be improved by its loans.
In the event that the trust exercised the option, it intended to lease it back to
the seller on a long-term basis. The staff reversed its earlier favorable position
on this type of loan agreement, SEC no-action letter (Cabot, Cabot & Forbes
Land Trust), issued Jan. 15, 1973, [1973] CCH FED. Sa.M MICROFILM, roll 2,
frame 01724, and concluded that such an agreement would not be eligible for the
section 3(a)(3) exemption. Presumably the staff viewed the option clause as a
mechanism for turning a short-term loan agreement into a permanent real estate
investment. See also note 204 infra.
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In analyzing second mortgage loans for purposes of the cur-
rent transactions test, the staff has distinguished between loans
which enable a borrower to acquire or improve real property and
those which provide funds earmarked for general purposes. The
staff has regularly rejected the former type of second mortgage
loan, presumably because the proposed investments are relatively
illiquid and the proceeds from the notes will be invested in assets
whose lives far exceed the maturities of the notes.""8 The SEC staff
views the second mortgage loan that is used for the acquisition or
improvement of real property in the same light as the mortgage
warehouse loan that is not turned over at least once a year. In
both cases the loans take on the character of a permanent invest-
ment in real property and therefore are not considered current trans-
actions.'99 Where, however, the second mortgage loan is used by
the borrower for such nonpermanent purposes as debt consolidation,
college tuition, vacation funds or consumer goods, the issuer has
been successful in analogizing the loan to consumer credit loans
which are recognized by the staff as meeting the current transac-
tions test.2 °°
(2) Current Maturities of Long-Term Loans. Lenders occa-
sionally provide temporary financing for business ventures that will
eventually require long-term loans. Under this type of loan, the
lender expects the borrower to arrange for permanent financing
during the period of the short-term loan. Once the funds from the
permanent financing are secured, the borrower repays the short-
term lender.
198 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Bank of Va. Co.), issued Dec. 6, 1972,[1973] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 1, frame 00203. See also SEC no-action
letter (Citizens & S. Holding Co.), issued Oct. 5, 1972, [1972] CCH FED. SEC.
MICROFILM, roll 11, frame 17467 (exemption denied for second mortgage loans
that would have averaged approximately $4,000 each and would have matured
over five to ten years); SEC no-action letter (Union Trust Bancorp.), issued Aug.
6, 1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 9, frame 12252 (exemption de-
nied for second mortgage loans on residential properties of between one and
four units having maturities of not more than five years.)
199 See note 141 supra.
200 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Security Mortgage Investors), issued Jan.
29, 1973, [1973] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 2, frame 01764, where an
exemption was granted for loans ranging from $1,000 to $3,000 with an average
maturity of five to six years. The proceeds were to be used for general pur-
poses including consolidation and discharge of debt, college tuition for borrower's
children, recreational equipment, vacation funds and unrestricted spending mon-
ey. See also SEC no-action letter (Horizon Bancorp.), note 135 supra, where an
exemption was granted for loans made to consolidate existing debts and to
finance costs of college education. The staff also permitted such loans to be
used for financing home improvements (but not for financing the purchase of
real estate) so long as the second mortgage loans were made under the provisions
of the Secondary Mortgage Loan, Act of New Jersey, N.J. REV. STAT. §§ 17.1 IA-
34 et seq. (1976), and would mature within five years. See text accompanying
notes 126-35 supra.
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Issuers of commercial paper have argued that such short-term
loans are current transactions. In the case of certain loans, such as
preconstruction and construction loans, the issuers have received
staff approval °.2 1  By permitting issuers to fund transactions that
are in reality part of a larger business plan which will eventually
require permanent financing, the staff has been willing to recognize
these short-term loans as capable of independent status although
related to the permanent loans.
An issuer may try to use this independent status argument to
qualify a short-term loan as a current transaction despite the fact
that it is part of a transaction that by itself would not satisfy the
current transactions requirement of the exemption. Such an argu-
ment was advanced by Capital Mortgage Investments20 2 which
planned to fund the first nine months of a five-year development
loan. Since the loan was not related to any specific construction
project, it could not qualify as a current transaction. The issuer
argued that its financial involvement would be limited to the first
nine months of the long-term loan, i.e., the current maturity, and,
therefore, its use of proceeds was permissible under section
3(a) (3). The staff rejected the issuer's argument, describing the
current maturity portion of the loan as an integral part of a
permanent investment.20
c. Staff Neutrality-A Transaction Under Review. The
SEC staff regularly modifies interpretations of the securities laws.
In most cases, including those arising out of the current transac-
tions requirement of section 3 (a) (3), newly formulated positions
are announced in staff responses to no-action letter inquiries or,
where major changes are made, in formal Commission releases.
One notable exception to this procedure is the staff's refusal since
the middle of 1974 to express an opinion on the availability of
section 3 (a) (3) where proceeds are used to finance leasing trans-
actions.204
201 See notes 147-65 & accompanying text supra.
202 SEC no-action letter (Capital Mortgage Invs.), note 161 supra.
208 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Capital Mortgage Invs.), supra note 161,
at 03371-72. A recent staff response to this type of transaction indicates, how-
ever, that the staff may be reviewing its position. In SEC no-action letter (Hori-
zon Bancorp.), issued Jan. 24, 1975, [1975] CCH FED. SEC. MIcRoFLM, roll 2,
frame 01175, the staff refused to express any opinion on so-called "current matu-
rities of long-term loans" that the issuer planned to make with the proceeds from
unregistered commercial paper. Specifically, the issuer planned to purchase sales
finance contracts from sellers of permanent equipment. The issuer would have
limited its loan to 12 months and would have arranged long-term financing within
that period. After the long-term, permanent financing arrangement, the issuer
intended to continue its ownership of the finance contracts. id. at 01181-82.
Loans for the purchase of permanent equipment do not qualify as current trans-
actions. See note 123 supra.
204 The staff has stated that it is studying whether loans for equipment
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Leasing of personal property, such as computers, automotive
vehicles and manufacturing equipment, generally referred to as
equipment leasing, has become a major part of our economic
life.2 °5 Proceeds from the sale of commercial paper are sometimes
used to provide interim financing for the purchase of such personal
property and equipment for leasing to others.20 6  Lease agree-
ments are of varying form20 7 and maturity but the lessor typically
accumulates the leases from time to time and arranges for long-
term, permanent financing.208 The proceeds from the permanent
leasing are consistent with the current transactions requirement of section 3(a)(3). It has taken a similar stance on certain inventory financing loans. See note
124 supra.
205 See generally Riordan & Duffy, Lease Financing, A Discussion of Secur-
ity and Other Considerations from the Institutional Lender's Point of View, 24
Bus. LAw. 763 (1969); Symposium, Equipment Leasing, 1962 ILL. L.F. 1.
206 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (CBT Corp.), note 117 supra, where the
issuer's subsidiaries planned to use part of the proceeds from the sale of unregis-
tered commercial paper to purchase office equipment, laboratory equipment,
computers, store furniture and fixtures, manufacturing equipment, machine tools,
moveable modular structures and construction equipment, aircraft and railroad
stock for the purpose of leasing to customers. Id. at 09279.
207 At least five different types of leases are available. In short-term, or
non-payment, leases, the lessee rents the personal property for a period which isless than its useful life and for lease payments totaling less than the purchase price
of the equipment. With this type of lease the lessor bears all of the responsibili-
ties for maintenance, insurance and taxes. Under a finance lease, the lessee rents
the equipment for a period that is equal to the item's useful life and assumes all
the costs and risks of ownership; a maintenance, or service, lease is similar to the
finance lease except that under a maintenance lease the lessor assumes responsi-
bility for repair and replacement and sometimes pays taxes and license fees. A
net lease is also similar to a finance lease. Here, however, the lessee guarantees
that at the end of the lease term the lessor will realize a minimum residual value
through the sale of the equipment. If the sale fails to produce the agreed residual
value, the lessee is required to pay the difference to the lessor. A profit from
the sale in excess of the residual value belongs to the lessee. The tax shelter, or
leverage, lease is designed to pass along the tax benefits and any finance savings
on the purchase of the equipment realized by the lessor to the lessee in the form
of lower rental payments. Shapiro, The ABC's of Leasing, in PLI EQuIPMENT
LxASING IN THE 1970's, at 11, 12-14 (S. Shapiro & A. Reisman eds. 1973).208 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (CBT Corp.), note 117 supra, where
the subsidiaries of the issuer of unregistered commercial paper intended to
use the funds advanced to them from the issuer for interim financing in one or
both of the following ways: (1) to accumulate a sufficient volume of leased per-
sonal property (between $2 to $5 million of lease receivables) until long-term fi-
nancing could be obtained from institutional investors to fund the balance of the
lease term, or (2) to finance that portion of the cost of the personal property
equivalent at any given time to the amount of lease receivables accruing with re-
spect to that property during the next 12 months. Id. at 09279. Counsel for the
issuer stated that the first method was believed necessary in view of the unwilling-
ness of institutional investors to extend long-term credit to finance leasing com-
panies at reasonable rates and maturity terms in amounts less than $2 to $5 mil-
lion. The second method was intended to give the subsidiary engaged in leasing
the ability at any given time to avoid issuing long-term obligations against receiv-
ables due within 12 months. The following example was offered as an ex-
planation of the second method. If a subsidiary purchased an item of personal
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financing are then applied against the outstanding balance due on
the issuer's commercial paper.
The staff originally viewed such use of proceeds from unre-
gistered commercial paper as functionally and logically equivalent
to the use of the proceeds to acquire mortgage loans for warehous-
ing. The staff seemed to feel that since this method of financing
was not designed to fully finance purchases of personal property
because of the subsequent long-term financing, it was a current
transaction for purposes of section 3(a) (3).200 The staffs early
favorable response to the financing of equipment leasing was limit-
ed to transactions where the leases were for "non-permanent"
property21° with limited maturities.2  In 1974, after equipment
leasing had reached wide acceptability as a method of financing,
the staff suddenly withdrew its limited approval of loans for the
purchase of equipment to be leased.212 Since then the staff has
property on January 1, 1973, to be leased for a five-year term, it would use funds
advanced to it by the issuer to accumulate additional leases during 1973 to support
long-term financing. Assuming a package sufficient to support long-term financ-
ing was accumulated within six months, on July 1, 1973 the subsidiary would have
received six months of rental installments and would then have to obtain funds
equivalent to the remaining four and one-half yea s of lease installments in order
to repay the funds advanced by the issuer. At that point the subsidiary might
fund the balance either by obtaining long-term financing equivalent to the full
amount of the balance, or by financing an amount equivalent to the immediate
next 12 months of lease receivables from the proceeds of a later sale of commer-
cial paper and the balance from long-term financing. Id. at 09280.
209 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Continental Ill. Corp.), issued June 9,
1972, [1972] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 7, frame 11388; SEC no-action
letter, (First Nat'l City Corp.), issued Jan. 15, 1973, [1973] CCH FED. SEC.
MICROFILM, roll 2, frame 01732; SEC no-action letter (Ziegler Co., Inc.), issued
Aug. 24, 1973, [1973] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 9, frame 16094.
210 SEC no-action letter (Hospital Trust Corp.), issued May 24, 1973, [1973]
CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 6, frame 10542; see also SEC no-action letter
(Mercantile Bancorp., Inc.), issued June 6, 1973, [19731 CCH Fa. SEC. MICRO-
FILM, roll 7, frame 12322, 12323. The staff's attitude on the type of personal
property that would qualify for leasing transactions was modeled on an interpreta-
tion of the Federal Reserve Board. The Board of Governors of the Federal Re-
serve Board ruled that notes, the proceeds of which have been used for "perma-
nent or fixed investments of any kind, such as land, buildings or machinery, or
for any other fixed capital purpose" are not eligible for discount. But the Board
drew a distinction between permanent equipment and non-permanent equipment
which wears out rapidly and has to be replaced within a relatively short time. See
Regulation A, revised effective Feb. 15, 1955, 41 FED. Ras. BULL. 9, 10 (1955).
211 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Continental Ill. Corp.), issued June 22,
1973, [19731 CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 7, frame 12361, where the staff
concluded that the length of the lease obligations, between 4 and 25 years, re-
moved the arrangement from the current transactions category; SEC no-action let-
ter (New England Merchants Co., Inc.), issued Oct. 5, 1973, [1973] CCH FED.
SEC. MICROFILM, roll 11, frame 19072, where the staff rejected the leasing trans-
actions that would have included net full payout leases with maturities of between
1 and 25 years, the majority of which would have been between 3 and 8 years.
212 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (New England Merchants Co., Inc.),
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refused to take a position,218 leaving attorneys and others to make
their own decision on how to proceed.2 14
While the use of proceeds from unregistered commercial pa-
per to finance the purchase of equipment to be leased may not be
permissible under section 3(a) (3), the staff has approved an
alternative method of financing leasing transactions which was
suggested in a no-action inquiry by A. G. Becker & Co., Inc."i The
plan was designed for situations where a parent company with
a strong credit rating had one or more subsidiaries engaged in
a business, such as equipment leasing, which requires substantial
financing of transactions that might not be deemed current transac-
tions under section 3(a)(3). Under the plan the parent company
was to issue commercial paper or open market notes under section
3 (a) (3) and -the subsidiaries were to issue unsecured notes, guar-
anteed by the parent in private placements under section 4(2).216
issued Jan. 9, 1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 2, frame 01586; SEC
no-action letter (Fidelity Am. Bankshares, Inc.), note 127 supra. It appears that
the staff's retreat to neutrality on equipment leasing transactions was due to its
"serious question about the use of commercial paper proceeds for the financing
of personal property and equipment to be leased for substantial periods of
time." SEC no-action letter (First Md. Bancorp.), issued Oct. 1, 1974, [1974]
CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 10, frame 13458.
213 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (First R.R. & Banking Co. of Ga.), note 2
supra.
214 The staff's indecision on equipment leasing transactions may actually
provide more flexibility to persons wishing to rely upon section 3 (a) (3) for such
use of proceeds. In connection with a request from New England Merchants Co.,
Inc., SEC no-action letter, note 212 supra, counsel suggested three alternatives for
the staff's consideration in deciding how to deal with equipment leases. First, the
staff could allow equipment leasing transactions where the leases have average
stated lease terms of seven or eight years down to three years or less (with room
for an occasional lease with a slightly longer term), the majority being five years
or less. It was suggested that this approach would permit a prospective issuer
much of the financing flexibility which it desires and would exclude principally
the longer term tax-motivated leveraged lease transaction. A second approach
would permit leases that have stated average terms of five years or less, again with
room for an occasional lease for a somewhat longer term. As the third alterna-
tive, counsel suggested that if recognition of any type of equipment lease was im-
possible, the staff should respond by indicating that it is unable to conclude
whether use of proceeds for equipment leasing transactions "would or would not
appear consistent with the current transaction requirement of Section 3(a)(3)."
Id. at 01591. Counsel stated that this third alternative
would allow me to make my own judgments as to proper advice to my
client, for which of course I will have to take full responsibility. It
would allow me to consider and give advice in that context with respect
to such matters as my client's intentions with respect to refinancing leas-ing transactions with banks or other institutional lenders after some
point in time.
Id. It appears that the staff has opted for this third suggested alternative.
215 SEC no-action letter (A.G. Becker & Co., Inc.), issued Jan. 17, 1975,[1975] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 2, frame 01169.
216 See note 82 supra. The parent corporation planned to sell its notesdirectly. The private placement was to be made through A. G. Becker & Co. on
a restricted list basis. The open market notes to be issued by the parent were
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Proceeds from open market notes were to be used only by the
parent to satisfy cash needs for current transactions, as defined for
purposes of section 3(a) (3). Proceeds from section 4(2) offer-
ings were to be employed by subsidiaries for activities not consid-
ered to be current transactions. Although the parent was to
guarantee payment of the subsidiaries' paper, no transfer of funds
from either offering and no short-term advances of any type were
to be permitted between the respective companies. The parent,
however, was to be free to make equity investments in and long-term
loans to the subsidiaries so long as no proceeds from the open mar-
ket offering were used. Similarly the subsidiary could pay dividends
and make other payments in the ordinary course of business to the
parent. The staff concluded that the offering of the section
3(a) (3) commercial paper simultaneously with the offering of
unregistered commercial paper under section 4(2) would not re-
quire integration of the offerings so as to preclude section 3 (a) (3)
"provided that proceeds of the offerings made in reliance on Sec-
tion 3(a) (3) are not used to honor the parent's guarantee of the
restricted subsidiary's paper issued in reliance on Section 4(2).'217
2. Tracing the Proceeds
Once an issuer of unregistered commercial paper is satisfied
that a contemplated use of proceeds fits within the staff's definition
of current transactions, its problems with section 3 (a) (3) may not
be finished. Anyone claiming an exemption from the registration
requirements of the 1933 Act has the burden of proving compli-
ance with all of the conditions for exemption.218 In the case of
section 3 (a) (3), the burden of proof could conceivably require an
issuer to trace proceeds from the sale of the short-term notes to
specific current transactions.
Where the issuer intends to use the proceeds from a multi-
million dollar offering of commercial paper in several different
transactions, tracing dollar of proceed to dollar spent may not be
practicable. The staff has recognized the practical problems of
proof for such an issuer and until recently took the position that if
the aggregate amount, of the unregistered paper outstanding at any
time did not exceed the amount of proceeds invested in current
transactions, there was no necessity of tracing dollars to establish
that funds received were actually invested in specific current trans-
to have maturities of 30 days or less with the average maturity being 15 days.
SEC no-action letter (A.G. Becker & Co., Inc.), supra note 215, at 01169.
217 Id. at 01170. See also SEC no-action letter (Liberty Nat'1 Corp.), issued
Jan. 7, 1976, [1976] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 2, frame 01306.
218 SEC v. Ralston Purina Co., 346 U.S. 119, 126 (1953).
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actions.219 In effect, this administrative position eliminated the
need for tracing and served as a mere-admonition to the issuer tobe sure that every use of proceeds satisfied the current transactions
requirement.
The staff is currently reevaluating this formula and will nolonger pass on its correctness.22 0  Although the staff has yet todeclare formally a new position, it has on occasion included in no-
action responses a limitation on an issuer's offering that suggests itis considering the use of another standard to assure the availability
of liquid assets.22 ' Instead of permitting an issuer to have as much
commercial paper outstanding as it desires, the staff appears to be
examining the issuer, its business and the contemplated use ofproceeds to arrive at a particular formula, tied to the issuer's assets,
that will serve as a ceiling on the aggregate principal amount of
commercial paper that the issuer can have outstanding at any one
time.
An illustration of what appears to be the staff's new ad hoc
view aimed at protecting investors against the possibility of theirfunds being used for non-current transactions was presented in a
request by Tektronix.2 2 2  Tektronix, the issuer, planned to useproceeds from the sale of commercial paper for a variety of pur-
poses including the purchase of inventories, the payment of salaries
and other current operating expenses. In what appears to havebeen a limitation worked out between the issuer and the staff as a
condition for no-action treatment, Tektronix agreed to restrict the
amount of commercial paper outstanding at any one time to an
amount less than the sum of the dollar amount of accounts receiv-
able for products sold to customers and affiliates, and fifty percent
of the cost of its finished inventory. 23 A partial explanation for
this limitation was included in the no-action letter request:
The cost of finished inventory includes production salaries
,and wages, production overhead and material costs, all of
which are directly related to -the production of goods soldby Tektronix. Finished inventory costs have historicallybeen less than forty percent of catalogue sales prices. Thelimit of fifty percent of the cost of finished inventory is calcu-lated to remove all possibility that the limit might exceed the
amount used for current transactions.224
The staff agreed to take a no-action position.
219 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Mercantile Bankshares Corp.), supra
note 58, at 01580.
220 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Capital Mortgage Invs.), note 161 supra.
221 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (E.I. duPont de Nemours & Co.), issued
Sept. 4, 1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 10, frame 13431.222 SEC no-action letter (Tektronix, Inc.), note 121 supra.
223 Id.
224 Id. at 16162.
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In short, it appears that the staff is avoiding the problem of
tracing altogether by adopting an entirely different approach that
seeks to protect investors by restricting the aggregate amount of
unregistered commercial paper that an issuer may have outstanding
at any one time to a certain percentage of the issuer's assets.225 It
also appears that the staff is concluding that investors may not be
adequately protected under the current transactions test as inter-
preted by the staff.
II. ASSESSMENT OF SECTION 3(a) (3) As INTERPRETED-
THE NEED FOR REFORM
This evaluation of section 3 (a) (3) examines the Commission
and staff interpretation of the exemption as it relates to the legisla-
tive history behind the provision. The examination reveals a
need for certain reforms in the treatment of section 3 (a) (3).
A. Assessment of Section 3 (a) (3)
1. Legislative History of Section 3 (a) (3)
Congress designed a system of disclosure in the federal securi-
ties statutes to protect individual investors and to assure the main-
tenance of fair and honest security markets.22 The registration
requirements of section 5 of the 1933 Act 221 form an integral part
of this disclosure system. Sections 3 and 4 contain specific exemp-
tions from these registration requirements for certain securities and
certain transactions.22 s  The exemptions in sections 3(a) (2)
through 3(a) (8) turn on the intrinsic nature of the securities or
the impropriety of further governmental regulation.22 9 The other
225 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Union Pac. Corp.), issued July 22, 1975,
[1975] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 8, frame 10150, where the issuer stated
that it would limit the aggregate amount of short-term notes outstanding at any one
time to (1) one-half of the dollar amount of the sum of its consolidated current
accounts receivable and inventories, or (2) the aggregate of its consolidated cash,
temporary cash investments and the unborrowed portion of commitments under
its existing contractual credit agreement, whichever is less; SEC no-action letter
(Commercial Nat'l Corp.), note 191 supra, where the issuer stated that the
amount of its commercial paper outstanding at any one time would be limited to
twice the amount of its capital surplus and retained earnings.
226 The SEC contends that Congress intended such a continuous disclosure
system when it adopted the 1933 and 1934 Acts. See, e.g., SEC Securities Act
Release No. 5450, supra note 15, at 83,649; SEC Securities Act Release No.
5316, supra note 15, at 82,197; SEC Securities Act Release No. 5223, supra note
15, at 81,051; cf. SEC v. Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., 401 F.2d 833, 847-48 (2d
Cir. 1968), cert. denied, 394 U.S. 976 (1969) (discussion of a similar statutory
purpose behind the 1934 Act).
227 15 U.S.C. § 77(e) (1970).
228 15 U.S.C. § 77(c)-(d) (1970).
229 See generally Throop & Lane, Some Problems of Exemption Under the
Securities Act of 1933, 4 L. & CONTEMP. PROB. 89, 92-93 (1937).
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exemptions in sections 3 and 4 are tied to specific transactions
which for a variety of reasons do not justify full and detailed com-
pliance with section 5.280 Some of the transaction exemptions re-
quire certain disclosures to investors as a condition for exemption,28 '
while other exemptions, including section 3(a) (3), do not. In
view of the disclosure requirements for other exemptions and the
significance of the commercial paper market, it is important to ask
why Congress decided to spare short-term notes from the disclosure
requirements of the 1933 Act.
Although the legislative history of section 3 (a) (3) is some-
what sparse, there appear to be three main factors which contribut-
ed to Congress' decision. First, Congress was persuaded that
registration of short-term paper was unnecessary. 282  Unlike spec-
ulative securities that often proved worthless, short-term notes were
described during legislative hearings as the safest investment avail-
able other than governmental obligations.2"' As evidence of their
safety, supporters of an exemption pointed to thirty-two state blue
sky laws which excluded commercial paper from their regulation.28 4
Furthermore, the sale of commercial paper was "almost wholly a
banking proposition ' 2 5 that rarely involved private investors."8 '
2 0 Id.
281 See, e.g., section 4(2), 15 U.S.C. § 77d(2) (1970), and rule 146, 17
C.F.R. § 230.146 (1976).
232 According to the House Report that accompanied the final version
of the 1933 Act, the bill "carefully exempts from its application certain types of
securities and securities transactions where there is no practical need for its appli-
cation or where the public benefits are too remote." H.R. REP. No. 85, 73d
Cong., 1st Sess. 5 (1933).
288 One commercial paper dealer stated in a letter to Senator Fletcher,
Chairman of the Committee on Banking and Currency, that
all through this depression we have had a demand for commercial paper
way in excess of our ability to meet it, and the loss to banks buying
commercial paper has been such a negligible fraction of 1 percent that
this type of investment is in strong demand today, second only to gov-
ernment bonds.
Letter from Lane, Roloson & Co. to Senator D. Fletcher, Apr. 1, 1933, in Hear-
ings on S. 875 Before the Senate Comm. on Banking and Currency, 73d Cong., 1st
Sess. 94 (1933) [hereinafter cited as Hearings on S. 875]. See also Letter from
McCluney & Co. to Senator D. Fletcher, Apr. 1, 1933, in id. at 95.
284 Hearings on H.R. 4314 Before the House Comm. on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce, 73d Cong., 1st Sess. 179 (1933) [hereinafter cited as Hearings
on H.R. 4314].
285 Id. at 182; Hearings on S. 875, supra note 233, at 94.
286 Hearings on H.R. 4314, supra note 234, at 181-84. Mr. William C.
Breed of Breed, Abbot & Morgan, counsel to two investment bankers' associations,
addressed the issue of commercial paper and private investors in the following
manner:
Is this bill built to make it difficult for ordinary commerce, in order to
catch one little possibility, one possible issue that is wrong, or is it built
with due regard to business? For example you take the commercial
paper of this type that matures in short periods, less than 12 months.
There probably is not one case in one hundred thousand of the sale of
that paper to an individual. It might be that a great big rich man would
say, "Well, I will take some of this short-term paper," and he might buy
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Second, Congress did not wish to interfere with the ordinary
procedures of finance and commerce.2"' At a time when the
national economy was sinking into its worst depression, further
restrictions on commerce were to be avoided. 88 Congress evident-
ly believed representatives of banks, mercantile corporations and
dealers who characterized commercial paper as a critical money
market instrument which could no longer be used if registration
requirements were imposed.289  Third, the Federal Reserve Board
exercised jurisdiction over a variety of credit instruments including
short-term notes and did not wish to share its authority with
another federal agency.24°  The Board contended that the 1933
Act should apply only to investment securities which were issued
for the purpose of obtaining capital funds for business enterprises
and which were purchased by persons for investment.2 4'
it from his bank, but the ordinary public would have nothing whatever
to do with it.
Id. at 181. See also H.R. REP. No. 85, 73d Cong., 1st Sess. (1933), where sec-
tion 3(a)(3) was described as exempting "short-term paper of the type available
for discount at a Federal Reserve bank and of a type which rarely is bought by
private investors." Id. at 15.
287 See, e.g., Hearings on H.R. 4314, supra note 234, at 180; Hearings on
S. 875, supra note 233, at 94, 98.
238 The avoidance of unnecessary restrictions on business and finance was
no doubt prompted in part by political reasons. One commentator pointed out:
[I]f it is made so that every individual industry, corporation, small
or large, would have to register down here in Washington all of the facts
that are required, before they could issue some 4 months' paper, why,
I think that there would be a holler that would go up to heaven.
Hearings on H.R. 4314, supra note 234, at 181 (Breed).
239 See, e.g., Hearings on S. 875, supra note 233, at 94, where a commer-
cial paper dealer argued in a letter to Senator Fletcher, Chairman of the Commit-
tee on Banking and Currency, that the proposed securities act
does not aim to eliminate the dealers in commercial paper and bankers'
acceptances, yet if the dealers are forced to fulfill all the requirements
of it, it in fact will eliminate them. A merchant or manufacturer bor-
rows through the medium of commercial paper for the purpose of financ-
ing a merchandise transaction. Time is frequently the essence of this
transaction, and it would not be possible to wait in order to comply with
all the requirements of the act. A grain merchant or a cotton merchant
might want to buy either of those commodities and is forced to act
quickly.
Letter from Lane, Roloson & Co. to Senator D. Fletcher, Apr. 1, 1933, in Hear-
ings on S. 875, supra note 233, at 94.
240 Letter from Chester Morrill, Secretary, Federal Reserve Board, to Rep.
Sam Rayburn, Apr. 3, 1933, in Hearings on H.R. 4314, supra note 234, at 180-81;
Letter from Chester Morrill, Secretary, Federal Reserve Board, to Senator D.
Fletcher, Apr. 3, 1933, in Hearings on S. 875, supra note 233, at 120. The Fed-
eral Reserve Board was concerned that the proposed securities bill, which included
commercial paper with the definition of "security," would interfere with [its]
operations." Hearings on S. 875, supra note 233, at 101. See also id. at 75.
241 Id. The Federal Reserve Board submitted the following proposal as an
amendment to S. 875 and H.R. 4314:
Provided, however, that the term "security" shall not include any note,
draft, bill of exchange, or bankers' acceptance which arises out of a cur-
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In summary, the commercial paper exemption under section
3(a)(3) exists because Congress believed that such securities
were safe, both because they were virtually riskless and because
they were generally unavailable to the average, unsophisticated
investor; registration of commercial paper would be harmful to
business; and the Federal Reserve Board could adequately regu-
late such short-term credit instruments.
2. The Exemption Interpreted
The Commission's interpretation of section 3 (a) (3), as for-
mulated in Release No. 4412, is based on the Commission's view of
legislative history of the 1933 Act.242 As noted earlier 24 the SEC
limits the exemption to commercial paper that is prime quality, not
ordinarily purchased by the general public, eligible for discount-
ing by the Federal Reserve banks, and used to finance current
transactions. It is necessary to inquire whether these four factors
should be the test of eligibility in view of the legislative history of
section 3 (a) (3), and whether the SEC staff's interpretation of the
four factors is consistent with the original purposes of the exemp-
tion as defined by Congress.
a. Prime Quality. The legislative history of the 1933 Act
unquestionably supports the SEC's contention that section 3 (a) (3)
exempts securities by reason of the character of the security, be-
cause of Congress' belief in the low risk involved for investors.2"'
But the Commission's requirement of "prime quality" commercial
paper, as currently interpreted, adds very little to the process of
distinguishing the exempt from the non-exempt security. The Com-
mission has not yet defined the term.245 The staff's response to the
rent commercial, agricultural, or industrial transaction or the proceeds
of which have been or are to be used for current commercial, agricul-
tural, or industrial purposes, and which has a maturity at the time ofissuance not exceeding 9 months, exclusive of days of grace.
Id. The Senate accepted the substance of the amendment offered by the Federal
Reserve Board and it was incorporated into S. 875 as adopted. S. REP. No. 47,
73d Cong., 1st Sess. 3-4 (1933). The House version included commercial paper
within the definition of a "security" but exempted it in language that eventually
became section 3(a)(3) of the 1933 Act. H.R. REP. No. 85, 73d Cong., 1st Sess.
11, 14-15 (1933).
242 See note 41 supra.
243 See text accompanying notes 41-43 supra.
244 See notes 233-36 supra.
245 Some state blue sky administrators have attempted to define "prime
quality" commercial paper for purposes of their exemptive provisions. See, e.g.,
the regulation of the Pennsylvania Securities Commission, 2 CCH BLUE SKY REP.
41,302, § 2.23 (1975), which defines "prime quality" for purposes of the com-
mercial paper exemption in the Pennsylvania blue sky statute to mean:
(i) that the issuer of such notes must be rated within the threehighest ratings as determined by Standard & Poor's (A-I, A-2 or A-3)
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Commission's absence of direction has been to equate "prime
quality" with the more objective standard of eligibility for discount
under Regulation A of the Federal Reserve Board. 46 The wis-
dom of such continued dependence on the Board of Governors for
guidance in the enforcement of the securities laws is questionable. 247
b. Not Available to the Public. One of the clearest mes-
sages in the legislative history of section 3(a) (3) is that exempted
commercial paper should be "of a type which rarely is bought by
private investors"24 s because of the legislature's interest in protect-
ing unsophisticated investors. The Commission has honored this
directive in its interpretations of the exemption, 249 and the staff is
enforcing it with restrictions on the denomination of short-term
notes, 50 the manner of sale25' and the type of purchaser. 2  Al-
though it is possible to use the legislative history as authority for a
less restrictive interpretation of section 3(a) (3),251 the SEC's
or Moody's Investors Service (P-1, P-2 or P-3) or the two highest ratings
as determined by Fitch Investors Service (F-1 or F-2) or have an equiva-
lent rating by a national rating service which the Commission may by
order specify; or, (ii) that upon application to the Commission the is-
suer of such notes has been determined by the Commission to have
credit characteristics equivalent to comparable issuers so rated, such de-
termination by the Commission to be made upon a review of the issuer's
net worth, liquidity position, recent financial performance, aggregate in-
debtedness and access to additional channels of borrowing.
Id. at 37.404.
246 See note 46 & accompanying text supra.
247 See text accompanying notes 267-68 infra.
248 H.R. REP. No. 85, 73d Cong., 1st Sess. 15 (1933). See note 236 supra.
249 See SEC Securities Act Release No. 401, note 22 supra; Release No.
4412, note 22 supra.
250 See note 51 & accompanying text supra.
251 See text accompanying notes 97-106 supra.
252 See text accompanying notes 75-89 supra.
255 In the course of litigation surrounding SEC v. Perera Co., 47 F.R.D. 535
(S.D.N.Y. 1969), discussed at notes 45 & 98 supra, the defendants challenged the
Commission's interpretation of section 3(a)(3) as reflected in Release No. 4412,
note 22 supra. The SEC argued that its release made it clear "that only notes
which are not sold on the public market fall within the Section 3(a)(3) exemp-
tion, thereby excluding the Perera notes which are in fact offered for public sale."
Id. at 536. The defendants contended that not only did their notes fall within the
express language of section 3(a)(3) but also, and of prime importance, the only
language in the release which speaks of the public sale factor relates to a totally
different and irrelevant legislative bill which was never passed by Congress. Id.
Release No. 4412 contains the following statement and quotation:
Thus the Senate Report on the Securities Act of 1933 explained the
purpose of Section 3 (a) (3 ) as follows:
Notes, drafts, bills of exchange, and bankers' acceptances which are
commercial paper and arise out of current commercial, agricultural
or 'industrial transactions and which are not intended to be marketed
to the public, are exempted * * * It is not intended under the bill
to require the registration of short-term commercial paper which, as
is the usual practice, is made to mature in a few months and ordi-
narily is not advertised for sale to the general public.
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present policy is certainly defensible. Since increasing quantities
of unregistered commercial paper have, on occasion, found their
way to small, private investors, the narrow administrative policy
may be warranted.254
c. Eligibility for Discounting by the Federal Reserve Board.
The legislative history of section 3(a) (3) reveals an abortive
attempt by the Federal Reserve Board to have commercial paper
excluded from the definition of a "security. '2 55  Having failed at
that effort, the Board successfully urged Congress to recognize itsjurisdiction over the regulation of short-term credit instruments
and to exempt commercial paper in terms consistent with the
Board's standards for determining eligibility for discount.25 8
Congress adopted section 3 (a) (3) to exempt "short-term
paper of the type available for discount at a Federal Reserve
Bank" 57 and incorporated into the section a set of standards
developed by the Board to assure the availability of liquid assets at
the maturity of a discounted note. The Board's liquidity test was
an appropriate form of protection in the case of unregistered
commercial paper since it ensured that when investors presented
their notes for redemption, the issuer would have sufficient funds
to pay them. The Commission and the staff continue to rely upon
Federal Reserve Board Regulation A ostensibly for the same goal.
For reasons that will be developed below,258 such reliance should
no longer continue.
Release 4412, supra note 22, at 2569-70, quoting S. REP. No. 47, 73d Cong., 1stSess. 3-4 (1933) (emphasis added). The defendants asserted that the three as-
terisks inserted in the above-quoted portion of the release
reflect the omission of the words "section 2(a)" indicating that the pre-
ceding underlined language related to a bill offered by the Senate and re-jected by the Congress rather than [to] the appropriate bill relating to
Section 3(a) (3) which was. . . ultimately passed.SEC v. Perera Co., Inc., supra at 536. The district court concluded that
"the S.E.C. appears suspect in the formulation of the release in issue" but denied
any relief to the defendants since "it is obvious that defendants simply never re-lied on its provisions." Id. at 537 (emphasis in original). See also 1 L. Loss,
supra note 19, at 567, where the author suggests that restricting section 3(a)(3)
to paper which is privately offered would make the section redundant in view of
the exemption in section 4(2) for private offerings generally.
254 SEC STAFF REPORT, supra note 3, at 273-75; Harrington, Use of theProceeds of Commercial Paper Issued by Bank Holding Companies, 29 Bus.
LAw. 207, 224 (1973). In 1974 a significant number of individual investors were
attracted to commercial paper for short-term investments since interest rates on
such securities were higher than the rate of return on treasury bills or certificates
of deposit. Interviews, note 1 supra. Private investors purchase most of their
commercial paper directly from the issuer or indirectly through a local bank. Id.255 See note 241 supra.
258. Id.
257 H.R. REP. No. 85, 73d Cong., 1st Sess. 15 (1933). See notes 240-41
supra.
258 See text accompanying notes 267-68 infra.
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d. Current Transactions. The current transactions test in
section 3(a) (3) was borrowed by Congress from section 13 of
the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 .259 Although the Reserve Act was
concerned with an entirely different problem from that facing Con-
gress in 1933-the regulation of credit and the discount mecha-
nism of the 'banking industry2 60 -its limitations on commercial pa-
per were necessary if investors were to purchase short-term notes
without the disclosure protections of the 1933 Act.
According to the legislative history of the Reserve Act, section
13 was designed to ensure that only self-liquidating paper was
eligible for rediscount.26l The test of eligibility was not based on
the transaction's "intrinsic soundness," but instead on its liquid
character. Under this approach the inquiry focused on the speed
with which the assets could be sold, rather than on their value.
Corporate stocks and bonds, lands, and buildings are fixed
investments. However valuable they may be, their conversion
into cash depends upon finding some one who believes
that under all the circumstances it will be profitable for him
to buy them as an investment. Growing crops, goods in
process of manufacture or in transit, and mercantile stocks
are commercial or liquid assets, generally speaking; certainly
they are liquid to the extent that they are products on some
stage of the way toward consumption. The sale of such prod-
ucts does not depend upon finding a willing investor and does
not have to be forced, but comes about naturally in response
to the ordinary demand arising from the necessities of man-
kind. Such assets constantly liquidate themselves, because,
of necessity, they must be paid for when consumed.
262
Shortly after the enactment of the Federal Reserve Act, the
Federal Reserve Board promulgated Regulation A in order to
define the general character of those notes, drafts, and bills of
259 12 U.S.C. § 343 (1970).
260 The Federal Reserve Act, 12 U.S.C. §§ 221 et seq. (1970), was re-
medial legislation designed to correct abuses within the country's banking and
currency system. See generally P. STuDENsKI & H. KRoos, FINANCIAL HISTORY
OF THE UNITED STATES (2d ed. 1963). A series of recurring financial panics dur-
ing the latter half of the nineteenth century and again in 1907 caused many ob-
servers in Congress to conclude that the banks, by pyramiding their cash reserves
for use in stock speculation, were responsible for the country's economic ills.
"Overnight the money barons of New York broke down the banking system and
the next morning at his doorstep every American citizen found it there crumpled up
like a broken toy balloon." 50 CONG. REC. 4665 (1913) (remarks of Rep. Mur-
dock). The Federal Reserve Act was expected "to cure this evil; to withdraw the
reserve funds of the country from the congested money centers and to make them
readily available for business uses in the various sections of the country to which
they belong." Id. at 4648.
261 S. REP. No. 133, 63d Cong., 1st Sess. 26 (1913). "Such bills have
behind them actual merchandise for which a purchaser has been found, and these
bills are held in their [the banks'] portfolios as almost the exact equivalent of
cash." Id. at 248.
262 50 CONG. REc. 4778 (1913) (remarks of Rep. Bulkley).
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exchange that.comply with the liquidity requirements of the Feder-
al Reserve Act and are thus eligible for discount.2 68 Adhering to
the spirit of the Reserve Act's legislative history, the Board's early
policy limited the types of instruments eligible for discount. The
use of proceeds was considered a crucial element in determining
eligibility. 64 Proceeds could not be used for permanent invest-
ments, such as land, buildings or machinery, for investments of a
purely speculative character or for loans to other borrowers.26  It
was the theme of liquidity, or "asset currency, ' 266 reflected in both
the Federal Reserve Act and early versions of Regulation A, that
convinced Congress in 1933 that short-term commercial paper "of
the type available for discount at a Federal Reserve Bank" could be
exempted from the registration requirements of the 1933 Act.
Given these origins of the current transactions requirement of
section 3(a) (3), it is not surprising that SEC staff interpretations
of this requirement have tended to follow Board interpretations of
"actual commercial transactions" in section 13 of the Federal
Reserve Act. So long as the Board limited discounting to notes
arising out of "transactions which liquidate themselves within a
comparatively short time without undue pressure on the borrow-
er, '267 the Commission's endorsement of Board interpretations was
appropriate. Purchasers of unregistered securities were assured
that the issuer would channel the proceeds into liquid assets that
could be sold, if necessary, to repay the investors when the notes
matured. Over the years, however, amendments to the Board's
268 6 FED. RES. BuLL. 1179, 1179-81 (1920). Section 13 of the Federal
Reserve Act left to the Board the problem of defining the character of the paper
eligible for discount. Cf. id. at 1176.
264 See, e.g., id. at 1179 (the 1920 version of Regulation A).
265 Id.
266 The term asset currency was used to describe the economic philosophy
of the Glass bill which eventually became the Federal Reserve Act.
The general plan of the Glass bill is to allow banks which are mem-bers of the reserve associations to discount with the associations prime
commercial paper and to take therefor note issues of the reserve associ-
ations, which will form an expansive currency which will meet the needs
of business in different localities. This currency must be secured by agold reserve as well as by deposits of the discounted securities, and there-fore it will retire itself rapidly when not needed. This has been called
"asset currency", and so it is. We have never had anything but "asset
currency" in this country, except the gold and silver certificates and thegreenbacks. All of our national-bank notes are "asset currency," exceptthat they are secured on one form of assets, to wit, Government bonds.The asset currency provided for in the Glass bill is secured upon current
commercial transactions which liquidate themselves within a compara-
tively short time without undue pressure on the borrower. The differ-
ence between short-time paper and long-time paper is not the differencein its intrinsic soundness, but a difference in what the bankers call its
liquid character.
50 CONG. REc. 4731 (1913) (remarks of Rep. Borland).
267 Id.
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early forms of Regulation A have so diluted its restrictions that
present Board interpretations no longer limit discounting to short-
term, self-liquidating commercial paper.26 8  As a result, the stan-
dards developed for controlling the availability of credit can no
longer be trusted to protect purchasers of securities.
An examination of specific types of transactions that the staff
deems current for purposes of section 3 (a) (3) demonstrates what
has happened to the Commission's commitment to current transac-
tions "composed of assets easily convertible into cash. ' 269  Such an
assessment necessitates an inquiry into each category of current
transactions to determine the probability that the assets acquired or
carried with the proceeds from the sale of commercial paper could
be converted into cash within a relatively short period of time, and
in an amount sufficient to repay the holders of the commercial
paper at maturity.
In the transactions discussed earlier,270 the assets acquired or
carried with proceeds from commercial paper may be put into four
categories. The first category contains commercial and consumer
2727
notes, including consumer credit loans, 2 mortgage warehousing
loans, 272 preconstruction 27s and construction loans,2 74 land acquisi-
268 See, e.g., the 1923 series of Regulation A, 9 FED. REs. BuLL. 892,
892-95 (1923), where the Board partially reversed its position on the eligibility
of certain finance paper. The 1937 series expanded the discount power even fur-
ther and allowed finance paper of all types to qualify for rediscount so long as
the proceeds were ultimately used in the prescribed manner. 23 Id. 984-86
(1937). The 1955 series is significant since it contained no reference to a policy
of strictly limiting the discount power to specific types of commercial transactions.
41 Id. 8, 8-14 (1955). Instead, it advised Federal Reserve banks that were con-
sidering a request for credit accommodation to give due regard to "the purpose
of the credit and to its piobable effects upon the maintenance of sound credit
conditions, both as to the individual institution and the economy generally." Id.
at 9. In 1972, the Board recommended further liberalization of the rules govern-
ing eligibility of paper .for discount. 37 Fed. Reg. 25177 (1972). Regulation A
had always made ineligible any paper the proceeds of which were used for "per-
manent or fixed investments of any kind, such as land, buildings, or machinery, or
for any other fixed capital purposes." The Board of Governors recommended that
this provision be omitted
so that paper given for such purposes would be eligible for discount or
as collateral for advances if it meets the 90-day maturity requirement
of the law and if the funds are not used merely for investment purposes.
The revision would also make it clear that paper given for the purchase
of services, as well as tangible goods, would be eligible for discount and
as collateral for advances.
Id. The proposed revisions to Regulation A became effective April 19, 1973, 38
id. 9076 (1973), in section 201.4(a) of the Regulation. 12 C.F.R. § 201.4(a)
(1976).
269 Release No. 4412, supra note 22, at 2571.
270 See text accompanying notes 117-92 supra.
271 See text accompanying note 126 supra.
272 See text accompanying note 136 supra.
273 See text accompanying note 147 supra.
274 See text accompanying note 151 supra.
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tion and development loans,275 standing mortgage loans216 and
short-term remaining portions of long-term loans. 77  The second
category is personal property, where the assets include invento-
ries2 78 such as raw materials, goods in process, mortgages awaiting
warehousing and factors' accounts receivable .27  The third cate-
gory of asset acquired with proceeds from commercial paper is
services. The staff has allowed issuers relying upon section
3(a) (3) to spend proceeds for ordinary operating expenses 2 0
incurred because of services rendered, such as salaries, travel ex-
penses, and rent, in addition to tax obligations. The fourth cate-
gory of asset, securities, includes government securities, short-term
certificates of indebtedness or short-term commercial paper in
which funds from exempt commercial paper may be invested tem-
porarily. 81
The assets generated by the staff-approved use of proceeds are
presumably available to an issuer as protection against default on
the short-term notes. Is it probable, though, that the potential
cash flow from these assets would materialize for an issuer other-
wise unable to honor its obligations on commercial paper? If the
proceeds have produced consumer and commercial notes, the assets
in the first category, the answer depends on several factors: the
maturity of the notes, the likelihood of discounting them for cash
if they are premature, and the security, if any, that might exist if
the borrower defaults.282 In the case of personal property, the
second category, the issuer is dependent upon a ready market for
its property. The difficulty of finding such a market may be
compounded where commercial paper proceeds are tied up in
inventories which may be in an unfinished and less valuable
2T75 See text accompanying note 166 supra.
276 See text accompanying note 171 supra.
277 See text accompanying note 178 supra.
278 See, e.g., note 121 supra.
279 See text accompanying note 143 supra.
280 See text accompanying notes 180, 193 supra.
281 See text accompanying note 189 supra.
282 For example, a problem may arise where there is a three-year con-
struction loan financed out of the proceeds from the sale of exempt commercial
paper. Even if the developer is obligated to secure a takeout commitment prior
to completion of construction, and the construction loan is secured by a first lien
on the real estate to be developed, the issuer may have difficulty redeeming its
commercial paper. If, when the commercial paper matures, the issuer lacks the
cash needed to repay the investors and is unable to secure credit from any other
source, its rights as a lender under the construction loan agreement may not pro-
vide the cash it needs. Since the developer's obligation to repay its debt to the
issuer is more than two years off, the issuer must look elsewhere for help. Any
hopes of discounting the issuer's potentially profitable construction loan agreement
could be destroyed by a slump in the real estate market, financial setbacks for
the developer or the unavailability of long-term financing for the proposed con-
struction project.
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state. The assets represented in the third category, services, offer
the least protection since for the most part they are not capable of
being converted into cash. Although the assets in the fourth
category, securities, are subject to market fluctuations, they offer
the most protection to the investors because of the staff's conserva-
tive stance as to which securities are eligible under the 3(a) (3)
exemption. In the event that the assets represented by these four
categories of interim investments cannot be converted into cash, the
holders of the issuer's commercial paper are in no better position
than they would have been had the issuer been free to use the
proceeds for a permanent, noncurrent transaction.
Commission and staff interpretations of section 3 (a) (3) have
not only given a broad meaning to the current transactions test, but
also have permitted issuers to rely heavily on the sale of commer-
cial paper as a means of financing long-term investments. As
noted earlier,2 88 an issuer may use proceeds from commercial
paper to discharge indebtedness previously created by an offering
of commercial paper that was itself exempt under section 3 (a) (3).
Furthermore, an issuer is not required to trace such proceeds to
specific transactions.2 4 Although section 3(a) (3) was designed
for short-term borrowing, an issuer could take advantage of these
interpretations of the exemption by continually rolling over its
commercial paper as if it were long-term financing. Consider, for
example, an issuer that has at any one time forty million dollars
tied up in projects that would satisfy the staff's liberal interpreta-
tion of the current transactions requirement. Where the issuer
wishes to fund a major ten-year construction project, which would
not qualify as current without resorting to the usual sources of per-
manent financing, the issuer can use the commercial paper market.
By turning to that market to raise twenty million dollars for the ap-
parent purpose of funding the smaller projects that qualify as cur-
rent transactions, the issuer could divert twenty million dollars
previously committed to other corporate purposes to the long-term
construction project. Section 3 (a) (3) would be satisfied since the
proceeds from the offering would be used for current transactions
and the twenty million dollars of unregistered commercial paper
outstanding would not exceed the amount of proceeds invested in
current transactions.2 8 5 In order to have funds for its short-term
notes at maturity, the issuer could sell more commercial paper to
raise the twenty million dollars needed for redeeming the first issue
288 See text accompanying note 193 supra.
284 See text accompanying note 219 supra.




of short-term notes, a use of proceeds that qualifies as a current
transaction. 86 This process could then be repeated for the life of
the major construction project or until the issuer decided to use
more traditional financing.
What emerges from a study of the staff's interpretations of the
current transactions requirement is far from comforting. The
Commission's goal of restricting the use of proceeds under section
3 (a) (3) to transactions "composed of assets easily convertible into
cash" has been abandoned. 2 7  With the passing of that objective,
some of the protection originally afforded investors has also been
lost. The staff's interpretation has thus become inconsistent with
the purpose of the exemption, which was to assist issuers in meeting
short-term needs while adequately protecting investors by guaran-
teeing that they could be easily repaid when the paper matured.
Instead, section 3 (a) (3) has become a license to raise capital for
long-term financing.
B. Suggestions for Reform
The preceding examination of section 3 (a) (3) as perceived
by Congress, as interpreted by the Commission and its staff, and as
used by participants in the commercial paper market, reveals an
exemption in need of reform. The scope of this reform should
depend on the extent to which the exemption as applied conflicts
with Congressional goals and limitations.
From available evidence,2 8 it appears unnecessary to embark
upon a sweeping reform of section 3(a) (3) to cure a few specific
weaknesses. The exemption, even under present interpretations, is
not entirely inconsistent with Congressional goals. First, commer-
cial paper continues to be an inherently sound investment. Except
for the default by the Penn Central Company on its short-term
notes, commercial paper obligations have been regularly honored
by issuers.289 Where economic hardships have forced businesses
into insolvency or bankruptcy,290 the money market has usually
286 The issuer would have to be careful to avoid having an aggregate
amount of unregistered commercial paper outstanding that exceeded the amount
of proceeds invested in current transactions. In the illustration in the text, the
issuer would protect itself by limiting the aggregate amount of commercial paper
outstanding to one-half of the amount it had invested in transactions that would
otherwise qualify as current under section 3 (a) (3).
287 Release No. 4412, supra note 22, at 2571.
288 See text accompanying notes 232-41 supra.
289 There have been other defaults on commercial paper. See Harrington,
supra note 254, at 224. However, representatives of the industry believe that
such defaults have been rare. Interviews, note I supra.
290 For example, several REIT's encountered economic difficulties in 1972
when housing construction peaked and then began to plummet, vacancy rates
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responded with its own controls to deny such businesses the use of
commercial paper.29 1  Furthermore, where financially troubled
issuers have relied upon banks or other lending institutions to
honor moral or legal commitments under lines of credit so that
issuers could redeem outstanding short-term notes, the commit-
ments have been kept.29 2
Second, unregistered commercial paper does not pose a signif-
icant threat to private investors. Most individual investors know
little or nothing about commercial paper or the mechanics of
acquiring it. Even if a private person has such knowledge, the
substantial minimum denomination will probably continue to serve
as a deterrent. The wealthy and sophisticated individual is likely
to eschew commercial paper since it typically offers a lower interest
yield than other short-term or medium-term instruments. 23  The
Commission's stated policy against general advertising protects
private investors when economic conditions transform commercial
paper into a more attractive investment.
Third, institutional investors which are the primary market for
commercial paper are usually sophisticated and can fend for them-
selves. Whether the seller is the issuer or a commercial paper
dealer, most short-term notes will carry the professional opinion of
at least one and possibly two rating services.294 Most direct paper
is sold by finance companies which are constantly in the market
with their short-term notes. Consequently, investors are familiar
with the finance companies and can easily secure current business
and financial information about them. 95 If dealer paper is being
increased and tight money market conditions and inflation forced up mortgage
rates to record levels. See generally Gumpert & Starr, note 59 supra.
291 Interviews, note I supra; C. Stabler, The Morning After: "Problem
Loans" Follow Easy Credit, Causing Headaches for Bankers, Wall St. J., Aug.
20, 1975, at 1, col. 6. See generally Troubled REITs Swap Assets for Cash,
Bus. WEEK, July 21, 1975, at 68.
292 Interviews, note 1 supra.
293 Id. But see note 254 supra.
294 On June 26, 1975, the Commission announced the adoption of a uniform
net capital rule, rule 15c3-1, 17 C.F.R. § 240.15c3-1 (1976), for use by brokers
and dealers subject to the 1934 Act. SEC Exchange Act Release No. 11497 (June
26, 1975), [1975-1976 Transfer Binder] CCH FED. Sac. L. REP. 80,212. Para-
graph (c) (2) (vi) of the rule requires that in computing "net capital" the net
worth of a broker or dealer shall be adjusted by applying certain prescribed de-
ductions for commercial paper notes held by the broker or dealer. Brokers and
dealers are able to take advantage of such deductions only if the commercial paper
is "rated in one of the three highest categories by at least two of the nationally
recognized statistical rating organizations." 17 C.F.R. § 240.15c3-1 (c) (2) (vi) (E)
(1976). For the period between January 1, 1976 and December 31, 1976 the SEC
staff has determined that in certain instances the requirement of having two ratings
for commercial paper will not be applied in order to avoid disruption of the com-
mercial paper market. See SEC no-action letter (Lehman Com. Paper Inc.),
issued Mar. 18, 1976, [1975-1976 Transfer Binder] CCH FED. SEc. L. REP.
80,513.
295 See note 55 supra.
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marketed, an institutional investor knows that an independent
evaluation has been made of each issuer by the dealer's credit
department because the dealer would not place its reputation behind
an issue of commercial paper without an investigation.296
Fourth, the economy would suffer if businesses were required
to comply with the registration requirements of the 1933 Act. The
legislative history of section 3(a) (3) reflects Congress's belief that
registration of commercial paper would interfere with the ordinary
operations of finance and commerce. 97 With approximately fifty
billion dollars of commercial paper outstanding in today's mar-
ket,2' 8 registration would be both disruptive and expensive. Re-
quiring issuers to register short-term notes might even drive busi-
nesses out of the commercial paper market entirely and force them
to consider costlier conventional sources for their short-term
needs.299
Although elimination of the section 3 (a) (3) exemption is
unnecessary, a strong argument can be made for at least modest
reforms. Suggested changes include both improvements on exist-
ing SEC and staff interpretations of the exemption and the possible
addition of some form of mandated disclosure.
1. Reforms Based on Existing Requirements
Although the Commission's position in Release No. 4412 has
been partly eroded over the years, 00 the four-part test it outlined0 l
is still a valuable model for suggesting improvements since all four
conditions are intended to protect investors. The first three criter-
ia mentioned in that release, prime quality, unavailability to the
general public, and discountability at a federal reserve bank, need
little reform. The fourth criterion, correct use of proceeds, poses
greater difficulty.
The first requirement of the four-part test limits section
3 (a) (3) to prime quality commercial paper, but neither the Com-
mission nor the staff has specified the qualifications for such a
rating. To add to the confusion, current SEC staff interpretation
of prime quality suggests that in making the critical judgment it is
focusing more on the security itself than on the issuer. The staff
appears to concentrate on the issuer only in cases where the issuer
is unseasoned or insolvent. Yet the legislative history of section
296 Interviews, note 1 supra.
29T See note 237 supra.
298 As of February 1976, $49.927 billion of commercial paper was out-
standing, of which $31.534 billion was placed directly by financial companies. 62
FED. RES. BULL. A25 (May 1976).
299 Interviews, note 1 supra.
8o See note 268 & accompanying text supra.
801 See text accompanying notes 4-43 supra.
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3(a) (3), as interpreted by the Commission and the courts, indi-
cates that it was intended to exempt only "well recognized commer-
cial paper"0 2 issued by the country's strongest businesses." 8 Com-
mercial paper which is truly prime quality deserves its rating
because the issuer has met standards of achievement that profes-
sionals in the money market associate with proven success. If the
Commission intends to apply a "prime quality" test in conformity
with the legislative history of the exemption, it should shift the
focus to the issuer804 and establish minimum standards relating to
an issuer's financial strength that would aid issuers in determining
whether they will satisfy the prime quality aspect of the exemption.
The second requirement for section 3(a) (3), that the paper
ordinarily not be purchased by the general public, continues as an
essential part of the exemption. Here too, administrative guide-
lines would be helpful in defining the acceptable levels of advertis-
ing and the minimum denominations of short-term notes. 0 5 The
Commission is certainly aware that some finance companies which
sell their paper directly and certain major commercial paper dealers
openly solicit individual investors.806 The staff must also realize
that its informal requirement of $25,000 minimum denomi-
nations for short-term notes80 7 is not always followed and that its
ad hoc rulings on proposed offerings on occasion have produced
eligible minimum denominations of $5,000.808 Yet the Commis-
802 See Sanders v. John Nuveen & Co., 463 F.2d 1075, 1079 (7th Cir.).
cert. denied, 409 U.S. 1009 (1972).
808 SEC Brief, supra note 45, at 14.
804 See Franklin Savings Bank v. Levy, 406 F. Supp. 40 (S.D.N.Y. 1975),
where the court discussed whether certain commercial paper of Penn Central Co.,
Inc. was "prime quality" at the time of purchase. In concluding that the short-
term notes were not prime quality, the court analyzed the financial strengths and
weaknesses of the issuer.
805 The Commission occasionally issues releases that set forth guidelines for
persons trying to comply with administrative regulations. See, e.g., SEC Securities
Act Release No. 4434 (Dec. 6, 1961), 1 CCH FED. SEc. L. REP. 2270 (1975),
where the Commission identified five factors that relate to the question of inte-
gration.
Since the commercial paper market has been generally successful in limiting
the flow of short-term notes to those companies that are capable of redeeming
their paper at maturity, a strong argument can be made for not requiring an issuer
to meet certain administratively imposed criteria as a condition for an exemption
under section 3(a) (3). If the situation subsequently warrants stricter regulation,
the Commission has several precedents for conditioning section 3(a) (3) upon the
issuer's business or earning history. See, e.g., rule 237, 17 C.F.R. § 230.237
(1976).
806 Interviews, note 1 supra; see also, e.g., the two-page advertisement by
Goldman, Sachs & Co. offering investment opportunities in commercial paper to
institutions and "Substantial Individual Investors." Wall St. J., June 22, 1976,
at 24-25, Oct. 12, 1976, at 24-25, on file at the UCLA Law Review.
807 Interviews, note 1 supra.
308 See, e.g., SEC no-action letter (Lumbermans Acceptance Corp.), issued
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sion and staff continue to assert that section 3(a) (3) may not be
used by issuers that advertise or offer their short-term notes to
members of the public. s09 The Commission or the staff may have
determined that issuers and dealers should be free to offer unregis-
tered commercial paper to certain categories of private investors.
Therefore, while a minimum denomination of commercial paper is
deemed essential to the SEC's interpretation of the exemption, the
staff will make exceptions in certain cases. °10 If so, sound regula-
tory policy requires that the agency publicize the standards it uses
in making such determinations. 811
Third, determining eligible commercial paper in terms of itsdiscountability at a federal reserve bank may have once served as a
valuable standard. It suffers, however, from many of the same
difficulties that beset the related current transactions aspect of the
exemption 1 2 and no longer assures investors receipt of commercial
paper that is self-liquidating. Consequently, the Commission's
third criterion should be eliminated from any proposed test.818
Finally, the current transactions requirement of section
3(a)(3) presents the greatest need for reform. This aspect of the
exemption was intended by Congress to guarantee that proceeds
from commercial paper would be composed of assets easily con-
vertible into cash. As conceived, the self-liquidating requirement
would protect investors against the possibility of an issuer not
having sufficient funds to redeem its short-term notes. In practice,
however, the current transactions requirement is not applied as
originally intended. Most of the commercial and consumer financ-
July 22, 1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 8, frame 10892; SEC no-
action letter (National Rural Util. Coop. Fin. Corp.), issued June 4, 1974, [1974]CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 7, frame 09258; SEC no-action letter (Exchange
Int'l Corp.), issued Feb. 26, 1973, [1973] CCH FED. SEC. MICROFILM, roll 3,
frame 04083.
809 See, e.g., Release No. 4412, note 22 supra; text accompanying note 79
supra.
810 There is some support for imposing a minimum denomination on com-
mercial paper as a condition for exemption. The proposed Federal SecuritiesCode includes an exemption for commercial paper that is sold in minimum de-
nominations of $100,000. See AL FED. SEC. CODE § 30(n), Comment 3, at 71(Tent. Draft No. 1, 1972); § 216A, Comment 2, at 7, § 301(1) (Rev. Draft,
1974).
811 In the letter of transmittal accompanying the SEC Staff Report, note
3 supra, the Chairman of the SEC urged Congress to consider amending section
3(a)(3)
to provide more definite standards, for example, as to such matters asthe denominations in which it [commercial paper] may be offered and
sold, in order to prevent this type of unregistered security finding its wayinto the hands of the investing public in general, rather than financialinstitutions, as it appears Congress originally intended.
Id. at vi-Tx.
312 See text accompanying notes 267-68 supra.
813 See text accompanying note 267 supra.
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ing transactions described earlier 81' involve loan agreements that
do not mature within the life of the exempt commercial paper. The
staff's liberal interpretation of this requirement is no doubt due to ajudgment that the self-liquidating objective does not comport with
the economic reality of commercial paper or with ordinary commer-
cial and financial practices. s15 However, in the process of con-
structing its own limitations on the use of proceeds from commer-
cial paper, the staff has created confusion for issuers. The
Commission should honor the legislative intent of section 3 (a) (3)
and limit an issuer's expenditures to those transactions that are
truly self-liquidating within a period of nine months.
A further problem with the current transactions requirement,
even where it is strictly applied, is how to determine whether
proceeds from exempt short-term notes have in fact financed eligi-
ble transactions. Tracing dollars raised to dollars spent would
place an onerous burden on an issuer and would not prevent an
indirect use of section 3(a) (3) for long-term, permanent financ-
ing.S16 Since tracing is not acceptable, the staff may intend to
limit the aggregate amount of commercial paper that an issuer may
have outstanding to a certain percentage of its liquid assets as a
substitute form of protection for investors."' 1 Again, however, the
staff has used ad hoc rulings on proposed offerings as the method
for embarking on what appears to be a new administrative policy.
It is hardly surprising that confusion and inconsistency have fol-
lowed. 18 If new criteria are to become part of the exemption, a
Commission release should discuss them in detail.
314 See text accompanying note 117 supra.
315 See Schweitzer, supra note 19, at 1249, where the author contends
that the self-liquidating theory of commercial paper does not reflect the economic
realities of the borrowing transaction and was the invalid assumption upon which
Congress adopted section 3 (a) (3).
318 See text accompanying notes 283-86 supra.
317 See text accompanying notes 222-24 supra.
318 See, e.g., note 225 supra, for types of limitations on the amount of
commercial paper that an issuer may have outstanding. A recent staff response
to a no-action request suggests that the type of limitation will depend on the
nature of the issuer. In SEC no-action letter (Public Serv. Co. of N.M.), is-
sued Apr. 22, 1976, [1975-1976 Transfer Binder] CCH FED. Sac. L. REP.
80,552, the issuer soughi no-action treatment for a proposed sale of unregis-
tered commercial paper in an amount not to exceed 25 percent of revenues re-
ceived by the company over the preceding 12 months. The suggested limitation,
which was the formulation used by other utilities, had been the basis for a
previously issued no-action letter, SEC no-action letter (Tucson Gas & Elec. Co.),
issued July 15, 1974, [1974] CCH FED. SEc. MIcRoF.M, roll 8, frame 10872. In
allowing the issuer to claim the exemption, the staff announced the following
policy:
It is the present policy of the Division [Corporation Finance] that com-
mercial paper may be sold by public utility companies in amounts equal
to the total accounts receivable for the most recent fiscal year plus the
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Disclosure in connection with the sale of short-term notes
would become more common if the SEC honored the congression-
al intent of section 3(a) (3) by limiting the exemption to self-
liquidating commercial paper. Many issuers would be forced
either to rely on another exemption, or to comply with the registra-
tion requirements of the 1933 Act.
The private placement exemption, section 4(2) of the 1933
Act,819 is the only exemption likely to inherit commercial paper
offerings excluded by tighter administrative interpretations of sec-
tion 3 (a) (3).320 Unlike the commercial paper exemption, section
4(2) requires issuers to furnish investors with the type of informa-
tion that would be available in a registered offering. Section
4(2)'s prohibition against advertising3 21 might prove too restric-
tive for sellers of commercial paper, but if the Commission believed
that limited soliciting of institutional investors was a business ne-
cessity, it could easily modify its position in a release.
A more restrictive view of the current transactions aspect of
section 3(a) (3) might also force some issuers into registration.
Although full registration of each issue of commercial paper would
probably destroy the utility of commercial paper as a money mar-
ket instrument, 22 several commentators have suggested a variant
of shelf registration as a practical solution. 2  As proposed, the
total fuel inventory of the utility at the time of the issuance of the com-
mercial paper.
SEC no-action letter (Public Serv. Co. of N.M.), supra at 86,421. It has been
suggested that the SEC staff has always interpreted section 3(a) (3) in reference to
the type of issuer claiming its protection. Schweitzer, supra note 19, at 1250-53.
319 15 U.S.C. § 77d(2) (1970); see note 46 supra.
820 Interviews, note 1 supra. For an example of how commercial paper
issuers are already using the private placement exemption to avoid the current
transactions requirement of section 3(a)(3), see text accompanying notes 215-17
supra.
321 A person claiming an exemption under section 4(2) of the 1933 Act, 15
U.S.C. § 77d(2) (1970), must prove that each offeree and purchaser has the
necessary information available concerning the issuer and can fend for himself.
SEC v. Ralston Purina Co., 346 U.S. 119 (1953). As a result, general advertising
or general solicitation in connection with a nonpublic offering is inconsistent with
the elements of the private placement exemption. Rule 146(c), note 82 supra,
specifies limitations on the manner in which the securities can be offered and
sold, including prohibitions against general advertising and general solicitation.
822 Each offering of commercial paper involves a new decision by the
issuer on the terms and amounts, both of which are subject to fluctuating market
conditions. Furthermore, the costs of the registration process in both time and
expense would be prohibitive. Even with the SEC's amended rule 457, 17 C.F.R.
§ 230.457 (1976), which was designed to encourage registration by reducing filing
fees, the legal and printing costs would be substantial for issuers that continuously
roll over their paper. Cf. Commercial Paper Market, supra note 2, at 393; Har-
rington, supra note 254, at 224.
328 See, e.g., Commercial Paper Market, supra note 2, at 394; Harrington,
supra note 254, at 225.
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Commission would create a new registration form for issuers of
commercial paper which would be continuously updated with post-
effective amendments disclosing any new material information, the
terms of each offering and the proposed use of proceeds.82M An
issuer would be required to deliver an abbreviated or summary
prospectus to investors at the time of purchase and to update it
with quarterly reports.3 2 5
2. Mandated Disclosure
Section 3 (a) (3) provides issuers of commercial paper with
an exemption from the registration requirements of the 1933 Act.
Investors interested in purchasing short-term notes are thereby
forced to make their investment decisions on the basis of an
independent analysis of issuers and their securities, which is practi-
cally difficult,8 26 or, more likely, the information or recommenda-
tions provided by issuers, dealers selling the paper, rating services
and the public media.82 7  Since an investor has no guarantee that it
will discover current material facts, it is worth asking whether an
offering of commercial paper should include certain mandated
disclosures and, if so, what form they should take. Such an
inquiry is even more appropriate in view of the Commission's
avowed commitment "to coordinate and integrate the [continuous]
disclosure system with the exemptive provisions provided by [the
1933 Act]."3 28
Even in its present form, the commercial paper exemption
appears to provide issuers and investors with most of the protec-
tions contemplated by Congress. Issuers are relieved from the
costly and time-consuming registration requirements and investors
are offered generally safe, short-term investments. Even after the
collapse of Penn Central and its default on eighty-two million dol-
lars of commercial paper, the Commission did not conclude, as it
did with. section 3(a) (6), that the commercial paper exemption
324 See, e.g., authorities cited in note 323 supra.
325 See, e.g., Schweitzer, supra note 19, at 1258-59. Some representatives
of the commercial paper market believe that any form of registration requirement,
including the shelf-registration variety, would be too costly. Interviews, note 1
supra.
326 See SEC STAFF REPoRT, supra note 3, at 272: "[B]ecause of the short-
term nature of the investment and the speed and the manner in which it is made,
investors do very little investigation on their own either into the issuer or the in-
vestment merits of the security." Id. See also id. at 276, note 16 supra.
327 Id. at 276; see note 16 supra. With dealer paper, it is customary for
the dealers to prepare a dealer memorandum which briefly describes the issuer.
See note 98 supra. See also Franklin Says. Bank v. Levy, 406 F. Supp. 40, 46
(S.D.N.Y. 1975).
328 SEC Securities Act Release No. 5450, supra note 15, at 83,649.
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should be rescinded or strengthened with mandatory disclosure re-
quirements.129  Therefore, unless there is evidence that section
3 (a) (3) is not protecting private investors or unsophisticated insti-
tutional investors, disclosure requirements are unnecessary, espe-
cially if the staff establishes clearer standards for its opinions and
narrows the current transactions requirement along the lines sug-
gested above. The conclusion that mandated disclosure is unneces-
sary does not constitute a departure from the Commission's com-
mitment to a continuous disclosure system. When the Commission
embarked on its course of integrating the exemptive provisions of
the 1933 Act with the continuous disclosure requirements of the
1934 Act, it was focusing on "those continuing disclosures which
benefit the trading markets in securities." a 0 Since there is no sec-
ondary market where investors can sell commercial paper before
maturity,8a ' the reason for providing current information for the
trading markets never arises and the goals of such disclosure are
inapplicable.
If, however, at some point in the future, section 3(a) (3)
poses a serious threat to investors, the protections of the disclosure
system could be invoked. Congress could, for example, amend the
1933 Act and either eliminate the commercial paper exemption or
amend it to include disclosure requirements. Alternatively, con-
gressional relief might result in mandatory disclosure obligations
for all of the major participants in the market, including the issuer,
commercial paper dealers, banks and separately identifiable de-
partments of banks, much as the Securities Act Amendments of
1975 have modified regulation of municipal securities.8 "2 Even
without congressional intervention, a defective exemption could be
cured by the Commission which has the power to encourage issuers
and commercial paper dealers to provide current material informa-
tion to investors.
829 See the letter of transmittal from the Chairman of the SEC that accom-
panied the SEC Staff Report, set forth in note 311 supra.
880 WHEAT REPORT, supra note 15, at 11. Rule 144, 17 C.F.R. § 230.144
(1976), limits the freedom of a controlling stockholder and a person who has ac-
quired restricted securities to transfer their securities. One of the primary pur-
poses of this rule was to effectuate the underlying policy of the 1933 Act, the pro-
tection of investors, by requiring "that there be current information concerning the
issuer, whether the resales of securities by persons result in a distribution or are
effected in trading transactions." SEC Securities Act Release No. 5223, supra
note 15, at 81,053.
881 Interviews, note 1 supra; N. BAXrER, supra note 2, at 109-18.
882 The Securities Act Amendments of 1975 extend federal regulation to
municipal securities dealers and brokers, including banks engaged in such activi-
ties. As a result of the 1975 Amendments, a Municipal Securities Rulemaking
Board has been created which is charged with ensuring that potential lenders have
adequate information about the municipal issuers to make informed investment
judgments.
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If commercial paper were to lose its reputation as having "a
record of safety only second to Government bonds"33 and inves-
tors needed the disclosure protections that were considered super-
fluous by Congress in 1933, the Commission could modify section
4(2) to make it more attractive to issuers of commercial paper or
adopt a shelf-registration form for easier use. 34 Another option
for the Commission would be to utilize the antifraud and civil
liability provisions of the 1933 Act. Sections 12(2) and 17,
respectively, 3" render misrepresentation unlawful and authorize
civil recovery for such misrepresentation by "any person" who sells
a security, including one exempted by section 3 (a) (3). If an
issuer or commercial paper dealer effects the sale of short-term
notes by an untrue statement of material fact or a material omis-
sion of fact, purchasers may recover damages under section 12(2)
unless the seller can prove that it "did not know, and in the exer-
cise of reasonable care could not have known, of such untruth
or omission. ' '3 6
If section 3 (a) (3) were to pose a threat to investors, the SEC
could interpret the failure of issuers and commercial paper dealers
to provide investors with certain specified information as a decep-
tive act or practice. Such an administrative release would place a
greater obligation on commercial paper dealers to inform investors
338 Hearings on S. 875, supra note 233, at 94-95.
334 See text accompanying note 320 supra.
335 15 U.S.C. §§ 77g, 771(2) (1970).
336 Id. § 771(2). On occasion, the Commission issues releases which discuss
conduct by issuers or dealers considered violative of the anti-fraud provisions
of the 1933 Act. See, e.g., SEC Securities Act Release No. 5226 (Jan. 10,
1972), [1971-1972 Transfer Binder] CCH FED. SEC. L. REP. 78,483, which
was concerned with the applicability of the antifraud provisions of the Act to
certain conduct in connection with the offering and sale of securities in non-
public offerings; SEC Securities Act Release No. 4445 (Feb. 2, 1962), [1961-1964
Transfer Binder] CCH FED. SEC. L REP. 22,753, which expressed the Commis-
sion's view on the type of investigation that brokers and dealers should make prior
to selling unregistered securities so as to avoid violations of the federal securities
laws; SEC Securities Act Release No. 5121 (Dec. 30, 1970), [1970-1971 Transfer
Binder] CCH FED. SEC. L. REP. 77,943, where the Commission urged issuers
to take certain precautions in the private placement of securities or risk the
unavailability of the expected -section 4(2) exemption. Cf. rule 15c2-11 under the
1934 Act, 17 C.F.R. § 240.15c2-11 (1975), where the Commission deems it a
fraudulent, manipulative and deceptive practice within the meaning of section
15(c)(1) of the 1934 Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78o(c)(1) (1970), for a broker or dealer
to enter any quotation medium in connection with the securities of companies that
do not file reports under the 1934 Act unless certain specified information is avail-
able to the public. Presumably, the Commission would find it difficult to regulate
commercial paper dealers in the manner used in rule 15c2-11. The SEC finds its
authority to regulate brokers and dealers of securities in section 15 of the 1934
Act. However, commercial paper is excluded from the definition of "security"
in section 3(a)(10) of that statute and is specifically excluded again in section 15.
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and would increase an already heavy burden of proof in the event
of litigation. 8 7
If the Commission expressed the opinion that the antifraud
provisions of the 1933 Act were violated when certain basic infor-
mation was withheld from investors, the Commission would have
to decide whether to place the onus of disclosure on the issuer or
on the seller. A special problem arises when the securities in-
volved are short-term notes since the company that places its
commercial paper directly is both an issuer and seller whereas the
dealer is only a seller. Consequently, an administrative release
aimed at minimum disclosure in commercial paper offerings should
recognize the differing roles of commercial paper sellers and estab-
lish obligations that vary depending on the type of paper offered.
Directly-placed paper is sold for the most part by large, well-
known firms that have such a constant demand for short-term
financing that they can afford the costs of selling their own com-
mercial paper.33 8 Many of these issuers will also be selling mid-
term and long-term debt securities that require registration and
will, therefore, be subject to the periodic reporting requirements of
the 1934 Act. Public disclosure of material information about
such issuers is accomplished under the 1934 Act. However, inves-
tors purchasing directly from an issuer are not afforded the inde-
pendent evaluation of a commercial paper dealer. Therefore, the
Commission might conclude, in the event that section 3(a)(3)
ceases to effectuate congressional intent, that certain direct-paper
issuers should provide investors with the type of information that is
particularly relevant to a short-term investment in which liquidity
of assets is the important concern. Such information might
include the extent of an issuer's current debt maturities, liquidity
needs, unencumbered or unpledged assets, cash flow, and sources
and use of cash resources.33 9
Dealer paper could present a special problem for investors if
the securities offered under section 3(a)(3) proved to be specula-
tive. In general, businesses with only seasonal needs for funds or
with a name not well enough known to market commercial paper
without dealer contacts sell indirectly through dealers. In either
887 In view of the recent Supreme Court opinion in Ernst & Ernst v. Hoch-
felder, 96 S. Ct. 1375 (1976), which held that a private cause of action for dam-
ages is not available under section 10(b) of the 1934 Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78j(b)(1970), and rule lOb-5, 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5 (1976), in the absence of an allega-
tion of "scienter," purchasers of commercial paper might prefer to base a claim for
damages on section 12(2) of the Securities Act of 1933, 15 U.S.C. § 771(2)(1970), University Hill Foundation v. Goldman, Sachs & Co., CCH FED. SEC. L.
REP. 95,749 (S.D.N.Y. 1976), since a negligent misrepresentation is actionable.
Gould v. Tricon Inc., 272 F. Supp. 385 (S.D.N.Y. 1967).
s38 See notes 87, 93 supra.
339 See generally SEC STAFF REPORT, supra note 3, at x-xs.
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case, investors are likely to view the commercial paper dealers as
experts who would only offer the paper of an issuer which it
considers to be creditworthy and without substantial risk, and who
would inform purchasers of any adverse developments concerning
the issuer.840 At least two courts have suggested that commercial
paper dealers have such duties to their customers. 841  Since com-
mercial paper dealers sell an issuer's short-term notes as principals,
operating in much the same way as they would in a firm commit-
ment underwriting, and since the level of sophistication expected
from investors under section 3(a) (3) appears to be lower than
that imposed by section 4(2),342 the Commission would be justi-
fied in aiming reforms of section 3(a) (3), if necessary, at the
dealers. Such reforms could require a commercial paper dealer to
possess the type of information needed for an informed investment
decision and to furnish purchasers with all of its information relat-
ing to the ability of the issuer to redeem its commercial paper at
maturity.
At least one commercial paper dealer has already incorporat-
ed the proposed disclosure requirements into its operations. As a
result of a consent decree with the Commission,848 Goldman, Sachs
& Co., the nation's largest commercial paper dealer, is required to
comply with the following four requirements in the sale of any
commercial paper: (1) Before the firm makes an initial purchase
of commercial paper from an issuer for purposes of resale as a deal-
er or broker, it must make a thorough examination of the issuer
840 Id. at 276.
841 Sanders v. John Nuveen & Co., Inc., 524 F.2d 1064 (7th Cir. 1975),
vacated & remanded for further consideration in light of Ernst & Ernst v.
Hochfelder, 96 S. Ct. 1375, 1659 (1976); Franklin Says. Bank v. Levy, 406
F. Supp. 40 (S.D.N.Y. 1975); University Hill Foundation v. Goldman, Sachs &
Co., CCH FED. SEC. L. REP. 95,749 (S.D.N.Y. 1976). In Sanders v. John
Nuveen & Co., Inc., the court found an underwriter of short-term commercial
paper, who acted in the mistaken but honest belief that financial statements pre-
pared by certified public accountants correctly represented the conditions of the
issuer, liable under section 10(b) of the 1934 Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78j(b) (1970), and
rule lOb-5, 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5 (1976).
In reaching this conclusion we have taken into consideration the fact
that the security was short term commercial paper rather than stock or
long term indebtedness. The nature of this security minimized the in-
vestor's interest in the long range prospects of the issuer and therefore
would justify a lesser consideration by the underwriter of such matters
as growth prospects and dividend policies. On the other hand, the fact
that the investor's concern was limited on the issuer's ability to pay its
bills in the immediate future enhanced the importance of determining the
basic integrity of the issuer's financial statements. Although the under-
writer cannot be a guarantor of the soundness of any issue, he may not
give it his implied stamp of approval without having a reasonable basis
for concluding that the issue is sound.
524 F.2d at 1071.
842 See text accompanying note 88 supra.
848 SEC v. Goldman, Sachs & Co., [1973-1974 Transfer Binder] CCH Fan.
SEc. L. REP. 94,556 (May 2, 1974).
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and its corporate records so that the firm has reasonable grounds to
believe that the issuer would have the ability to pay for its commer-
cial paper as it matures. (2) So long as an issuer continues to sell
its paper through Goldman, Sachs & Co., the dealer must secure
from the issuer all reports filed with the Commission, or if the
issuer is not a reporting company under the 1934 Act, any infor-
mation that will enable the firm to evaluate the commercial paper
of the issuer. (3) The firm must review all current information on
each issuer so that it may conclude that it has no reason to believe
that an issuer will be unable to redeem its commercial paper. (4)
Goldman, Sachs & Co. must furnish (unless the purchaser advises
otherwise) each purchaser with information which is consistent
with that on which it based its conclusion as to the ability of the
issuer to redeem its short-term notes.
CONCLUSION
Commercial paper enjoys the status of an exempt security
under section 3(a)(3) of the 1933 Act. Had Congress not been
convinced of the special values inherent in such debt instruments,
as limited by the requirements of section 3 (a) (3), it might have
subjected commercial paper to the full registration requirements of
the 1933 Act or exempted it only in certain transactions. But
Congress was persuaded that commercial paper could be safely
exempted since, under the terms of the exemptive provision, inves-
tors were guaranteed high quality securities that matured within a
relatively short period of time. Furthermore, investors were as-
sured that proceeds from the sale of commercial paper would be
used to acquire assets that could, if necessary, be easily converted
into cash to redeem the outstanding paper. Under these circum-
stances the exemption was consistent with the objectives of the
1933 Act.
Over the years the commercial paper exemption has worked
well for both issuers and investors. Staff interpretations, however,
have allowed the exemption to stray from some of the limitations
imposed by Congress, especially with respect to the self-liquidating
nature of the provision. The Commission should clarify its inter-
pretation of the exemption with objective criteria and restrict the
current transactions aspect of section 3 (a) (3) to its original scope.
A stricter interpretation of the exemption would probably force
issuers of commercial paper to rely more heavily upon section
4(2). In this event the Commission should offer such issuers
guidelines for invoking the section 4(2) exemption. A practical
form of shelf registration would also aid issuers who could no
longer rely on section 3 (a) (3).
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Despite its imperfections, section 3(a) (3) should be allowed
to function as an exemption that depends on the self-policing
forces of the commercial paper market as a substitute for disclosure
requirements. If the exemption should fail to protect investors,
Congress or the Commission could take steps to align section
3(a)(3) with the disclosure system of the 1933 Act.
UCLA LAW REVIEW
APPENDIX
The regulation of short-term promissory notes and commercial
paper under state blue sky laws is for the most part similar to that
under the 1933 Act. All of the states except Connecticut, Florida,
Nevada and New Hampshire exempt such securities from the registra-
tion requirements of their blue sky statutes. In one state, Maine,
commercial paper is excluded from the definition of a "security." 1A
BLUE SiY L. REP. 22,101 (1975). In the other jurisdictions, many
of the exemptions are modeled after section 402 (a) (10) of the Uniform
Securities Act, l id. 4932, at 731, which exempts
any commercial paper which arises out of a current trans-
action or the proceeds of which have been or are to be usedfor current transactions, and which evidences an obligation topay cash within nine months of the date of issuance, exclusive
of days of grace, or any renewal of such paper Which is like-
wise limited, or any guarantee of such paper or of any such
renewal ....
Some state blue sky exemptions for commercial paper differ from the
exemption in the Uniform Securities Act as to when the commercial
paper must mature and how it can be offered.
Maturity Date: The following states exempt commercial paper
that matures in a period less than or greater than the nine months re-
quired by section 3(a)(3) of the 1933 Act and section 402(a)(10) of
the Uniform Securities Act: Indiana, 1A id. 17,102 [12 months];
Michigan, id. 25,314 [12 months]; Mississippi, id. 27,125 (as inter-
preted by Mississippi Sec'y of State, id. 27,603, at 23,516) [12
months]; New Jersey, 2 id. 33,104 [12 months]; North Dakota, id.
37,105 [12 months]; Rhode Island, 3 id. 42,107 [11 months];
South Dakota, id. 44,175 [6 months]; Tennessee, id. 45,119 [12
months]; Texas, id. 46,106 [24 months]; and West Virginia, id.
51,182 [12 months]. In Arizona, New York and Vermont, the maxi-
mum maturity time for exempt commercial paper turns on when it was
sold and when issued: Arizona, IA id. 6133 ["if the issue of such
notes or paper matures in not more than twelve months from date of
issue and is issued within three months after the date of sale ... ," id.
at 2305-3]; New York, 2 id. 35,116 [same]; and Vermont, 3 id.
48,104 ["maturing within six months from the date of issue and issued
within three months after date of sale," id. at 44,302].
Limitations on Manner of Offering. In the following states, the
commercial paper exemption is limited either statutorily or administra-
tively to securities that are not offered to the public: Georgia, 1A id.
14,128; Minnesota, id. 26,175; Missouri, 2 id. 28,164 (as inter-
preted by the Missouri Securities Commissioner, id. 28,609, at
24,536); Montana, id. 29,213 (exemption limited to sales to banks or
insurance companies, id. at 25,413); North Dakota, id. 37,105; Ohio,
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id. 38,102 (as interpreted by the Ohio Division of Securities, the
exemption is restricted to sales to officers and directors only; commer-
cial paper otherwise offered to existing security holders, employees and
all other natural persons is deemed to be offered to the public, id.
38,614, at 34,502; see also interpretation at id. 38,753, at 34,531-
32); Oklahoma, id. 39,151 (exemption limited to sales to certain
institutions, id. at 35,319); Oregon, 3 id. 40,203; Washington, id.
50,132 (exemption limited to sales to banks or insurance companies,
id. at 46,216); and Wisconsin, id. 52,212 (as interpreted by the Com-
missioner of Securities, id. 52,602, at 48,502, id. 52,730, at
48,561). In three states, the exemptive provision allows public offerings
of commercial paper except where the paper is offered or sold to the
public in units of less than $5,000 to any one person. California, 1 id.
8131; Iowa, IA id. 18,152; and Pennsylvania, 3 id. 41,112.
Other Restrictions. In the following states, the exemption for
commercial paper carries certain restrictions not found in most state
statutes: Mississippi, 1A id. 27,603 (the Mississippi Secretary of
State has interpreted the exemption as available only to an issuer in
operation for not less than 5 years having had a net profit in the preced-
ing 2 years prior to the application for exemption, id. at 23,516); North
Dakota, 2 id. 37,105 (the exemption is explicitly limited to commer-
cial paper that is "not convertible into and does not carry an option or
right to receive payment or any bonus in any other security," id. at
3.3,205); Pennsylvania, 3 id. 41,302 (the Pennsylvania Securities
Commission has adopted special regulations for commercial paper issued
by bank holding companies, id. at 37,404); and South Dakota, id.
44,175 (the exemption does not apply to "investment certificates or
thrift notes sold or offered for sale to the public by loan or investment
companies," id. at 40,316).
Relationship to Federal Exemption. Not surprisingly, some state
securities administrators look to the administrative and judicial inter-
pretations of section 3(a) (3) for guidance in construing the commer-
cial paper exemption under state law. See, e.g., Arkansas, 1 id. 7614,
at 3539; Massachusetts, 1A id. 1 24,606, at 20,514; Michigan, id.
% 25,677, at 21,519; and Minnesota, id. 22,610, at 22,561-64.
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